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Harlan County

An Eagle gets
.

--

College hires Harlan legislator: Harlan

-

special treatment
Rick Bailey
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

ing about 40 scholarships, visits
Morehead Saturday night.
"They're even tougher than Dayton," Binakonsky said.

They celebrated with
cake and pop,
and they gave
Jeremy Bi-

nakonskyan
award he figured he would
never receive: Special Teams
Player of the Game.
Binakonsky took it upon himself - when you weigh 285
pounds you can take a lot of

~=E:::8:&a~~the
Dayton Flyers attempted a gametying extra-point kick in overtime
lastweek,
.,,.,,·,.
"I had a feeling I colild ·
make a push up the middle on
their guard, and he might not
have noticed me," Binakonsky
said. •At the last second, !got
my hand up. I got my whole
hand on the ball, but it was still
up in the air. It was wide left."
And with that block, Morehead edged the host Flyers 35-34
for one of its biggest victories in

606-783-2030
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legislator Thomas Pope has been hired as a fiscal
specialist at a branch campus of a technical college', becoming the second lawmaker recently to
land a job with a state educational institution.
Pope will be paid sliglitly more than $31,000
annually for his work at the Cumberland Valley
branch campus of Laurel Technical College, said
the school's director, Denise Sharpe. Pope; a
Democrat, is seeking his second term in the state
House of Representatives in the November election. About two months ago, state Rep, John Will
Stacy of.West Liberty was hired as assistant dean
for development at Morehead State University,
Stacy, chairman of the House education budget
subcommittee, receives an annual salary of
$48,000. Pope, 51, has been in the insurance business. Sharpe said sheappointed Pope to his new
post after he was the top choice of a committee for
the new job created by the realignment of the
state's technical schools and community colleges.
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Funds lacking for fire safety,
bli·
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By Sarah A. Webster
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

Nearly two-thirds of the
dormitories at Kentucky's public universities lack the sprinkler systems recommended to
protect students from fires like
the one that killed a Murray
S&te student, a Herald-Leader
years.
survey found.
Binakonsky is now in his
A year after the state fire
third year as a defensive tackle
marshall recommended that
for the Eagles, But he hadn't
any building of three or more
blocked a PAT until Saturday. "I stories have sprinklers, only 35
blocked a lot in high school but
percent of the dormitories are
not in college," he said.
equipped as recommended. .
And his first thought after the
At half the state's pubhc
block, when Brown jumped on
universities, sprinklers are abhim in jubilation?
sent from at least 80 percent of
"I remembered something
the dorm buildings that should
similar in high school," he said.
have them, the survey found.
"We were Jn a goal-line stand,
and I switched sides and made
See DORMS~
the tackle to end the game."
The Eagles' "party" on Sunday night was especially joyful.
The cake was baked by the
mother of defensive back
Donzell Dawson, who is from
Dayton.
"I couldn't believe we'd beaten them at their place," Binakonsky said. "We had a good time
with it."
But the party's over. Elon, a
new Division I-AA program offer-

FILE PHOTO

A fire truck sat in front of the Murray State dorm t~e day
of the fatal fire th.;re. None of those dorms has sprinklers.

DORMS: Sprinklers

Dormitory safety

lacking in most
state college dorms
From Page One
At Murray State University. where
Michael Minger, 19, was killed and another student badly burned in a Sept. 18
blaze, there are no sprinklers in any of the
dorms that are supposed to have them.
In all, 32 of 91 dormitories at Ken. h t publ.1c umvers1t1es
.
..
h ave
tuc k y's e1g
sprinklers.
Sprinklers, which can contain and ex·
tinguish fires in their early stages, are
mandatory in dormitories built today.
But they were optional in the 1960s
when many high-rises were built at state
schools. Most dorms have since installed
limited sprinkler systems in mechanical
and trash storage areas, interviews with
school officials show. But few have them
in residential areas.
So while burning candles continue to
be a hazard and false fire alanns - a
ll"fennial college prank -c;- remain a nag"
ging ,problem.
bl' student
·
.. safety
· l f atl Ken·
I
tuc k y s pu 1c umvers1t1es ts e t arge y
tp smokedetectm,,·and fire.drille.
On Tuesday, Gov.
Paul Patton met with
Gordon Davies, president of the Council on
.
Post-Secondary Education, to look for ways to
pay for ·sprinklers·-1n ·
every dorm room.
There are conflicting reasons as to why
the sprinklers aren't already in place, but lack
of money is always to
blame

kecords show that dorm 11re satety
was the 11th priority in Morehead's current capital plan. Higher priorities included $2.7 million for distance-learning pro- While most dormitories at state universities have
grams and $500,000 for computers.
smoke detectors, not all have sufficient sprinkler sysAt Murray State, sprinklers were list- terns. Schools usually have sprinklers in trash and
ed 22nd among capital improvement pri- mechanical rooms, where fires are likely to start. But
orities, even after fire officials cited the most do not have sprinklers in every room, as fire offischool for not having sprinklers, The Pad- cials prefer in buildings thm/i or more storie~P~lw~ERS IN
ucah Sun reported.
RESIDENCE HALL
OPENED
STORIES EVERY ROOM'
Whi1e some schools gripe about fund- Western Kentucky UnlYerslty
...... 9 .... , ... No
19
ing. others have managed to install sprinBames·Campbell • • · · ·· · · · · - 65 .•...•3 •.•..... No
kier systems on older buildi~. , .
:~~~~ ......9 ........No
More than half - 58 percent:..... of the
Central .................1962 •••..10 ..•..... No
•• : .••3 •.•..... No
UK dormitories have sprinkler· systems in
East · · · · · · · · • · • · · · · · · .1955 ..•.•.4 .....•.. No
I
d
h
A
d
d
.
Gllben
.................
1963
p ace, recor s s ow. n two more ornuKeen ..................1968 ...... 7 .•.•....No
tories, Holmes and Keeneland halls, are
McConnack .............1961 •••••• 6 •••.•••• No
.••••. 4 ...••..•Yes
scheduled for sprinkler installation by
Mclean • · · · · • • • • • • • · · · ·11992
9 47 •.•.•• 3 •••••.••Yes
2001, Beach said.
New
Sorority
•
•
•
•
•
•
·
•
•
•
•
•
•
Nonh •••••..•.•••••••.• 1955 •.•••• 3 ••..••••No
That would leave three dorms with no
Pearce-Ferd Tower .........1970 .••••27 ••••••••Yes
9 •....•.. No
sprinklers - and those buildings are the
Poland • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .1969 .••.•.
1966 •••••.9 ••••..••No
shortest buildings at three stories high,
Rhodes-ttart;n
· · · · · · · · · · · ·1929 •..•..3 .•......No
Schneider
.•..•••••••••••
said Allen Rieman, UK·s director of auxil•
South •••.••••••••••.••• 1959 ...•.•3 ..•.•.•. No
iary services.
West .•................1959 .•••••3 •....•.•No
1992 ......3., ......Yes
UK student Micah Wheat, who lives UnlYlll'91ty
Zachartas of....
" " " " .. ·
Kentucky
on the 20th floor of Kirwan Tower, said
K;rwan Tower ............1967 .....22 ........Yes
sprinklers provide added security, but
Bland;ng Tower ...........1967 .....22 ........Yes
3
1967
false alanns have become a nuisance all
Kirwan Low
· • • • • • • •1967 •.•.•.
· • • · • ·3 ·•••.••••
· · · · · · .No
Blanding
LowRises
Rises · .••••••.
No
too easy to ignore.
Holmes •..••••••••....• 1958 .•.•.. 4 ....•.•• No'
· ·---•If there·really was a fire, I woult:ln't·:·:·Ksenelaml ·.·..... -.:.;ca,: :1954· :·::·. ·: .4 •••••• ..No•
3
believe
Blazer
· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·1962
· · · · · · · · · · · · · .No
l it," he said. "I'd probably go back
Donovan· · ·...............
1954 •..... 4 •••..•.•Yes
to s eep."
,
H.aa&in •..•••••••••.•••1961 .•... .4 .......•Yes
Several UK students reported sleeping
Jewell ..... ·...... , .....1939 ......4 •••••.••Yes
4
through a recent false
Boyd .. · .. · .... • · .. · · ..1925 · .... · .. ··· ...Yes
4
1904
alarm at Kinvan Tow- : 0a!:!:~e~t~~kY IJ01~~,Sity' '
· · ·······.Yes
er.
Kentucky, ..•..••••.••..•1982 ......3 ........ Yes
At EKP. Street said
Commenwealth •••....•••• 1982 ....•. 3 .......Yes
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campus police have
had to force students
out of their rooms
when thev• didn't think
the fire alann was real.
Still, some university officials say the
sprinklers would not
make a noticeable difference.

~:d ei:est Ap~rt~~iitS':::: :ii~~ ::::::~::::::: :~:~

Kentucky State University
3
Young • • • • • • • · · • · • • · • • • • • • · · • • • • · · · • • • • • · .No
3
McCullen
·
·
..
·
..
·
·
"
·
......
"
·
·
·
"
· · " · · .. No
~ - •..•...........•.•.•.•... A . . . . . . •

Kentucky .••.••••.•.•• ·••••.•.•••••3 ........Yes
3
Chand1er • • • • • • • • • · · · • • • • · • · · • • • • • - · · · · • · · .Yes
~~~e~
Yes

K~~ckY ·un·1ve·~~y · ........... ·4........

Brockton Apartments •....•• 1960
Burnam • • • · • · • • • · · • · • • -1921
Case .........•••••••..1961
Clay .......•• , •••.....•1966
Combs .................1963
Commonwealth ...••••...•1967
1964
Dupree
· · • • • • • • · · · · · · • • •1969
Keene .................

....••2 •....••• No
• · • · • ·4 ·······.Yes
•..... 4 •.•..... No
..•.•10 ........ No
.. : ...5 ........ No
..... 20 ........ No
11
· • • · •16 ·........
· · · · · · .No
..••.
No
Martin .•. ·.......•••.•••1962 ...... 5 •....... No
M.cGregcr • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .1963 • • • • • •6 · • · · · • • .No

It would cost an es"By the time sprintimated $11 million to
,..,_....,.
----·-------·
kier svstems come on,
--·you've· already got a
eq uip all dorms·
..,_- State universities
- ..........._. -~:-.:=.==-=~
bad situation and
blame their governing
::.----~--:.: · - ·=
should haye the kids
body • the Council on
--.'·="·.'-~.:--·.·_••·~·
·._·qr,.·.r-:..-··'.-::,:_::c.'.·.=-_·,-··
out," S~·ee, said.
. Palmer
0 Donnell
" ...... ' ... ".1959
" .. 84 ...
. " ......
No
.•.••..•....•....
1966 "
.•....
, ... No
Post-Secondary EducaAnd no fire supSullivan •.•...•..•.....•1909 ......4 •••.....Yes
tion, and the legislature
pression system can
Telford •••..•••.•••..••. 1969 .....13 ........ No
for n?t .giving school_s
completely protect resi~~~er;· : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
:~~
perm1ss10n to retro-flt
dents against ·an arson- Murray State University
all dorrnitorv rooms
ist like the one who
Clark ..... • • • • • • • • • • • • .1961 ..•.•.4 ........No
•••••. 9 ..•.•... No
with sprinklers.
Maps showing escape routes
sprayed flammable liq•
Ehzabeth ...............1964 ••••..
No
,
are posted in the dorms at the
•ct
M
Frankhn .. • • ............1962 .•....47 ..••....
....... ,No
Th e sc hoo1s own
k
h. h
u1 on a rug at urray
Hart .•.•..•..•.•.•....•1966
prioritv lists however University of Kentuc y, w IC
State's Hester Hall. offi.
Hester .................1967 ....•.8 ...... , .No
10 ........ No
indicaie that ·most hav~ has 58 percent of its resi-' .. .
cials said.
Regents ................1970 ..•..
nd · .. · ........ · ..1960 •••... 4 .••..... No
d
rttl
ff
dence
halls
equipped
with
.
b
R,chmo
ma e I e e or I to
"1ts easy to sa oSpnnger .•.••.••••••..••1964 ..•••• 3 •••....• No
make dorms safer in a sprinkler systems and more in- tage a sprinkler sys•
WMe ..................1966 .•.••. 9 .....•••No
fire
stallations planned.
tern." said Paul Win· University olloutavllle
·A d
·
Threlkeld •.•..•....•••••.1962 ..... .4 ........Yes
n representattves
ters, director of risk Stevenson ..•...•...•...•1959 ...... 5 •......•Yes
of the Council on Post-Secondarv Educa- management at Kentucky State Universi- Miller ...•.••••••.•....•1966 ....•.4 .....• , .Yes
tion said thev could not recall a ti.me when ty.
Louisville •...••......••••1990 ...•.. 6 ........ Yes
a school's request for sprinklers was reAll schools have policies against bum- ~~:~~~si~ T~~~r' AptS.' .' .' .' .' .' .' --~~~~ . : : : :
jected. Danns are supposed to be self-suf. .
di
h .
fl
.
Medical/Dental .••......•••......... .4 ........ Yes
ficient so schools are required to pav for mg can es or avmg open ames m
Med1ca1/Dental Apts ..............•.•..7 .... 4...Yes
•
thr h
d tf
· . donn rooms. But even Northern Kentuckv Dorm 49A ..•.•......•...1970 ...... 3 . . . •.. No
improvements oug stu en ees or pn• University. which has sprinklers in ever)· Dorm 49B ..............•1970 ...... 3 ........ No
,·ate funding, said Sherron Jackson. the dorm. has had a minor candle fire in the Dorm 49 ................1970 .... , .3 • • • • • ... No
council's director of equal opporrunity and
Morehead State University
i Tt'
last six years.
Alumm Tower ......••..... 1967 .....10 .. , ..... No
. ... No
ac1 I tes.
B f.
ff .. j
. kl
h l
Butle1 .....•.. , . , ....••1961 ..•.. .4 . .
.. No
Schools have been turned down onlv
ut ire o 1cm s say sprm ers e p. Canmell ................1969 ..... 18
5
.. No
when thev tried to get the state gener<il and are imperative on higher floors. The coope1 •..•...•.......•. 1965 ......
...6
... No
. d :o foot
. t he b·11 , Jac k•son sm.d .
. t over Fu!lds
East M,gnon
.............
1965
run
stan dard Iadd l'\' truek· exten d s JUS
•.
. _1927 ..... A
1
.Yes
... Yes
"Liie•safely issues ... are encouraged 100 ieet. said llarold illcKunc. assistant
Mays
............1937 •.... A
. .No
to be high on the prioritv list." he sa:;,;,.
Lexington tire chiei.
M1gnor. . . . . . . .
. •.. 1963 ...... E-.
. .No
,
I I f- · I · . bl
M,gnon Towe< . . . . .....••1967 ..... 15 .
...
10.
.N0
:\bon• that height, firefighter:,; can Nunn
......1969
I )Ul sc 100 o ncia s stl 11 ame money.
Bob Skipper. a spokesman ior We~t- read1 \·icrim:- only by enrering the build·
Regents . • . .
• • • ...... 1963 • • • • • .5 • •
1927
er:; Kentuckv Universitv. estimated it
in.I! and climbing the stairs. Ladder truck:- Thomoson · · ·
·····•
· · · .-l · · · · ·
.. Nt•
would rost $·4.5 million lo equip all tht' that can reach hij'.!her than the 11th floor ::~~~~:no~·::: ... ::::::
.. .r,o
gd100J's dorms with sprinkler~.
are rare outiide major cities because they Wilson • .. • • • • • • • • , • • • • .1962 • • • • • .5 •
STAff
At Eastern Kentuckv Universit\', cost more than $500,000 and are difficult
where there have been t~\'O significaflt to maneuver and climb. he said.
eiecrrical fires in the past 20 years. it
Some students have already gotten the
would cost $3.5 million, said James Street, word.
director of facilities services.
"l was told before 1 !(Ct here to make
These are the percentages of dormitories that
Street said that if the universitv in·
have sprinkler systems in residential areas: .
stalled sprinklers. students would have to sure I was below the 11th floor," said UK
■ Northern Kentucky University, 100 percent
endure malfunctioning air·conditioning student Tori Ransdell. who lives on the
eig-hth floor of Kirwan Tower. "Because
.■ University of Louisville, 72 percent.
units and leaking pipes.
■ University of Kentucky, 58 percent'
"1 cannot drop maintenance care to in- the ladder won·t reach past the 11th
floor."
■ Kentucky State Universi_ty. 50 percent
stall sprinkler systems." he said.
■ Morehead State University. 20 percent
Porter Dailey. an administrator at
■
■ Eastern Kentucky University. 1~ percem
Morehead State University. expressed :1
■ \Vestern Kenruck~· Univer.-1ff. 17 orrcrn:
iicruiil-1.rndf'r .,;;tar·, tt'ntcr:• 1\fo111r,:
~imilar sentiment.
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Fatal Murray fire prompts calls for changes

Most· dorms lack sprinklers
Only 35 of 103
residence, halls
have systems
By JOSEPH GERTH
The Courier-Journal
I

RICHMOND, Ky, - 'n-:othirds of the 103 dornutones
and apartment complexes at
Kentucky's state universities some of them high-rise buildings - don't have a1:1tomallc
sprinkler systems, which firesafety experts say 'could save
students' lives.
,
The problem was highlighted
by the Sept. 18 fire at an eightstory dormitory without. sprinklers at Murray State Umvers1ty
in which one student died. Another remains hospitalized in
critical condition.
Many dormitories were built
before state law required sprinklers, and university officials
have said they don't have the
money to install them. Of 103
donmtories and , apartment
complexes, -only 35 'have sprinklers, according to The CourierJournal's review of state records and infonnation provided
by the universities. ,
But after the fatal fire at
Murray State, Gov. Paul Patton,
legislators and higher-education
officials said they ,lidiie, lo find
a way to install sprinklers in
buildings where students sleep.
"The governor h~s asked us
to look into what "'.e can do and what we can do_ m short order - to get things on a good
track here," said Gordon Davies, president of the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary Edu-

cation.
More than 25 years after
Kentucky's first swinkl~r la':"
went into effect, state umvers1ties including Murray State,
Morehead, Kentucky State,
Eastern and Western still have
significant numbers of buildings without sprinklers.
Crit Luallen, Patton's cabinet
secretary, said Pattpn hopes to
have information ' from the
Council on Postsecondary Education and the state fire marshal within two weeks on what
it would cost to make dormitories safer.
Morehead State has estimated the cost of installing -sprinklers in 12 dormitories at $2.5
million. Luallen said there may
be money in the state highereducation budget that could be
used to up~rade buildings.
Universities have been slow
to install sprinklers because it
is so costly and schools could
be forced to raise donnitory
fees to pay for it,: said Keith
Kappes, a Morehead
spokes1
man said.
But improvemen,ts couldn't
come soon enough for Sandra
Amox, who is worried because
her son lives near' the top of
Eastern's 20-sto!)' Commonwealth Hall, which has no
sprinklers.
Her son, Phillip LeClaire, is

majoring in fire safety and was a volunteer firefighter in his hometown,
Kodiak, Alaska. He said he couldn't
believe that the donn didn't have
sprinklers when he checked in last
year.
,·
LeClaire said some· rooms,in the
donn also have exposed wiring, a potential hazard. And with just one fire
alann on each floor, some residents
have trouble hearing it.
"They should put sprinklers in,"
LeClaire said.
Amox, who works for the Alaska
Housing Corp. and manages rental
property, said she was shocked when
her son told her about the donn ·s
condition. "I said, 'Oh, my gosh, we
couldn't even move a family into an
apartment like that here.' "
Commonwealth Hall at Eastern is
the tallest, but it isn't the only highrise dormitory in the state without a
sprinkler system. Morehead State
University's Cartmell Hall has 18 stories, and its Migno~ Tower has 15.
Neither has sprinklers.
THE STATE universities have 12
dormitories 10 stories or taller with
no sprinklers. And 44 of the 68
dorms that have no sprinklers would
be required to install them if they
were built today.
The state has required sprinklers
in taller buildings since 1972. Currently, new donnitories that are four
stories or taller must have them.
At the University of Louisville, all
but six low-rise dormitories in the
frrt~~ry1ity q_uadr~mgle

have spiin~k~~!"S.
-At t!ie Un1vers1ty of Kentucki;, the
school is slowly installing Sprinklers
- upgrading the taller buildings first.
Only two UK donnitories taller than
three stories don't have sprinklers;
the school plans to install them in
those buildings in 2000 and 2001.
UK Fire Marshal Garry Beach said
UK hopes eventually to have sprinklers in all donnitories.
All donnitories and apartments at
Northern Kentucky University have
sprinklers. But the other regional
universities lag far behind - many
have sprinklers only in trash chutes
and storage rooms, where fires are
more likely to occur.
But state officials may seek
changes after the Murray fire.
At the University of North Carolina, a 1996 fire at the Phi Gamma
Delta fraternity house killed five students. The city of Chapel Hill passed
an ordinance requiring sprinklers in
all fraternity and sorority houses.
In Virginia, while Davies was executive director of Virginia's Council
for Higher Education. a dormitory
fire prompted the legislature to require all state schools to install sprinklers in donnitories
Most programs at Kentucky
schools are paid for with money in
the state's general fund. But dormitories are considered "auxiliary eriterprises," expected to be self-supporting.
That means that to install sprinklers, the schools must.tap into maintenance money or sell bonds to raise
the money. If schools sell bonds, they
often must raise students' fees.
State Rep. Harry Moberly, chairman of the state House budget committee. believes his committee needs
to look into the way schools pay for
fire safety. Moberly, a lawyer who
works at Eastern Kentucky University, said he was surprised to learn that
Eastern had a 20-storv dorm without

THE REWARDS
Sept. 18 fire: The
university is offering a
$30,000 reward from private
donations for information
leading to a conviction in the·
fire at Hester Hall that killed
Michael Minger, 19, of
Niceville, Fla. The Alumni
Association is offering a fouryear full scholarship tuition, room and board. A
student whose information
leads to a conviction could
collect both rewards.
Sept. 13 fire: A $2,000
reward is being offered for
information that leads to a
conviction in a fire at Hester
on Sept. 13. That blaze was
in the same area as the fatal
Sept. 18 fire.

INJURED STUDENT
Student Michael Priddy of
Paducah, who was injured
trying to escape the Sept. 18
fire, was in critical but stable
condition yesterday at the
Vanderbilt University.Burn
Center.

To install
sprinklers5 the
schools must tap
into maintenance
money or sell
bonds to raise the
money,
Moberly, however, said he doesn't
believe it's the legislature's fault that
sprinklers haven't been installed, because schools haven't pushed the legislature to pay for them.
But Sherron Jackson, the director
for equal opportunity and facilities at
the Council on Postsecondary Education, said that the legislature traditionally hasn't funded such improvements. University budget requests go
through the council.
SO WHEN EASTERN sought
the council's permission to ask the
General Assembly for $3.4 million to
install sprinklers and new fire alarms
in dormitories. the council didn't approve the request.
Sometimes the General Assembly
will approve but not fund projects.
J~ckson said many projects approved
without funding are never completed.
In 1996, however, UK asked for
S427.000 to install sprinklers in a
donnitory and do other improvements. The General Assembly approved but didn't fund the project, so
UK financed it through other means.
Davies said he doesn't know how
the schools will pay for sprinklers.
but he hopes they can do so without
asking the legislature for additional
money - because the General Assembly isn't scheduled to meet again
until 2000.
Davies believes the colle!(es have
mone.v they can use for sprinklers.
~nr1 ;..<> c,-.irl hn
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SPRINKLERS IN KENTUCKY DORMITORIES
Only about one-third of the 103 student dormitories and. apartments at Kentuci<y's state universities have automatic fire
sprinklers. Fire-safety experts say all buildings where students sleep should have sprinklers. Here's a list of- all dormitories
and api:'rtments at state universities and whether they have sprinklers.
DORM

Stories -

Sprln~,,.

. Eastern Kentucky University
Case Hall
4
BumamHall
4
Clay Hall
10
Sullivan Hall
4
Commonwealth Hall 20
Palmer Hall
8
Brockton Apts. 1 and 2
Dupree Hall
11
Todd Hall
11
Keene Hall ·
16
O'Donnell Hall
4
Martin Hall
4
Combs Hall
4
McGregor Hall
6
Telford·Hall
13
Walters Hall
8

160 no
275 yes
404 no
153 yes
523 no
285 no
140 no
340 no
341 no
582 no
194 no
395 no
242 no
439 no
655 no
395 yes

Kentucky State University
Young Hall
McGullenHall
Hunter Hall
Kentuci<y Hall
Chandler Hall
Combs Hall

4
4
4
3
3
4

.f~;~j l '. •

169 units no
61 unrts no
51 unrts no
68units yes
62 units yes
55 units yes
.,
•

Mliiehead State Universiiy
Alumni Tower
BU11er Hall
Cartmell Hall
Cooper Hall
East Mignon Hall
Fields Hall
Mays Hall
Mignon Hall
Mignon Tower
Nunn Hall
Regents Hall
Thompson Hall
Waterfield Hall
West Mignon Hall ,

10
4
18
5
6
4
4
6
15
10
5
4
5
5

'

384

no
204 no
512 no
200 no
196 no
124 yes
120 yes
300 no
300 no
248 no
198 no
110 yes
286 no
196 no

DDRM

Stories Students Sprinklers

Wilson Hall

·5

198

no

266
300
310
530
301
374
230
292
386

no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no
no

Murray State University
Clark Hall
Elizabeth Hall
Franklin Hall
Hart Hall
Hester Hall
Regents Hall
Richmond Hall
Springer Hall
WhrteHall

4
9
4
7
8
10
4
3
9

Northern Kentucky University
Kentucky Hall
Commonwealth Hall
Norse Hall #4
Norse Hall #5
Norse Hall #6
Norse Hall #7
Woodcrest Apts. #1
Woodcrest Apts. #2
Woodcrest Apts. #3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

108

yes
yes
. yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

137
120
167
167
167
167
624
193
337
541
295
107
306
167
167
167

,. _no
yes
no
no
no
no
yes
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
no

198
198
108
72

64
65
78

84

University of Kentucky
Boyd Hall
Patterson Hall
Blanding Hall #1
Blanding Hall #2
Blanding Hall #3
Blanding Hall #4
Blanding Tower
Blazer Hall
Donovan Hall
Haggin Hall
Holmes Hall'
Jewell Hall
Keeneland Hall"
Kirwan Hall #1
Kirwan Hall #2
Kirwan Hall #3

.3
4

3
3
3
3
23
3
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3

IHJRM

Stories S1ulfents Sprinklers

Kirwan Hall #4
3
167 no
23.
Kirwan Tower
624 yes
*Scheduled to get sprinklers in summer
2000
**Scheduled to get sprinklers in summer
2001

University of Louisville
Univ. Tower Apts. 11
Unitas Tower
11
Louisville Hall
6
Stevenson Hall
5
Threlkeld Hall
4
Miller Hall
4
International House 3
Phi Kappa Tau
3
Wellness House
3
Tau Kappa Epsilon 3
Center Hall
3
Medical-Dental Apts, 8

100 units
320
96 suites
107
262
296
54
14 units
44
14 units
96
104 units

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
no
no
yes

Western Kentucky University
Barnes-Campbell Hall 9
366
Bates-Runner Hall
3
152
Bemis Lawrence Hall 9
366
Central Hall
10
398
Keen Hall
7
400
East Hall
3
198
Schneider Hall
3
146
Gilbert Hall
4
202
Poland Hall
400
9
MCCormack Hall
6
358
Mclean Hall
4
147
New Sorority Hall
3
188
North Hall
3
172
Pearce-Ford Tower 27
894
Rodes-Harlin Hall
9
368
South Hall
3
183
West Hall
3
180
Zacharias Hall
3
206
Source: Individual Universities

no
no
no
no .,·
no
no
no
no
no
no
yes
yes
no
yes
no
no
no
yes

High-rise dorm rooms are especially vulnerable
By JOSEPH GERTH
The Courier-Journal

If a fire broke out on an upper
floor, firefighters would carry heavv
equipment and hoses up the steps to
fight the fire.
Richmond Fire Chief Fred Brandenburg figures his depa11ment could
douse a high-rise fire without major
injuries if residents heeded the alarm
and got out.
Russell Sanders. a former Louis-

The 20-story Commonwealth Tow. er at Eastern Kentucky University in
Richmond is the tallest building in
town. It's also the tallest dormitmv in
the state university system that
doesn't have sprinklers.
The Richmond Fire Department like most - isn't well-equipped to ville fire chief and now regional manfight a fire in such a tall building. ager for the National Fire Protection
Ae1ial ladders usually reach only Association. said students in high-rise
about JO stories. Students trapped by dorms are vulnerable because fightfire and smoke abo\'e that have no ing fires in such. buildings is difficult
way to escape. ·
and students often are reluctant to

respond to fire alarms because false
ones are so frequent.
Sanders said it takes 15 to 20 minutes longer to respond to a fire in a
high-rise because firefighters must
carry heavy equipment upstairs
against the flow of panicked students
rushing down. By the time firefighters get there. the fire may well have

reached ''flashover.'' in which anv-

thing combustible in the area ignites.
Sanders said.
Then, as firefighters attack the fire.
they risk filling the stairwell with
smoke. making it impossible for any-

one above to escape. he said.
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Murray now answers all
university fire alarms
The former policy did not
cause a delay in response time
to the deadly fire in Hester
Hall last month. The fire department was notified immediately because the blaze was
verified by a campus police of•
ficer who happened to be outBy CHRIS_ POYNTER
'i side the dormitory.
·
The Couner-Journal
The university, however, reThe f' d rt
t . M · viewed its policy in light of. the
. ire epa m_en m ur- 1 recent fire.
ray 1s now responding: to ~very
The Murray fire chief said
alarm from the d~rm1t?nes. at he agrees with the new plan.
M~rray State Umv~rs1ty, fire
"They are doing exactly the
Chief Pat Scott conf1'?'ed yes- 1- right thing," Scott said. The
terday. Because of so many city has two fire stations, he
false alarms, the school had said and both will respond to
been calling firefighters only campus calls.
after campus authorities con- firmed there was a fire.
That leaves Western Kentucky as the only state university that does not immediately
notify a fire department when
an alarm sounds. Western will
review that policy in light of
the Sept. 18 arson fire at Murray, in which one student was
killed and another seriously injured, said Charlotte Reeder,
the coordinator for environmental health and safety at
Western.
·
But any time smoke or fire is
reported by an individual, she
said, the fire department is immediately called and the building is evacuated.
The new policy at Murray
went into effect Tuesday, according to a memo from -Larry
Anderson, the director of environmental safety and health for ·
the university. The--' Courier-"
Journal obtained a copy of the

Policy change
made in light
of dorm fatality

Murray and Western had a
high number of false alarms
last year, with Murray record-.
ing about 1,200 and Western
about 240.
Scott said if the number of
false alarms becomes a burden,
the department may send only

one station's crew.

Gerry
Brown,
Bowling
Green's fire chief, said he
"wholeheartedly
supports
changing the policy" at Western. For several years now, he
said, he and past fire chiefs
have raised the issue with campus administrators.
Concerning the fatal Murray
, fire, investigators are about fin, ished gathering evidence, and
it's possible that authorities
will soon turn over the fourth
I floor of Hester Hall to the university, said state Trooper
Chuck Robertson.
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policy. l, H,~J:.:,,~ . c·:ijb,!>;'-i~~~~~l1~
Anderson could· not, '·be
reached for comment yester- .
~ay. It is unclear if the policy
1s permanent.
· · ,e1c/.o~
. However, his one-page letter
stated that residence-hall direc'.-tors should call 911 immediate-.
ly when an alarm sounds. ·
Campus police are also to con,,
tact the· Murray Police Depart-·
ment, which in tum will send,
the fire department. 11 , -(l::r:~tl?.

F THERE is any. lingering tallest dorms first.
·
•·
doubt among KentuckiThe figures themselves are
ans about how badly out bad enough fu, a time wlien
of whack the priorities of fire safe!)' else,where has m~~e
the state's higher edui:ation such strides,;.Worse, though, IS
1
system had become,:·tl)e·s~--s. th!lt they ~-t~.e:resul_t of<:0ndal of dormitories without sc1ous, deliberate ch01ces.
sprinkler systems ought finally
The universities, state-level
to dispel It. , . : . · .
' · . .bureaucrats :'_an~ legislators .
"Obsessecl by turf and status, have all known·'of the need. ·
the state's universities · and They've all hiid · concrete' protheir legislative sponsors could posals before ,them. And .they:
find plenty of money over the have all refused to pay, saying
years for fine new edifices. For somebody else is responsible.
running reclundant dental and
Even now,. after a young
law schools. For starting and man has died in· a· fire:in an·
maintaining needlessly dupli- . unprotected" eight-story dorm
cative degree programs. For at Murray . State · University,
staking-out territory with sate!- Mr: Gerth ·still· ,found them
lite campuses.
• . ....
madly pointing their 'fingers at.
But despite their· clear re- , each ·other; ."i.'. ·,:•,. :''
· .' ·
SP9nsibility and tpe ·wid!!-' "'it's the ~~:~bol_cif~y;
spread ·understandihg ·of 'it, .. the state's·big!I
__ er.educattonsys',
they haven't bothered to find tern so badly, rieeds•the·clirecthe money. to make ·older. tion, order"ii,lld:;a_eeiountabllity..
donns· safe by retrofitting· ·that Gov.cP,iittort"sf~orms'iire.
them with;sprinkler systems.. attempting,tif'adtieve... :'~•· ··,
As a result,' acconfing to a·
. And j~i,~liY!fe
·will'.·
survey by,: st,aff writer Jo~epn succ~. •;:Al\r.J.east . the Ii~
Gerth : P1?.bhshed yesterda~. president of lh!l:state Council
two-thirds.of the state's dornu- . on Postseconc!.a!Y Education, ·
tones and' student apartment . Gordon Davies;'.fjas his priori.:,..
buildihgs s_till lack spn_'nklers. ties strai.'(ll!t:
.;,primfil¥Je-,.
The onfy ~al exceptions to the SP9nsi1?i¥,tv.'.,.t.e ~qi; ~ti;~{;
rule are ,the new Northern dents," ,Jll!\,.t ii:'· Mr. Gerth:·
Kentucky ;University. ·campus, "And if the~ ate'riot in:safe en-•'
where allE do_rms h!lve ~rin- yironmi:nm;)liere iii no ~uild-'.
klers,
and the
•...U~vers1)y~of
., . . ·. p
h ~ ; ~ ~·1,•··
' nuisvill·
_.,
•.ifut~••.
, r,._o.•,·J .- ~
w_h e!:11,·r:a:•
g~i
·, i<!!'i!Yf.,.'
. · .,..., . -~'"·
· &.l..t!.'
do,. The·-iUm~?f:.!6f Kiili .. !iflt:hl~
· tfi)ij;l;IU iii!
tucky ist' . d' ' ' .4
•· · · dlciil 6lii;.;tn
c!<t''1= "·"
,,.::"~~,.;.a~:11;,.;.,,.,~.....
cnrinklersfl
.l
1
''~t,1/
tl !
' rk\)l
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This fire alarm is real
Colleges
shouldn't
wait
any longer to
install
sprinklers
...:-::-£!- '
.
.. •
'
•
..
•
he lqck of sprinklers in many sprinklers.
.
university dormitories isn't a
At Murray State University,
trickle; ·it's a flood.
where student Michael' Minger died
Two-thirds of residence hall
in a fire last month, none of the ·
rooms at the state universities are
dorms have sprinklers.
not ~uipped with automatic sprin- . •... .Tll.~)11\:lf of s.af~!Y equipment -.
klers, ·even: 25 years after a'state _'_should not go tincoirected for an-···-.
law required them in new, tall
: .· other year. Retrofitting needs to be
buildings. ~: /· ,- -c"-:• \-:· ~1,:;f'' :: :i :;,i done this swrufier,:}f 'not ~ooner. By_
.;No one ~on·o(agencf fyi~ · · :,one estimate;:~!l.~l.ljon \yould ~:;.
had a Handle on the extent ·of this
needed. That's not'a lot of mohey ~
statewide prgbleiµ. Now,-two"sur- ·. a·state that)1ad a $366,mill(on sur
veys,-including one:]:iy the Herald- ··~plus before·the'goverhor:ancl the : J
Leader, have.shown how widelegislature started slicing tip the · ·~
spread it is'. •,- .. -~-,- :·...... , ·
pie. :'· .. ·· '· ··,·· :·· · -- ·· ;:·~·: ---. ·;_. Many of the·unequipped rooms
One obstacle has·beert deciding·
are in towers of more than IO stowho pays for sucli improvements.. _
ries. Standard aerial trucks reach .:-.7Residence halls are_ si;ipposed to be .'
about 10 floors; above,tlia~, fire; · -. self-supporting, paid for by'the stufigh.ters have.to .carry,cheavy equip- ·..;,i.dents who liv:e in them. Some uni' ..
meht up stairs; eating up precious -·-· versities have tried, with limited ·
time during a fire. <· .. . .... ,... ... .
success,. to find other sources in
•.:Jlor exainP,le, Eastern Kentucky .their overall.capital appropriations.
University has ·six residence nalls
:_ Surely, there·imi pockets-in state
with 10 floors &:more that!ack :; · governmentwliere.soni.e dollars ar:e .
sprinklers. M91:,eh~fi:~~t!!:b~ _foµt,~,.llfl!.shed: ~9,tiftltcollege students can_
Af both urliversities;:iilfouf80 per- -, <be prote'ctelfwhileJiving under thif:"0
cent of the dorm rooms are witli9ut ,state's rpcif. : · . ·
·
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Internet is ~aking it eas,e~__for
coIIege Student S t O Cheat
By Victoria Benning
THE WASHINGTON POST

George Mason University instructor
Anne Marchant calls them "patchwork
plagiarists" - the students who copy
and paste together passages from various
articles they've found on the Internet,
then tum in the work as their own.
She catches at least one such student
every semester in her computer science
classes, she said. She even discovers such
plagiarism in her computer ethics course.
"Certainly, cheating is pervasive,"
Marchant said. "It's usually deadly obvious. The introduction will be written in
broken English; then it will have this
flawlessly written, almost doctoral-quality body; then a conclusion thaf goes
back to broken English."
Teachers and administrators at
several Washington area colleges agree
that cheating is on the rise because the
computer has made it so easy.
The high-tech offenses include using information from the Internet without proper attribution, buying term papers from online paper mills and sharing answers and course work via e. r,iaii or diskette. Dozens of Web sites
are deciicated to helping students cheat
more easily and successfully.
Professors are using the computer to
fight back - launching Internet searches
to find the source of purloined material
and installing software that detects similarities in students' papers.
The computer has made cheaters out
of students who otherwise would never
have considered such trickery, some educators say.
"In the olden days, a student had to
go to the library, dig up the information
and retype it,'' said Leon Geyer, a Virginia Tech professor and an adviser to
the school's student-run undergraduate
honor system. "Now you can sit in your
dorm room and just reach out, point and
click."
At Virginia Tech, the number of
cheating complaints made to the school's
Honor Court rose from 136 during the
1996-97 school year to 280 last year. Most
of the cases involved comptJler-aided
cheating, Geyer said.
Last spring, for example, dozens of
students in different sections of one computer science course were caught electronically sharing work on an end-of-year
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assignment. In another case, four
students in one science class
turned in the same paper. The
students hadn't copied off each
other or shared their work they'd all surfed the Web looking
for a research paper to steal and,
coincidentally, had chosen the
same one.
At George Mason University,
officials handled 101 honor code
violations last year, up· from the
number in previous years, and
most involved computer-related
cheating, said Girard Mulherin,
associate dean for university life.
"And that's probably only a fraction of the cases that are out
,there,'' he said.
Formal reports of cheating
have increased at the University
of Maryland, although Amy
Ginther, the school's assistant director of judicial programs for
academic integrity, said she
thinks part of the reason might
be that teachers have become
more adept at spotting the misconduct.
The most typical case is a
student lifting material from the
Internet to avoid doing assigned
work, Ginther said. It might involve, for example, a student who
was asked to see a play and write
a review.
"The student hasn't seen it
but has taken a review or sum.mary found on the Internet and
'written it up as if they've seen it,"
·she said. The cheater often is
caught, s11e added, "because
•there's L~en some major differ.ence in staging ... in the local pre·sentation and the faculty mem·ber, of course, has seen it."
Penalties for offenses such as
plagiarism and sharing answers
,tend to be harsh. And they
should be, said Virginia Tech's
:Geyer. "It matters whether the
·guy who built the bridge cheated
his way through engineering
-school," he said. "I'd worry about
.that."

But Geyer said he does be.Jieveingivingcheaters.asecond
chance. At Virginia Tech, the typ·ical punishment for a first-time
offender is enrollment in an ethics
class, 50 hours of on-campus·
•community service and a double:weighted zero, which often re-suits in a failing grade for the
u:ourse. A student who completes
•his punishment can have the of•fense removed from his record .
Sam Miller, an assistant to
,the vice president for student af-fairs at the University of Virginia,
where the mandatory penalty for
•cheating is expulsion, acknowl-edges that school officials might
be getting relatively few cheating
:complaints from teachers because
they are reluctant to subject stu-dents to such strong punishment.
Miller serves on an Internet
.abuse response team that looks
:into any computer-related misbe•havior at the university. The
team handles about three cases a
-day, compared with about five
,cases a month three years ago, he
said. But most of them involve
floods of junk e-mail or e-mail ha-rassment, rather than students
copying from the Internet or from
each other. He said there have
been a few cases of hackers at•tempting - unsuccessfully - to
gain access to exam questions.
The students who resort to
cheating are often feeling intense
academic pressure and juggling
too many balls, said Amanda
,Rich, 21, a senior at Virginia
-Tech who serves as chief justice
of the school's honor court.
"A student's (thinking): 'Oh
no, I'm running late on time. I
_need eight to 10 hours to write
that ... and it's only five hours until class,"' Rich said. "It comes
down to the last minute, and they
feel that (cheating) is their only
option."
The Internet offers a wealth
of resources for prospective
cheaters. In addition to the Web
sites that offer thousands of research papers and book reports,
'there are sites where students can
submit math homework problems
·10 a resident math whiz and online message boards where students with very specific needs
·can help each other.
Ironically, the same technolo'.gy that is making it easier for
students to cheat is making it
easier for professors to catch
them.
The Virginia Tech computer
science students were caught by
a computer program that detected
similarities in their work. A
growing number of professors are
. using such software. Other com·puter programs compare the answers of students who sat near
each other during multiple-choice
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Cyber-cbeating growing worse.on campus
Plagiarists find
the Internet
makes job easy
By VICTORIA BENNING
The Washington Post .
George Mason University in•
structor Anne Marchant calls
them ,.patchwork plagiarists"
- the students who copy and
paste together passages from
various articles they've found
on the Internet, then tum in the
work as their own.
She catches at least one such
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s tu derit every semester in her
computer science classes, she
said. She even discovers such
plagiarism in her computer eth·

1cs course.

"Certainly, cheating is r.erva•
sive," Marchant said. "It s usually deadly obvious, The intro·
duction will. be written in
broken English; then it will
have this flawlessly written, al•
most doctoral-quality body;
then a co·nclusion that goes
back to broken English."
Teachers and administrators
at several Washington area col·
Ieges agree that cheating is on
the rise - because the comput•
er has made cheating so easy.
The high-tech offenses in-

·

"(Before) a student had to ••• dig
up the information and retype it.
Now you ••• just point and click,"
Leon Geyer, Virginia Tech profesEor
elude using information from
the Internet without proper attribution, buying term papers
from online paper mills, and
sharing answers and course
work via e-mail or diskette.
Dozens of Web sites are dedicated to helping students cheat
more easily and successfully.

Professors are using the computer to fight back - launching
Internet searches to find the
source of purloined material

and installing software that detects similarities in students'
papers.
The computer has made
cheaters out of students who
otherwise would never have
considered such trickery, some
educators say.
"In the olden days, a student
had to go to the library, dig ur,
the information and retype it,'
said Leon Geyer, a Virginia
Tech professor and an adviser
to the school's student-run undergraduate honor system.
"Now you can sit in your dorm
room and just reach out, point.
and click."
At Viq;inia Tech, the number
of cheatmg complaints made to
the school's Honor Court rose
from 136 during the W96-97
school year to 280-Iast year. Most
of the cases involved computeraided cheating, Geyer said.
-- G's( spring, for example,
dozens of Virginia Tech students in different sections oj
one computer science cours~
were caught electronically shar
ing work on an end-of-year as.
signment. In another case, four
students in one science class
turned in the same paper. The
students hadn't copied off each
other or shared their work they'd all surfed the Web looking for a research paper to steal
and, coincidentally, had chosen
the same one.
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Sam Miller, an assistant to the vice suspects patchwork plagiarism, :
At Georte Mason, officials
· a t th e goes on the Internet. "I can do an
res,'d en t for s tu den t a ffairs
h an__d_led IOI onorcodeviolations
· rs1·1y of v·trg·1ma,
· where th e ternet search using key words ,
~ mve
last year, up from the number in previ- mandatory penalty for cheating is ex• phrases and find out exactly wh
ous years, and !'lost involved comput• pulsion, acknowledges that school of· they got it from," she said.
er-relatedcheatmg,accordingtoGirard ficials might be getting relatively few
Mulherin, associate dean for universi• cheating complaints from teachers
JAMES WILSON, an associ
ty lif_e. "And that's probably only a because they are reluctant to subject professor at Howard University's (
fraction of the cases that are out students to such strong punishment. lege of Medicine, took advantage
there," he said.
computer technology a few years ,
Formal reports of cheating have in·
TH_E STUDEN,S w~o r~sort to when he suspected that some hig
creased at the Universit of Ma . cheatmi; are often feehng !ntense organized cheating was occunin1
land, although Amy Gfnther, t?e academic pres~ure a nd Juggling too · one of his classes. · He decided
school's assistant director of iudicial mai:iy ball~, s~•~ Amr ahnd ahR,ch, 21 • a/ scramble the questions on his exa
0rhes as. students would get the same test,
programs for academic integrfty said s~r:i•r.a r irgm/a hec
she thinks part of the reason ,;,ight lc
Jus tee O '. e sc 00 s onor' with the questions in a different
be that teachers have become more co~ ·
,
. .
,
. der.
adeptatspottingthemisconduct.
, A st ~dents (th•~kmg): Oh _no,
"That kind of test would be d1
.
.
I m runmng late on time. I need eight cult to hand-grade, but a compt
TH_E _MOST typical case 1s a stu- to 10 hours to w1ite that ... and u·s can do it rather easily" Wilson s,
dent hflmg ma\enal from the Internet only five hours until class,' " Rich "I use it on a rando~ basis ev
to_ avoid. domg_ as.signed work, . said. "It comes down to the last m,r·· now and then. Pretty soon the rr
Gmther said. It might mvolve, for ex- ute, and they feel that (cheating) i sage gets out .... The culture st,
ample, a st udent who --:as asked to their only option."
to change. Students start to say: 'I
see a play and wnte a reVtew.
watch out for Wil on y
,
"The student hasn't seen it but has
THE INTERNET offors a weal!"· awa with that with hi.;,, ?,u can 1
taken a review or summair found on of resources for prospective cheater: .
lh .
.d h b. .
the Internet and written ,t u as if In addition to the Web sites that off<
u enn sa,
e e11eves t
they've seen it "she said. Th/cheat- thousands of research papers an many of the students who resor
er often is ca~ght she added "be- book reports, there are sites whet :nternet-~ased cheaimg a_re spend
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cause there's been ;ome major

differ- students can submit math homewor.
problems to a resident math whi
and online message bo_ards wher
students with very spec1f1c needs ca.
h eIP eac h oth er.
Among the _recent messages poste·
at one such sue was a student's pie
for a \hree-paragra~p desc1iption of·
fav~nte ammal --;; using lots of a(
Ject1ves, please, _Another_ studer
asked for help •~- interpreting "Th
Second Coming, by Yeats, whic
brought this replr "I just complete
an essay (or_Enghsh 102 01! 11. Na1le
the meam~g quite well. If mten;~te,
I can e:ma1I you the whole thmg.
lromcally, t~e sa!"e technolog
that 1s m~kmg 1_1 easier for student
lo cheat IS making 11 easier for pre
fessors to ca_tc~ them.
The Virginia "1,ech compu1er sc
ence students were caught by a corr
~ute_r pro11ram that detected similar
Iles m their work. A growing numb,

ence in staging ... in the local presentation and the faculty member, of
course has seen it"
' • •for offenses
·
Penalties
such as plagiarism and sharing answers tend to
l,e harsh. And they should be said
Virginia Tech's Geyer. "It m~tters
whether the guy who built the bridge
cheated his way through engineering
school," he said. "I'd worry about
that"
B~t Geyer said he does ·believe in
giving cheaters a second chance. At
, Virginia Tech, the typical punishment
for a first-time offender IS a doubleweighted zero - which often results
in a failing grade for the course _
enrollment in an ethics class and 50
hours of on-campus community ·service. A student who completes his
punishment can have the offense removed from his record,
·

of professors arc using such sofl
ware. Other computer programs corr.

pare the answers of students who sc

~o muc

time on me 1n the f

P ~~e.
.
,,
th lnN 1h e thime th eyd,eh spend! surl
1
1
e e • ey couli ~ve one
work themselves," he said.
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Kentucky does more
than. recruit factories
Education .gap.hurts wages,
but workers are productive
By Marvin E. Strong Jr.
n the Sept. 13 Herald-Leader, columnist Bill Bi~hop shared 'his viewpoint of Kei:i,tucky's econo1:111cdevelopment strategies. He cla1ms Kentucky 1s
"competing for scraps" and the state's only strate!:¥
is to recruit plastics companies. He asserts the Cabinet for Economic Development has no real strategy
for bringing quality job opportunities to rural Kentucky.
Bishop neglects to provide information to the
reader about the active and effective strategies being used to bring new industry into Kentucky and
efforts to help existing companies expand. Unfortunately, Bishop did not bother to gather all th~ facts
before writing this article, and I feel his one-sided
position has gone unchallenii:ed for far _too long: _
If Bishop had gathered his facts pnor to wntmg
his article he would have learned that, from January
1993 to A~gust 1998, 3,400 companies announced
investments of more than $13 billion with a commitment to create nearly 126,000 jobs for Kentuckians.
The companies listed in the accompanying box are
just a few that have chosen to locate or expand m
Kentucky.
These are quality companies providing excellent
job opportunities for the pecple of Kentucky. Obviously, Bishop's definition of "scraps" differs from ~e.
Why do these companies choose to locate m .
Kentucky? Because Kentucky offers great advantages for new and expanding businesses, including
a great location, low utility rates, low taxes and a
oro-business government. Kentucky's greatest asset,
howev~, is our workers.
Kentucky production workers were 13 percent
more productive than their national counterparts in
1996. This was not a one-time phenomenon. Since
1990, Kentucky's productivity grew at an average
armual rate of 6.4 percent, compared to 4.7 percent
in the U.S. At the same time, production workers·in
Kentucky earned the same wage ($26,680) as their
national counterparts in 1996.
Michael Porter writes in The Competitive Advantage of Nations, which appeared in the Harvard
Business Review in the March-April 1990 issue, that
"the only meaningful concept of competitiveness at
the national level is productivity. The principle goal ther behind for the average job in the U.S."
of a nation is to produce a high and rising standard
To understand the reason behind this wage gap,
of living for its citizens. The ability to do so deone must take into consideration the fact that, acpends on the productivity with which a nation's lacording to the 1997 U.S. Bureau of the Census, Kenbor and capital are employed. Productivity is the
' tucky continues to lag behind the U.S. in educationvalue of the output produced by a unit of labor or
al attainment both on the high school and post seccapital ... Productivity is the prime determinant of a ondary level. For 1997, Kentucky had a high school
nation's long-run standard of living."
graduation rate of 75.4 percent, compared to 82.1
According to Bishop, the cabinet has been using percent for the U.S. For those with bachelor's dean ineffective strategy for the last 50 years.
grees or more, Kentuck-y had a rate of 17.6 percent,
In 1992, the Kentucky General Assembly passed • compared to 23.9 percent in the U.S.
House Bill 89 establishing the Kentucky Economic
We recognize and acknowledge that, if we are to
Development Partnership Board. HB 89 further resucceed in increasing per capita income for all Kenquired the development of Kentucky's first-ever
tuckians, continued emphasis must be placed on edstrategic plan to guide our economic development
ucation. Gov. Paul Patton and the General Assembly
efforts. The Kentucky Strategic Plan for Economic
have been working hard to improve Kentucky's eduDevelopment. adopted in 1994, received input from
cation systems ,vith measures such as KERA and
citizens across the state. Implementation continues
the recent post-secondary education reform.
to involve hundreds of Kentuckians serving on tacWe firmlv believe that in order to increase the
tic teams.
number of quality jobs for the people of Kentucky,
The plan encompasses much more than just inwe need to produce a well-educated and well-trained
dustrial recruitment. Strategies include initiatives to work force. Simply put: Education pays.
assist existing businesses, encourage small business
In closing, we welcome educated, well-intendevelopment, train Kentucky workers, increase extioned criticism of our cabinet, as it helps us do a
ports, develop community leaders, encourage combetter job for all Kentuckians. Bill Bishop's readers,
munity economic development efforts, promote sushowever, continue to be victims of his shallow retainable management of Kentucky's natural research and misleading opinions.
sources, develop the state's tourism industry and ex■
pand opportunities for Kentucky agricultural prodMarvin
E.
Strong
Jr. is secretary of the
ucts.
Kentucky's Cabinet for Economic Deve/opBishop further points out in his column that

I
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Scorsone says
area colleges
can create jobs
GOP opponent
wins backing of
business group

Scorsone also supported programs
that would enable the University of
Kentucky. Eastern Kentucky University and Kentucky State University to
help use their research and technology activities to create jobs. His other
proposal was for job-retraining_ programs.

By RICHARD WILSON
The Courier-Journal

SCORSONE, a state senator, said
the- Lexington area already has the
nucleus for a research center with
UK and its 750-acre Coldstream Research Campus in northern Fayette
County, near Interstates 64 and 75.
The legislature,. with his prodding,
set aside $6. 7 million to develop the
campus.
Scorsone's opponent, Fletcher. said
UK could have already been more of
a spur for high-technology and entrepreneurial activities in the area if
Scorsone and others had worked
harder to get state money allocated
sooner. He noted that UK's engineering and pharmacy programs have
been ready for years to make contcibutions in this area.
"We could already have a booming
bio-pharmaceutical industry here in
this community," Fletcher said.
Patrick Gartland, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce's southeastern regional director, said Fletcher won his
group's endorsement because of his
pro-business voting record in his one
term in the legislature.

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Democratic
congressional candidate Ernesto
Scorsone outlined his economic development platform yesterday. But it
was his Republican opponent, Ernie
Fletcher, .who won an endorsement
from the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

Scorsone's four-part plan calls for
emphasizing research at area colleges and universities and providing
job training for employees who will
benefit from spinoffs of that research.
·1•
"We have the potential here to be
a new research triangle like North
Carolina," Scorsone, who is seeking
the 6th Congressional District seat,
said at a news conference.
Scorsone, flanked by former state
Rep. Bill-Lear and Charlie Owen, an
unsuccessful Democratic candidate
for the U.S. Senate in May's primary,
said if elected he would fight for
money and programs to make the
area comparable to North Carolina's
world-renowned research center.

WHILE FLETCHER has an"I WOULD fight for a federal lab- nounced no specific economic develoratory in the Bluegrass (and) exer- opment platform, he said that a
cise the l'eadership that Central Ken- "fairer, flatter and simpler tax systucky needs to make sure our citi- tem," coupled with regulations that
zens are ready to compete with those encourage business but still protect
from any other state or any other workers, will boost the region's economy.
country," Scorsone added.
Fletcher also said it was "kind of
Commenting later on Scorsone's
proposal, Fletcher said, "Ernesto is laughable" that Scorsone portrays
looking at more government pro- himself as pro-business.
grams which he has no way of fund"! think everybody knows if you
ini,;. We have a clear difference on look at ihe kind of endorsements he
how he approaches things. He ap- has, that Ernesto Scorsone is in the
proaches things by more and bigger pockets of the big union bosses."
government. I approach things by un- Fletcher said.
derstanding the free market."
He said that too many businesses
Scorsone said the area's 10 institutions of higher education can provide face burdensome regulations that often are duplicated by numerous state
superior technology training.
and federal agencies.
He noted that Kentuckv is one of
onlv six states without a 'federal re•
"If we make regulations more reasearch laboratorv. and he committed sonable for business (and) we prohimself, if elected, to bring one to the mote the kind of education we need
region. He said it might share in by bringing the money back here to
some $100 million for research on the local communities instead of
Parkinson's disease, or finding the spending it on (more) programs, then
cause of Kentucky's high rate of can- I think we can encourage business."
cer.
Fletcher added.
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College bill
is head of
the class
This editorial is from the Philadelphia buJuirier:
hat's preferable to a five-year,
$80 billion tax cut before Congress has fixed Social Security and addressed a host of other problems?·
Anything that invests in America's
future.
Congressional leaders - Republicans, especially - mostly scratch
/heir heads over that idea. But last
week, they showed they can recognize
and support a good program.
Amid wrangling over a GOP taxcut proposal, Congress gave bipartisan
support to smart measures that should
expand access to a college education,
attract many more people to teaching
careers, and improve teacher training.
The cost; many millions of dollars.
The possible payoff: brighter futures
and a more competitive work force to
meet a new century's challenges.
Enhancements to the federal student-aid program will cut the cost of
student loans by nearly 1 percentage
point, making interest rates the lowest
they've been in 17 years.
For teaching graduates who agree
to work in rural or inner-city schools,
there's a new incentive: forgiveness of
$5,000 of a student loan.if they- stay in
those schools for five years. With two
million teachers needed nationwide as
enrollments spike over the next decade,
and a 75 percent attrition rate for
would-be and newly trained teachers
it's a modest incentive worth trying. '
A companion provision seeks to
bolster the quality of teacher candidates by rewarding colleges with extra
federal aid if they guarantee proficiency of their graduates in core subjects.
Finally, Congress has endorsed the
the Gear Up program, which will
reach out to younger students in lowincome areas to make them aware of
federal-aid options for higher education. These youngsters alreadv qualifv
for aid but often don't realize It and ·
therefore rule out college.
It is good to see Washington leaders moving on an important piece of
the nation's business.
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Murray student charged in false alarm:
A 22-year-old Murray State University student
has been charged in connection with a false fire
alarm at a dormitory, less than two weeks after a
fire that kiiled a student in another dom1. Jody
Lee DeWitt, a•junior who lives in Regents Hall,
was arrested Friday and charged with falsely
reporting an incident in connection with the false
fire alarn1 Thursday night at Regents Hall.
Kentucky State Police arrested DeWitt, of
Murray, after an investigation into an anonymous phone call that there would be a fire in
Regents Hall. As a result, several students left
the dom1 and slept elsewhere, police said. Last
month, a fire on the fourth floor of Hester Hall
killed 19-year-old Michael Minger of Niceville,
Fla .. and seriously injured 19-year-old Michael
l'riddY. of Paducah. Priddl' remained in fair
r•nnrli;inn
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Loss of UK from 2-year
~egrees is decried
Community
colleges' plan
irks Stumbo
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
. The Courier-Journal
House Democratic Leader
Greg Stumbo contends that a
plan to eliminate the University
of Kentucky's role in granting
degrees for the state community colleges runs counter to
what the General Assembly intended.
Stumbo, a Prestonsburg attorney, recently requested an
attorney general's opinion on
what he contends is an illegal
agreement between UK and the
Kentucky Community and
Technical College System. That
agreement - reached in September under pressure from the
community colleges' accrediting agency - would phase out
UK's role m granting community college degrees by July 1,
2004.
"They're doing ... just the
opposite of what the legislature
required," Stumbo said. The assurance that the community
colleges' degrees would be
sanctioned by UK "was part of

the political understandinl!"

that secured House passage 'or
the post-secondary-education
reforms sought by Gov. Paul
Patton, Stumbo said.
"That was the selling point
that the degrees would still b~
conferred by the University of
·Kentucky," Stumbo said.
The issue of UK's relationship to the community colleges

was emotional and divisive cfuring the legislative session held
in May 1997 lo enact Patton's
reform package.
Patton wanted UK, which
had overseen the community
colleie system since it was created m the early 1960s, to focus

more c_losely <;m the university's
work m .Lexmgton, including
research and graduate and undergraduate education. Patton
also wanted to make the community colleges and technical

schools more autonomous and
more responsive to the workforce, business and academic
!).eeds ~Jf their own commur.ities.
·
But UK fiercely resisted giving up control of the colleges. It
waged an advertising campaign, and UK loyalists
whipped up opposition m the
legislature.
Community college students
heckled Patton during campus
visits. Students said his plan
would deprive them of the
pride and prestige that went
along with the UK imprimatur.
Hours before the House was
to vote on the reforms, Stumbo
arranged a compromise between Patton and UK President
Charles Wethington that allowed the university to retain

nominal control of the two-year
schools, but delegated their
management to a new board. ·
Stumbo said the agreement
clearly left the university with
the role of conferring degrees.
And the resulting law does say
that UK trustees will issue community college degrees and diplomas. But
in the next sentence, it also says.

"corrective actions" must be taken if
the "organizational structure" of the
Kentucky Community and Technical
College System causes accreditation
problems.
Accreditation problems did emerge
last November and again in June,
when the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools questioned
whether UK could grant degrees at
institutions it does not control. The

association, which accredits the community colleges, requires that a
school's governing board "be the
same entity that issues degrees and•

approves academic programs," said
Bryan Armstrong, a spokesman for
the community and technical college
system.
The presidents, regents and trustees of UK and the community and
technical college system responded
by agreeing Sept. 15 to phase out the
UK degrees, replacing them with degrees conferred by the regents of the
community and technical colleges.
The agreement maintains the guarantee of a UK degree for all community
college students who enroll before
next July and finish their associatedegree programs before July 2004.
Stumbo said the provision for,"cor-

rective actions" does not give e·ducation ·authorities the option of rev6k 0
ing UK's control over the degrees.
Instead, he said, the law means
that if UK's degree-granting authority
becomes a problem, then the community colleges are to "stay under the
control of the University of Kentucky" to the extent necessary to
make accreditation possible.
Wethington - who headed UK's
community college system for eight
years before he became president of
the university in 1990 - declined to
comment on the understanding he
had reached with Patton but called it
"appropriate" for Stumbo to seek- an
attorney general's opinion. He said it

was the community and technical
college board's idea, not UK's, "to set
up degree programs without the Universitv of Kentucky's name on
them.r'
Armstrong defended the agreement
to phase out UK backing.
"Really the key issue here is the
effect on students," Armstrong said.
"And our board feels very strongly
that the quality of education that they
receive certainly will not be harmed,
and we intend to do everything we

can overtime to make it better."
Armstrong pointed out that degrees from all 14 state community
colleges will continue to bear the UK
name, because their official collective
name is the University of Kentucky
Community College System. But
Stumbo said that will not help if the
degrees lack the full academic faith
ana credit of the UK trustees.
He predicted that a community college student will file suit if education
officials stick to their interpretation.
But "there's _time to take legislative
corrective action" as well, he said.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, D-Jeffersontown, said he thinks the legislature. could resolve questions of accred1tation and degree-granting authority "in a manner that's accept_able to everyone."
Shaughnessy, co-chairman of the
Senate Education Committee said
the disputed section of the la{., was
meant to assure students who were
already enrolled in community colleges that they could get degrees
from UK. But he would not join
Stumbo in saying the law extended
the same guarantee to future students.
"I guess at that point I would say
we've got four years to figure that
out," Shaughnessy said.
The community colleges' studr:nt
regent on the board of the communi''
ty and technical college system Anita
Williams, said recently that she was
"very upset" by the agreement to
phase out UK backing for community
college degrees. But "it's the best
that we could do," given the obstacle
to accreditation, she said.
"We all have an emotional attachment with UK," said Williams, who
attends Prestonsburg Community
College.
.
She said she would tour ihe community colleges this month and
sound out student opinion on the issue. She said she had not spoken to
Stumbo about his concerns.
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MSU police
search for guitars
MOREHEAD - Morehead
State University police are
searching for three guitars
that were stolen from a
storage room in Baird
Music Hall.
The guitars, with a
combined value of $1,350,
were discovered missing
during an inventory check
last week.
Ray Ross, an MSU
instructor, said the
instruments, which are
rented to students for music
classes, were probably taken
during the summer.
The steel-stringed guitars
were a Yamaha model
FG-460SA and two Vantage
models VIS-4GA.
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Lindsey Wilson gets new board chair:
Robert Halloway of Middletown was elected
chairman yesterday of the Lindsey Wilson
College Board of Trustees. Hallowav a
Middletown businessman, has been·; trustee at
Lindsey Wilson for more than 17 vears. He
replaces Cal Turner Jr., who was chairman of the
board for 11 years. Hallowav was chairman of
the Lindsey Wilson Trustees Development
Committee earlier this decade when the Columbia
college raised $18 million during its first-ever
capital campaign. Hallowav is active in the
United Methodist Church and he has been a
member of the Louisville Chamber of Commerce
Board of Directors.
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Many dorms ill-equipped to handle fires
[HE AssOCIATEO PRESS

Two-thirds of dormitories at
,entucky·s public universities
ack sprinkler systems, two
iewspapers reported from sur-

veys.
Sprinkler systems are recommended to protect students
from fires like the one that
killed a Murray State Univer•
sity student.
A year after the state fire

marshal recommended sprinklers for any building of three
or more stories. 35 percent of
dormitories at the eight uni•
versities have been so
equipped. The Courier-Journal
and the Lexington Herald-

Dorm safety at a glance
While most dormitories at
state universities have smoke
detectors, not all have
sufficient sprinkler systems.
Schools usually have sprinklers
in trash and mechanical ·
rooms, where fires are likely to
start. But most do not have
sprinklers
in, every room ' as fire
.
0 ffi cia 1s pre,er.

The following is a list of,,
residence halls at state
universities, with year opened,
number of stories in 'height and
whether all rooms have
sprinklers: (dates not listed
were not available).

Blanding Tower
..................... 1967 22· Yes
Kirwan Low Rises ·
.. ..... .'............... 1967 3 .No
Blanding Low : ... 1967 3 No
Holmes ............ 1958 4 No
Keeneland ........ 1954 4 No
Blazer .............. 1962 3 No
Donovan ......... 1954 4 v,es
Haggin ............ 1961 4 Yes
Jewell ............. 1939 4 Yes
Boyd ............... 1925 4 Yes
Patterson ........ 1904 4 Yes
Northern Kentucky

Kentucky ......... 1982
Commonwealth 1982
Norse ............. 1992
Wood Crest ..... 1992

3
3
3
3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Kentucky state
Western Kentucky

Bames-Campbell .1965 9 No
Bates-Runner ..... 1958 3 No
Bemis Lawrence .. 1965 9 No
Central. ............. 1962 10 No
East. .................. 1955 3 No
Gilbert ................ 1963 4 No
Keen ................. 1968 7 No
McCormack ........ 1961 6 No
McLean ............. 194 7 4 Yes
New Sorority ...... 1992 3 Yes
North ................. 1955 :, 3 No
Pearce-Ford ...... 1970 27 Yes
Poland ............... 1969 · 9 No
Rhodes-Harlin ..... 1966 ,: 9 No
Schneider........... 1929 '3 No
Smith ................ 1959 3 No
West .................. 1959 3 No
Zacharias .......... 1992 3 Yes
Unh(ersity of ·Kentucky

Kirwan 'rower .... 1967 22 Yes

Young
McCull~;;····· ................ 3
Hunt
..................... 3
er........................ 4
Kentucky .................... 3
Chandler .................... 3
Combs ....................... 4
Eastern Kentucky

No
No
N
0

Yes
Yes
Yes

°

Broe kton Apts. .. 1960 2 N
Bumam ........... 1921 4 Yes
Case ................ 1961 4 No
Clay .............. ,.1966 10 No
' Combs .......... '... 1963 5 No
Commonwealtli 1967 20 No
Dupree ........... 1964 11 Nb
Keene ............. 1969 16 No,
Martin .............. 1962 5 No·
McGregor ......... 1963 6 No
O'Donnell ......... 1959 4 No
Palmer ............. 1966 8 No
Sullivan ........... 1909 4 Yes

Telford ............. 1969 13 No
Todd ................ 1964 11 No
Walters ............ 1967 8 Yes
Murray State

Leader reported Thursday.
Murray State has nine
dorms. ranging in height from
three to iO stories. None have
sprinklers and most are more
than 30 ·years old.
At thC' other end of the spectrum is Northern Kentucky
University, which has four
dorms, aU three stories high
and all with sprinklers.
On Tuesday, Secretary of the
Cabinet Crit Luallen met with
state education and fire officials tc discuss a remedy to
the situation.

Clark ................. 1961 4
Elizabeth ........... 1964 9
Franklin ............. 1962 4
Hart ................. :1966 7
Hester .............. 196 7 8
Regents ........... 1970 10
Richmond .......... 1960 4
Springer ............ 1964 3
White ................ 1966 9

No
No
No
.No
N0 -The Daily
· Independent Ashland Kentuck
No
'
•
Y,
No
Tuesday, September 29, 1998
No
Murray alumni
No
offer scholarship

Threlkeld .......... 1962 4
Stevenson ........ 1959 5
Mill~r ·: .......... •·· 1966 4
Lou1sv1lle ........... 1990 6
Urntas.: ........... 1971 11
Urnvers1ty Tower ......... 11
MedicaVDental. ............ 4
Dorm 49A ......... 1970 3
Dorm 49B ......... 1970 3
Dorm 49 ........... 1970 3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

University of Loulsvllle

Morehead State

Alumni Tower .... 1967 10 No
Buter
1 ............... 1961 4 No
Cartmell ........... 1969 18 No
Cooper .............. 1965 5 No
East Mignon ...... 1965 6 No
Fields ............... 1927 4 Yes
Mays ............... 1937 4 Yes
Mignon ............. 1963 6 No
Mignon Tower ... 1967 15 No
Nunn ............... 1969 10 No
Regents ............ 1963 5 No
Thompson ........ 1927 4 Yes
Waterfield .......... 1960 5 No
West Mignon ..... 1964 5 No
Wilson ....... , ...... 1962 5 No

MURRAY - Alumni at
Murray State University
have offered a full
scholarship to any student
who provides information
leading to the arrest and
conviction of the person
who set a fatal fire in a
dormitory this morith.
The fire Sept. 18 at Hester
Hall killed student Michael
H. Minger, 19, of Niceville,
Fla., and injured several.
Michael W. Priddy, 19, of
Paducah, remained in
critical but stable condition
Monday at Vanderbilt
University Medical Center
in Nashville, Tenn.
The scholarship offer,
which would be available to
the stt;dent for up to four
years, .',ncludes tuition,
room and board for a total
of $9,840 per year.
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Murray

changes
fire alarm
policy
Stations to respond
to every call now
ASSOCIATED PRESS

MURRAY - Firefighters will
now respond to every alarm' from
dom1itories at Murray State University in the wake of a deadly
fire at a campus residence hall
last month.
Because of frequent false
alarms, the school previously had
called firefighters only after campus authorities confirmed there
was a fire.
Murray fire Chief Pa·: Scott
said Thursday he agrees with the
new plan.
"They are doing exactly the
right thing," Scott said. T~1e city
has two fire stations and both will
respond to campus calls, he said.
The policy change leaves
Western Kentucky as the only
state university that does not im•
mediately notify a fire department
when an alarm sounds.
Western will review its policy
in light of the Sept 18 arson fire
at Murray that killed one student
and seriously injured another,
said Charlotte Reeder, the coordinator for environmental health
and safety at Westem.

But any time smoke or fire is

reported by an individual, the
fire department is immediately
called and the building is evacuated, she said.
The new policy· at Murray
went into effect Tuesday, accord•
ing to a memo from Larry Anderson. the director of environ•
mental safety and health for the
university.
His one-page letter stated that
residence•hall directors should call
911 immediately when an alarm
sounds. Campus police are also to
contact the Murray Police Depart.'
men t, which in turn will send the
fire department.
The former policy did not
cause a delay in response time to
the deadly fire in Hester Hall last
month. The fire department was
notified immediately because the
blaze was verified by a campus
police officer who happened to be
outside the dormitory.
Murray and Western had a
high number of false alarms last
year, with Murray recording
about 1,200 and Western about
240,
Scott said if the number of
false alarms becomes a burden,
the department might send only
one station's crew.

Meanwhile, investigators are
about finished gathering evidence
from the Murray fire, and it's pos•
sible that authorities will soon
turn over the fourth floor of Hes•
ter Hall to the university, said
Kentucky State Police Trooper
Chuck Robertson.
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Put on hold
Mountaintop removal is overused
The state Department for
Surface Mining has wisely put
all applications for mountaintop surface mining on hold until the rules are rewritten.
There is ample indication that,
instead of being exceptions to
federal strip-mine reclamation
regulations, the leveling of
mountaintops has become the
norm.
It is not that all mountaintop
removal projects have been
bad. Far from it. Mountaintop
removal has been popular in
much of this region because it
gives communities in Eastern
Kentucky something that is in
short supply and is greatly desired: Level land that can be
used for economic development.
The Big Sandy Regional Airport is built on a mountain leveled by surface mining. The
Paul Coffey Industrial Park in
Boyd County is on land leveled
by strip mining, as is the site of
a federal prison being built in
Martin County.
Throughout Eastern Kentucky, there ar:e:s2h'ools, shopping centers, ·small factories,
subdivisions and other developments on level land created by
removing the coal from mountaintops. In the early 1980s,
Morehead State University
worked with a coal company in
Martin County in a effort to
create a working farm from a
strip-mine site. Although the
experiment did not prove to be
profitable and was abandoned,
it represented a good example
of trying to find new uses of
mountaintops that had been
stripped.
However, not all the level
land created by removing hundreds of feet of dirt and rock to
· get to the coal have proved to
be profitable :!evelopment

sites. Many are in such remote
areas that there is little hope of
them being developed into anything more than grassy areas
where· the deer can lope.
Federal environmental laws
require that stripped land be
returned to the approximate
contour it had before mining.
However, coal operators have
been allowed to level hills and
fill the valleys in between with
rock and soil, if they could show
the land would serve a better
purpose after mining.
But what constitutes a better
purpose? Apparently just about
anything, judging from the way
state mining officials have interpreted the law.
Since 1991, Kentucky has
routinely . determined that using the level land as a wildlife
habitat would constitute a better purpose. However, Bill Kovacic, director of the U.S. Office
of Surface Mining's Kentucky
field office, has questioned that
use. He points out that the
-mountaintops were wildlife
habitats before they· w'er<J lev 0 •
eled. How then could the level
land be a better purpose?
That's a good question. Coal
companies should not be allowed to circumvent federal
reclamation laws just to create
wildlife habitats where there
has always been wildlife.
If there is a realistic hope of
the leveled land being used for
economic development and if it
can be shown that the filling in
of valleys does not create new
environmental problems, then
we support mountaintop removal. Under the new rules,
mountaintop removal should be
·restored to what it was always
intended to be: The exception
rather than the rule.
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Holloway heads Lindsey Wilson board
COLUMBIA, Ky. - Robert Holloway a Middl t
b ·
ta8;, elected chairman of the Lindsey Wilson boa~/c:r~ru~:~:~~~t!~:
Holloway has been a trustee at Lindsey Wilson for more than 17
years. He was c~airman of the Lindsey Wilson Trustees Develo ment
Co~m,_ttee_ earlier this decade when the college raised s1a J-1r
dunng its first-ever capital campaign.
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-New p~~~id~~t of EKU
takes his oath of office
98

Patton and Illinois Gov. Jim
e's no stranger to
Edgar, Kustra talked about
the campus, having the future of EKU, including
been selected as
plans for a universitywide reEastern Kentucky
source center.
University's president in
Kustra, a St. Louis native,
February and assuming the
replaced Hanly Funderburk,
office in July.
who retired after 13 years.
But it wasn't until yesterBefore joining the 15,500day that Robert W. Kustra,
student school, Kustra was
54, was officially installed as an Illinois state legislator for
the school's ninth president.
10 years, then was elected
In the EKU amphitheater lieutenant governor in 1990
at a ceremony attended by
as part of Edgar's ticket.
students, staff, community
Kustra also served as chairleaders and other officials,
man of the Illinois Board of
such as Kentucky Gov. Paul
Higher Education.
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky, Tuesday, September 29, 1998
HERAI..DliADER STAFF REPORT

H

Sign of quality
Accreditation too valuable to jeopardize
just to keep UK's name on diplomas
A message for Kentucky
House Majority Leader Greg
Stumbo: Nothing is more important to the future of Kentucky's community colleges
than maintaining accreditation
with the Southern Association .
of Colleges and Schools.
-·To jeopardize accreditation
just to keep the University of
Kentucky's name on community college diplomas would be
foolish.
Stumbo, D-Prestonsburg,
one of the most powerful members of the Kentucky General
Assembly, said he will seek an
attorney general's opinion on
the legality of agreement between the Kentucky Community and Technical College System and the University of Kentucky that phases out UK's limited control of the 13 community colleges.
Stumbo, contends the agreement violates a provision added
at the last minute to Gov. Paul
Patton's higher education re-·
form bill approved during a
May 1997 special session of the
General Assembly. The provision dictated that academic degrees awarded by community
colleges would continue to bear
the UK name. Without that
change, Stumbo said the reform bill would not have
passed.
Stumbo's assessment of the
events during the closing days
of the special session are accurate. The provision was added
to gain more votes for the bill.
However, the new agreement
between
UK and KCTCS
is a
--~--1"- -.t' 1--!4-! _ _ .... _
_____ .,_! __ _

raised by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
Accrediting team members
asked why UK's name should
be on degrees from schools over
which it has little control. In
other words, they saw through
· the sham of.... keeping the UK
name on the degrees while
turning over operation of the
· two-year colleges to another entity.
The General Assembly could
not harm the community colleges more than to insist that
the UK name continue to be on
their degrees and for the school
to lose accreditation as a result.
It doesn't make any difference
what names are on the degrees,
if the community colleges are
not accredited, those diplomas
will be worth little more than
the paper they are printed on.
Many schools. will not accept
credit hours earned at colleges
that are not accredited. Thus,
without accreditation, any student enrolled in a community
college would risk losing their
hours when they transfer to another school. Even two-year associate degrees earned at the
colleges would lose much of
their respect.
UK and KCTCS both recognize the importance of accreditation. That's why both agreed
to the new arrangement.
Stumbo and other legislators
should respect that agreement
and recognize that the pride
that comes from having degrees bearing UK's name is not
worth nearly as much as the respect that comes from degrees
.e.... __ __ L __ 1_ L'.. 11._ - ----- _,~.,_ _ _l

The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
Friday, October 2. 1998
Ray Fuoss

1920-1998
Raymond "Ray" Fuoss, 77,
of Morehead, died Wednesday in Vencor Hospital in
Louisville.
Mr. Fuoss was born Nov.
16, 1920, in Thawville, Ill., a
son of the late Edward Joseph and Agusta Kaeding
Fuoss.
He was retired from the
physical plant at Morehead
State University and a former employee of Robert Day
Oldsmobile and Don Greenhill Ashland Station, both in
Morehead. He was a member
of Morehead First Freewill
Baptist Church and a World
War II Army veteran.
Surviving are his wife,
Marie Stafford Fuoss; a son,
Stephen D. Fuoss of Morehead; four brothers, Frances
Fuoss of Buckley, Ill., and
Robert Fuoss, Lonnie Fuoss
and Bennie Fuoss, all of
Thawville;
two
sisters,
Noreen Ronna of Murray and
Mary Jane Ronna of Paxton,
Ill.; and three grandchildren.
The funeral will be at 1
p.m. Saturday at Northcutt &
Son Home for Funerals in
Morehead by the Rev. David
Starcher. Burial will be in
Elliott County Memory Gardens with military rites by
Morehead American Legion
Post 126.
Friends may call anytime
at the funeral home.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Monday, October 5, 1998

Teacher-certification step
he Prichard Committee for
Academic Excellence is pressing for better teacher preparation in Kentucky, so it is unlikely to
overlook one development in
teacher certification that promises
to permit potentially gifted but inexperienced teachers into the classroom.
The Kentucky Education Professional Standards Board embarked
on such a promising course when it
certified five applicants for teaching
certificates who normally would not
have qualified.
The five have exceptional training and/or experience, but neither
their experience nor training is focused in teaching.
One holds a doctorate and owns
a consulting firm, but, nonetheless,
would have been ineligible to teach
at the high school level because of
Kentucky's rigid teacher preparation process.
In approving certification for the
five, the standards board recog-

T

nized what many in Kentucky and
elsewhere already know - not all
good teachers hold degrees in education.
The Prichard Committee and
others truly interested in raising
teacher standards should applaud
the standard board's relaxation,
small as jt is, of certification rules.
Kentucky probably abounds with
potentially good teachers, but many
of them have pursued degrees other
than teaching.
In our view, too much sometimes is made of teaching teachers
how to teach rather than what to
teach. In other words, process
sometimes takes precedence over
substance in preparing teachers for
their work.
If Kentucky and its teaching establishment really want to se=e
the best teachers, flexibility is needed in deciding who is qualified to
teach.
- The Daily News,
Bowling Green

Lexington Herald-Leader
Monday, October 5, 1998

Bad faith on UK degrees

· • · W:th

the'recent announcement
that in 2004 the University
of Kentucky's name will be
erased from degrees awarded by
Hopkinsville Community College,
the worst fears of those of us who
opposed UK losing administrative
control of the community college
system are being realized.
No longer will diplomas earned
here and at 12 other community colleges bear the label of an internationally recognized institution of
higher learning.
Instead they will boast the unknown, unproven nameplate of the
new Kentucky Community and
Technical College System, which
assumed administrative control of
the community college system under a controversial bill proposed by
Gov. Patton and strong-armed
through the General Assembly.
That the KCTCS Board of Regents is forced to renege on Patton's promise to keep a community
college academic affiliation with UK
should come as no surprise. Keeping UK's name on community college diplomas amounts to academic
fraud because the university no
longer has any control over day-today operations at the schools.
The Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools recognized
this and ordered KCTCS to erase
UK or risk losing accreditation. The

association did agree to· delaying ·
the change to 2004 so that community college students already enrolled in expectation of receiving a
UK degree may do so.
We doubt Patton and other supporters of full community college
independence are disappointed at
the tum of events. The only reason
any UK affiliation was retained in
the first place was as a compromise
to get the separation Jaw passed.
The university will remain
linked - for the time being at least
- to the community colleges in
name only because the separation
law requires it and because UK
technically still owns many of the
buildings and campuses.
Having UK's name on a community college door, however, does not
have the same appeal to potential
students as the professional doors
opened by having a UK degree.
KCTCS officials claim the diploma change will not affect the community college system's high standards or commitment to excellence.
Perhaps so. But without a university academic affiliation and
with a growing emphasis on technical training, that may not be
enough to attract and retain students seeking a traditional two-year
or four-year liberal arts degree.
- Kentucky New Era,
Hopkinsville
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Colleges fight 'binge 'drinking'
Efforts include
regulations,
ad campaigns
By CHRIS POYNTER
The Courier-Journal
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. Western Kentucky University
sophomore Doug Brant sat
on the deck at Baker Street
Cafe recently drinking . a
beer.
"I drink every night.J'in
not even going to lie," said
Brant, adding that he usually
does so with fellow students
and friends. "I drink as
much as I" can until they
can't sell it no more.
College officials in Kentucky and across the nation
are working to change student attitudes about alcohol,
following reports that many
students drink heavily even after news accounts
last year of the deaths from
binge drinking of a student
in Massachusetts and another in Louisiana.
Some colleges - including
the University of Kentucky
- have banned alcohol in all
student housing, including
fraternity
and
sorority
houses. Bowling Green has
passed a law requiring peo'ple to register when they buy
beer by the keg - aimed at
limiting student keg parties.
Concerns about excessive
drinking - also called binge
drinking - were highlighted
last year when a student at
Louisiana State University
and another student at the
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology literally drank
themselves to death.
An updated 1993 Harvard
University study last month
found that many college·students still drink to ,:et
drunk. It said binge drinkmg
is "the single most serious
public health problem confronting American colleges."
Leaders of schools in Kentucky and Indiana say
they've always worked to reduce excessive drinking. But
Kentucky universities are
taking additional steps to
limit student drinking.
■ The University of Kentucky this year banned alcohol, including at fraternity
and sorority houses that are
off campus.
■ Transylvania Uni•,ersity.
Eastern Kentucky University
and Indiana University this
11

year started media campaigns to persuade students to avoid binge drinking. Transylvania is implementing a
plan to reduce alcohol use.
At Eastern, a task force this year
will examine a variety of alcohol topics, including an issue unique to
Richmond: that people at least 18
years old can enter a bar though they
can't legally buy alcohol until they
are 21. In most pans of Kentucky, patrons must be 21 to enter a bar.
■ At the University of Louisville where students 21 or older may have
alcohol in dormitory rooms and at
sorority and fraternity houses - a
committee will study alcohol policies
and determine if changes are necessary. Recommendations are expected
at the end of the academic year.
■ At Western, President Gary
Ransdell has asked the Student
Health Services department to recommend ways to reduce excessive
drinking. Also, a community task
force headed by a former minister at
First Baptist Church is looking into
the problem.
THE REV. Richard Bridges, the
chairman. said that during his 26
years at First Baptist, many students
with alcohol problems came to him
in tears. Students reported failing
classes or being jailed because of alcohol - or having to care for drunken friends and roommates.
Bridges also opposes a proposal at
Western that would allow alcohol
sales at a few places on campus during cultural events. Earlier this year,
Bridges asked WKU's student newspaper, The College Heights Herald,
to stop accepting advertising that
promoted irresponsible drinking such
as one ad for a bar that encouraged
patrons to "Walk Qver. Crawl Back."
Beginning this semester, tli"e' Herald no longer accepts such ads. The
newspaper has had no complaints
froin advertisers so far, said Bob Adams, the Herald's adviser. He noted
that Picasso's bar last week advertised that 30 percent of its patrons do
not drink. It also advertised a non-alcoholic special: a 22-ounce club soda
with a cranberry splash for $1.
"You wouldn't have seen that a
few years ago," Adams said.
Also, Bowling Green on Oct. 19
will begin requiring anyone buying a
keg to register by name and address
and list where the alcohol will be
consumed. The buyer also will be required to sign a form promising not
to serve the beer to anyone under 21.
Each keg will be labeled so police
can hold the buyer responsible if
people underage are caught drinking.
A guide called "Last Call," published last year by the Center for Science in the Public Interest, encourages keg registration laws and working with student newspapers on alcohol advertising. It also suggests that
citizens ask bar owners to stop pro-

motions such as "Nickel Beers" and
"Drink Till You Drop Nights."
Debra Erenberg. a spokeswoman
for the center, said college drinking
became an explosive issue after the
1993 study by Harvard's School for
Public Health showed that heavy
drinking is a major problem among
college students.

DAVE STOCKHAM, UK's dean
of students, said the Harvard survey
- along with the student deaths al
LSU and MIT - prompted the university to ban alcohol at fraternity
and sorority houses. The university
also hired a health educator, who will
employ IO people to work to reduce
alcohol abuse.
Joe Palumbo, a UK junior and
president of Delta Tau Delta fraternity, said students were angry at firsi
but are growing to accept it.
He said that as a result of the campus ban, more students are having
parties in off-campus apartments.
UK is one ·or nine universities
across the nation that have adopted
alcohol-free housing in fraternity or
sorority houses - even those off
campus - according to the Indianapolis-based National lnterfraternity
Conference. It represents 66 Greek
groups at 800 colleges.
Jonathan Brant, its executive vice
president, said campus attitudes are
changing and "more universities and
fraternities will be moving to an alcohol-free environment."
UK's change prompted U of L to
examine its policies.
A committee this•year will look at
drinking trends at U of L and may
recommend changes, said Bridgette
Pregliasco, assistant vice president
for student life. In addition to students' being able to have alcohol in
their rooms, student groups may
serve alcohol on campus as long as
they notify U of L 15 days in advance
and attend · an · alcohol-education
seminar.
. "We think we have good policies
1n place because we really emphasize
education.'' Preg!iasco said. ''But we
also don't ~~nt to_ have our heads in
the sand in light of what's happening
around the country."
OTHER INSTITUTIONS, including at least one of Kentucky's
private colleges, are taking that same
approach.
Transylvania University in Lexington includes a discussion on alcohol
consumption as part of freshman orientation. It also will launch an advertising campaign this semester to fight
the perception that all college students drink.
Ads are appearing in the student
newspaper and on the campus radio
station, said Mike Vetter, the dean of
students. Also this year, Transylvania
opened the 1780 Cafe, a. late-night
coffee house named for the year the
college was founded.
_"We've never really had an enterta1_nme~t .spot on campus, Vetter
said. . It s another non-alcoholic
place where people can go."
Transylvania has about l,llO students and is affiliated "ith the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ).
Administrators agree the biggest
problem in battling alcohol abuse is
the perception that heavy drinking is
ante of passage m college.
At Eastern, campus counselor Michalle Rice recently had a student
walk into her office near tears. The
student told Rice that she had stayed
up most of the night before a test
caring for a drunken roommate.
Rice, chairwoman of the school's
11
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of nine universities that have
adopted alcohol-free housing
policies for all students, including
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So~rce: Harvard University School for Public Health;
NaMnal Jnterfratemrty Conference in Indianapolis.

substance-abuse committee, said students must learn that alcohol has
second-hand effects, just as smoking
does. Drunken students are vulnerable to rape and unprotected sex,
Drunken students are noisy and disruptive, vandalize property and urinate in elevators and hallways.
Doug Brant said he has gotten into
several fist fights with roommates at
Western while drinking.
Recently, returning home after a
night of drinking, he couldn't find his
keys. So he threw a brick through
the window of his front door, cutting
his arm, he said. He was later arrested for public intoxication and spent
the night in jail, he said.
Brant said that 20 friends stood by
and watched him break the window.
"For two straight days I was em-

barrassed," he said.
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Police tend to allow
tailgaters to drink
By CHRIS POYNTER
The Courier-Journal
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. Saturday afternoon. Sunni.
autumn sky. College footbal .
Cheerleaders. Tailgating. And,
of course, beer.
That drink enjoyed by
many tailgaters who gather
outside the stadium before
the game is as much a part of
the event as smoke wafting
from grills. But is it illegal to
drink on university property?

"It's a real gray area," said

Dan Gahafer, a srokesman
for the state Alcoho Beverage
Control in Frankfort. "Campuses have their own flexibility within the law."
State law says it is illegal to
drink in a public place. Another, separate law defines
"schools' as public places.
But no statute says drinking
at universities is illegal - as
long as those drinking are at
least 21. At most campuses,
police seem willing to tolerate
discreet drinking among tailgaters.
"We are not going to go up
to people and say: 'What do
you have in that cup?' " said
Stephanie Bastin, a University
of Kentucky police officer.
"We don't have time for
that."

At the University of Louisville's Papa John's Cardinal
Stadium. drinking at tailgat-

ing is permitted. Fans can
also buy beer at the stadium.
Two sections of seats are alcohol-free.
Beer sales are allowed because the stadium is not technically on university property,
said Kenny Klein, a spokesman for the athletic department. U of L leases the stadium to the athletic association,
which raised the money for
the project and sold the
bonds. A concession company
sells the beer.
At other state universities
campus police walk a line between not upsetting fans and
enforcing the law.
Mike Whealen and about 10
of his friends were sitting in
the back of a white pickup
last Saturday tailgating before
the start of the Western Kentucky-Austin Peay game.
Wheaten, 21, said that police came by earlier and said
Whealen and his friends
would have to pour out the
beer if police saw them drinking again. "They never came
back," Whealen said.
But things went too far at
Western's home opener,
where one fraternity brought
a couch and a keg and
claimed a spot. The vice
president for student life sent
a letter to all student ~roups
warning them that this was
not permissible, Western
President Gary Ransdell said.
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IUS enrollmen·t
is expanding
at rapid pace
Tuition program
lures students from
Louisville schools
By BEN Z. HERSHBERG
The Courier-Journal
Cindy Sisco is one of 1,751 freshmen at Indiana University Southeast
this fall - a class that helped push
IUS enrollment up 5.3 percent, to
lead Indiana University campuses in
enrollment gains.
The 5,813 students at the campus
are the most since a 1992 peak enrollment of 5,942 students, Chancellor F. C. Richardson said. And it puts
the New Albany school's ultimate enrollment goal of 6,000 in reach for
next year, said Vice Chancellor Joelyn Ainley.
The biggest factor in IUS's growth
is 518 students from Kentucky who
are using the tuition reciprocity program, which lets them pay in-state
rates even though they don't live in
Indiana. Simifarly, Hoosiers can take
classes at the University of Louisville
and Jefferson Community College at
in-state rates, which are less than
half the cost for non-residents.
Last fall, only 70 Kentuckians attended !US, but since then the program has expanded to include most
offerings at IUS, JCC and at the University of Louisville, other than
U of L's professional schools.
In fact, if it weren't for tuition reciprocity, IUS enrollment might have
declined, since the total enrollment is
up about 300 from last fall, including
the 518 Kentuckians.

- (fhere are 495 Hoosiers taking
classes at U of L, and 170 at JCC,
i Richardson said.
I !US didn't depend on the tuition
program alone to brin~ it more students. A $50,000 television ad campaign by Indiana University helped
sprca<l the word ahout IUS and Ihe
tuition program, and~ $150,IIOIJ marketing budget at IUS IS paying olf,
Richardson said.
But it wasn't the ad campaign that
attracted Sisco. The Corydon I ligh
School gradual< s,mpl~ wante~ to
stay near her home m llurnson
County, and she wanted to be at
school with her best friend.
Friends telling friends is the way
many students cl100Se their schools,
said Ainley, the vice chancelloL
Sisco said she'.s pleased with her
choice because she enjoys her small
classes of 20 to 3[; students.
She also enjoys the livelinc!:I:, tJf
the campus - a spirit nourish~d hy
the many new students, according to
people who have been at the school
for a while.
"It feels like a bigger campus" this
fall said Mariann Basham, president
of 1he Alpha Phi sorority at IUS,
which Sisco has joined. Basham, of
Sellersburg, sees more students on
campus during the <la¥ and ~~ire
wanting to get involved in sornnu_e~ .
fraternities and other campus nc.:t1v1ties.
Sophomore Jonathan
Braden
agreed.
"There are a lot more studems aL·tive on campus and trying to get involved," said Braden, of New Albany.

·1 he ~111Jcnl l11J1Jll1 h,1~ l,r, .. ,Hl11
additional 15 or 20 pc11plc lo
roughly 85 who par1icipale in
Christian Student Fellowship \
him, Braden said. And he's n()ti
that many more students an! II
l.<1uisville.
Richardson said the inc.:r'c;,:-;e in
IUS enrollment is good timing will support his argument in the G
era! Assembly next year for $1 1
lion in additional "equity fundi1
from the state - money to help I
ance resources at different c;.1mpu:i
IUS trails the IU regional camp
es in state runding per student, Hi
ardsc,n said, and it always ha:-..
cause enrollment dropped suhst
tially from l!J92 to IU95, IUS also,
idwut $1 million in slill<: 1111,1
awarded based on cnrollmcnl
making a tough financial situa1
worse, Richardson said.
Thi!'> year's enrollment :.uq;1: ·
• h1JOSt the state's enrollmc111-h,1
funding in the future, Richard
said, and it will help him argue <1b
the general need for more resour
at his booming campus.
If there is a downside 10 the ;11
in enrollment, it's parking.
''Parking is worse this ye,11· 111111
the past," said Kris Brown, a pm
"Yi>u have to park farther a\l,:ay.''
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U of L 'within reach'
of beating schedule
for 75 endowed chairs··
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
The Courier-Journal
Thanks to dramatic infusions of
endowment money by the state and
private donors, the University of Louisville has within two -years nearly
doubled its number of endowed
chairs - plum faculty positions used
to attract star-quality researchers and
teachers.
With 47 endowed chairs in place
and more in the makini;, U of Lis far
ahead of the pace envisioned in January 1997, when the university had 25
such posts and U of L President John
Shumaker spoke of doubling the
number within a decade.
The goal was later revised to 75
endowed chairs by 2008. U of L officials and leaders of the university's
capital fund drive now say .it's "well
within our reach" to attain that figure by 2000, said Rich Collins,
U of L's associate vice president for
development and university relations.
Endowed chairs are supported by
the income on money - typically at
least $1 million per chair- dedicated
exclusively to their support. Their advantages, for those holding them, include research budgets and independence of the year-to-year variances in state support for higher
education.

. must match it with an equal or greater amount, and Collins said private.
donors have responded handsomely
to the challenge. Of the $177.5 million collected so far in a capital campaign announced in April, he said,
$78 million will go to the programs
receiving trust-fund support or to
other programs U of L has flagged
for national prominence.
RECENT DONORS who helped
set up endowed chairs in high-prior,
ity research programs include the Alliant Community Trust Fund, the
state Spinal Cord and Head, Inj'ury
Trust Fund and the Neurosurgica Institute of Kentucky. They contributed
a combined $2 million, which when
partially matched with state money
was enough to support two endowed
chairs in spinal cord and head injury
research.

-

Hirin$ someone with Whittemore's
creden!Ials to fill one of those chairs
"is just as good as things get," Collins said. Martin said that Whittemore, formerly of the University of
Miami in Florida, has done "very cut,

ting-edge research" in molecular biology that could lead to new treatments for people with spinal cord injuries.
Also receiving a partial state match
were a $1 million pledge by the Jewish Hospital Heart and Lung Institute
for a chair in cardiology, now held by
Roberto Balli, who was already one
of the star researchers on the U of L
medical faculty; and a $1 million gift
by Stewart and Ann Cobb for a chair
in entrepreneurship.
In anticipation of the $33 million in
trust-fund money that is yet to be
handed over to U of-L, the Brown,
Forman Co. has given $1 million and
George Fischer, a former . U of L
trustees' chairman, has given
$500,000 for chairs in entrepreneurship; Mary Lee and George Duthie of
Louisville have given $500,000 for a
chair in engineering logistics; and
anonymous donors have put up $1
million for a chair in leadership.
Martin said U of L plans to keep
channeling new resources to a few
research areas until their strength is
solidified. Then, she said, "we will
branch out" to other programs on •
U of L's priority list.
OTHER research-related programs on that list include birth-defect
research, environmental studies and
urban studies. U of L isn't necessarily
standing pat on these and other areas
that have a lower priority for imme-

U of L's newly endowed faculty positions fit neatly into its master plan
for becoming a top-flight metropolitan university and attaining national
prominence in carefully chosen areas
of teaching, research and service.
•
UNDER THAT game plan, U of L
will focus its initial efforts to boost
faculty strength on its programs in
molecular medicine, biotechnology,
logistics and distribution, entrepreneurship and early childhood education. Spending on those programs
will consume most of U of L's $35
million share of the $106 million the
state has put so far into a trust fund
for research programs at U of L and
the University of Kentucky.
"Things are really happenin$,"
said Nancy Martin, U of L's vice
president for research.
Other vital indicators at U of L are
similarly rosy. The university's endowment stands at about $315 million·- up from $233 million in 1996.
Federal research grants to the university totaled more than $25 million in
the year ending June 30, up from $22
milhon the previous year.
U of L has received S2 million from
the state trust fund for research, and diate investment. Last year, for exMartin foresees no obstacle to ap- ample, U of L hired Robert M.
proval for the rest. She said the state Greene from Thomas Jefferson Unimoney has already helped U of L hire versity in Philadelphia to create a
Dr. Scott Whittemore, a specialist in center for birth-defect research.
Martin stressed that none of the
spinal cord research, and Hokey Min,
who will head a U of L institute for high 0powered academics hired to
conduct research at U of L will be
logistics and distribution.
To get the trust-fund money, U of L exempt from teaching.
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regents
select
program
Institute to key
on Appalachia,·
rural America
By TOM l.Ewll,
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

MOREHEAD - The Morehead State University Board
of Regents has agreed that a
proposed institute that would
use a multi-pronged approach
to focus on issues affecting
Appalachia should be the
school's Program of Distinction, as established by state
higher education legislation
passed last year.
The board on Sept. 18 voted
to submit the Institute for Regional Analysis and Public
Policy proposal to the state
Council on Postsecondary Education, which ·wn1 consider
the submission at its November meeting.
The institute would integrate teaching, applied research and service in addressing the challenges of ec0111,mic, natural and liulil::.n resources development throughout Eastern Kentucky, Appalachia and rural America,
said Dr. Michael . Moore,
MSU's executive vice president for academic affairs.
Among the proposal's developers were faculty members from an array of fields,
including social work, biology,
chemistry and geography.
The institute would offer
degree programs in environmental science, geography, social work and sociology with a
division of applied research,
service and policy "that will
organize the active engagements of students, faculty,
staff, citizens, educators, political leaders and policymakers in issues and problems
;;hat fa~n the re(don," said Dr.
David Rudy, chair of MSU's
Department of Sociology, Social Work and Criminology
and a program developer.
The proposed institute was
designed to meet the goals
laid out in House Bill 1, which
was passed during a special
session of the Kentucky General Assembly in 1997. The
measure established the Regional Universities Excellence
Trust Fund, designed to help
the state's regional universities - Morehead, Murray
State,' Western Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky, Northern
Kentucky and Kentucky State
- achieve national prominence with specific academic

Tuesday, September 29,, 1998

MSU is eligible to receive
an $865,000 annual matching
grant from the state to support a Program of Distinction.
"We're going to make some
pretty hard decisions about
where the match will come
from," said MSU President
Ronald Eaglin.
The initial annual match
will come from endowments.
Eaglin hoped a massive fundraising campaign the school
will launch next month will
help meet the match. He also
felt the institute could receive
grants as it gained national
attention.
If accepted by the Council
on Postsecondary Education,
MSU could have the institute
operational by January and
be accepting students by the
1999 fall semester, said university spokeswoman Pauline
Young.
The regents also approved
the establishment of a master
of education degree in school
administration. The new degree offering resulted from
the collaboration of faculty at
MSU, EKU, NKU and UK to
develop a graduate program
that addressed administrator
standards and contained similar course content and corresponding cohrse titles from
school to school, Young said.
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Bail d~ubled ~for ex-MSU profe~~or

New allegations keep Hicks
I .

1 ··

in Montana

HAll■MIIIR
~
the bail to . $200,000 for
FoR THE DAILY INDEPENDENT
. Char~es H. Hicks after ne'! alBOZEMAN M t
A
legationa surfaced agamst
.
• on · :- . f'l• . him inclu~•-- th th talk d'
~dMoreheadSta~Uniy,r- :( '· , ~ a es_
~
sity l!rofessor accusl@of '!-:!IS· i, a woman m _Kentuckl'. an,d,
Sf!ulting a Mo~t~wo~ _,;had an e~ns~ve co~ectio_n ~fwi$ a stun gun went ti! court pornographic material at his
here Friday hoping·t;l)~get his !:;:Morehead home.
·
~ail reduced to a leveltha~'he,:'.' Hicks, 63, face11 aggravated
could meet
. .:, .. ·:·"+··'.;•:,burglary, aggrava~ kidnaps
·"' 'u"'
· · and . felony · assau1t
Instead , a J'ud""'
. .,- .:ao
,u,e d'"•
· pmg,
BY HIIDI

~barges for allegedly attackmg a 20-year-old Montana
State Universitl'. student in
her home on Apnl ~7.
He has. pleaded mnocent.
Accordmg to the charges
presented by prosecutors
Hicks knocked on Marci~
Fitch's door asking ifhe could
look at her house which was
for sale She let him in
Once' inside Hicks ~hoked
Fitch. She struggled with
h'im, an•d the two fell down a

Aight of,~tairi.:' Fitch told ·POhce that' Hicks used a stun
gun on her several times to:.;
try to .s¥bdue ·her, but· he :finally fled after she screamed
t h'
,
, . ·
.:a im,,,.
.:; .': _.·. ,.,.:,
The latest evul.ence _to sup._-;
port the ch~ges ~mes from··:
Kentucky police seizures -iroµi ,
Hicks' home· lind omc/e: Whatri
investigators found BozJrtian ·
p 1·
D. t t.' ·- ··R. h
o ice_testified,
e ec was
ive enough
ic
McLane.
to merit ,raising bail.
When• police . arrived at
Hicks' residence to arrest
him, he was viewing a pornographic image of a woman on
his computer, .McLane said.
One' of the 730 computer
disks ·seized contained about
276 explicit images, including
ones depicting necrophilia,
women drowned in bathtubs
and women strangled with
hands and ropes, he said.
Investigators also found
disks hidden in the ceiling
panel above Hicks' computer
that contained pornographic
Web addresses.
The detective estimated
that about 80 percent of the
pictures of nude women were
violent.
'
"My opinion is if Mr. Hicks
is released, one of two things
will happen," McLane said.
"Either'· he will commit suicide, which will do no good to
anybody, or he will hurt someone else." ·

I

During most of McLane's
testimony, Hicks, dressed in a
suit, stared downward or covered his face with his hands.
Hicks' face contorted in anguish when Gallatin County
District Judge Mike Salvagni
announced he was raising his
bai1_
_
Salvagni said that besides
the pornography, the new information that prompted him
to increase the bail were
statements from a Lexington
woman McLane interviewed.
She is an author of the type of
crime novels some said Hicks
liked to read.
She accused Hicks of stalking her, wandering into her
backyard at least twice and
following her several other
times. She called police once,
and McLane said Hicks·
stopped the behavior only after she had a relative contact
him.
William Bartlett Hicks' attorney, had asked the judge to
decrease bail, to $26,00C •- all
Hicks could afford to post in
cash. He can't use his home as
collateral for a loan in Montana.
Bartlett said with electronic monitoring, psychiatric
treatment and other conditions, Hicks could return to
Kentucky without endangering the public.
·
"I think that this community is a great asset for Mr.
Hicks," he said, referring to
36 letters written by Morehead residents to the judge
supporting Hicks' release
from jail.
Hicks' wife, Ronda testified that her husbana,1 a retired information . sciences
professor who holds a doctorate in history, was for nearly
30 years an outstanding com-

munity member in Morehead .•
"I cannot imagine him being a danger to anyone there,
I cannot imagine it," she said. •
Her husband was very active in their church and the
Methodist Student Center on
the MSU campus Ronda
Hicks said. He was also active
in the faculty senate and as .a
judge for high school speech
competitions, she said.
She added that during
their 11 years of marriage,
she had never witnessed any
violence or ag~ession.
But since his arrest, Hicks
had slid into deep depression
and deteriorating physical
health, Ronda Hicks and
Bartlett said.
"He's not getting treatment
now - his condition is getting
worse and worse," Ronda
Hicks said.
Salvagni said he could not
order mental treatment at a
bail hearing. He could only
decide under what conditions
Hicks may be released from · ,,..
jail, and the judge said he considered Hicks dangerous.
The
two
aggravated
charges against Hicks carry
maximum 20-year prison
terms. The assault charge
carries a maximum of 10
years in prison.
Hicks, who was arrested by
Kentuck)' State Police in
Morehead on May 12 and extradited to Bozeman on June
11, remains in the Gallatin
County Detention Center.
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$1 million to UK
hi
i.or proi.essors. P
~

By Holly E. Stepp
HERAf.D.l.EADER EDUCATION WRITER

~

UK President Charles Wethington·
said the university welcomed the challenge to find private matches for state
dollars.
"This is an added incentive for our
donors. We are able to say if you give, the
state will match it," Wethington said,
adding that he expected similar announcements in the future.

The University of Kentucky
yesterday got major bucks from
the Ashland Foundation to help
find the best brains for a new
campus research program.
The Ashland Foundation, the
charitable arm of Ashland Inc.,
gave $1 million to UK to start an
UK's share of the state matching
endowed professorship in chemi- funds will go to nearly three dozen acadecal engineering.
_
mic programs that university officials say
The gift will be matched with can launch it to national prominence.
state funds designated by the
Whitehead, who also serves as viceGeneral Assembly to support research and endowments. A total chairman of the state's Council on Postof $110 million in matching funds secondary Education, said he expected
Ashland's gift to cause a ripple effect,
was appropriated for the state's - - - - - which would benefit other state universities' fund-raising efforts.
public universi- "We believe
ties, $66.6 milthat
The UniYersity oi Louisville received
lio~ . of which Kentucky's
$33.3
million in s,ate matching funds for
will go to UK.
research,
and state's six regional universifuture
...
"We believe
ties have $10 million to share.
that Kentucky's (rests) solely
future as .a comon the
"I think there are several entities in
monwealth and quality of
the private sector who are committed to
Ashland's future education."
the improving higher education," Whiteas a business enhead said. "I would .hope these types of
Charles
terprise rest solefunds
would continue to be available from
Whitehead
ly on the quality
the General Assembly."
Ashland
of
education
Foundation
available to our
President
citizens," said
Charles White- - - - - head, the Ashland Foundation's president.
"While the responsibility to provide a high-quality education
rests with our institutions of higher learning, the private sector also
has a role to play."
The endowed professorship
will be named after Ashland, and
the professor in that position will
lead a new doctoral program in
biopharmaceutical engineering.
The program will be run jointly by the colleges of engineering
and pharmacy.
UK Engineering Dean Thomas Lester
said the program, by marrying drug research and engineering, would boost UK's
research into new treatments for virulent
diseases such as cancer and AIDS.
"Drug aren't produced the way they
were in the old days," Lester said. "The
process has become far more advanced
with increased knowledge of disease at
the subcellular and genetic levels."
Lester said the search for the program's first director would begin soon.
The successful candidate could come
from academia or private industry, he
(:;!=!irl

606-783-2030
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By Jamie Butters ,:;;.·•:\i':1"0!•;

HERAL0-1.EAilER BUSINESSWRJTER,':•-·

- Asll!and Iiic'.-i~ 'cutting ·its
charitable giving:. but not. to
the extent that it will interfere
with the company's historic
mission of improving education in Kentucky, a company
executive said yesterday.
The Ashland Foundation
budget for next year. has not
been set, but there will be some
cuts, said Dan Lacy, who is re. sponsible for communications,
· community relations and the
iAshland Foundation.,~,,.;,·. .
t
"We're trying to cut costs
some," he said. The company
does not release the Ashland
Foundation's annual budget
But the company will continue to put its money into improving edur.ation in Kentucky.
: Consider, yesterday's,· announcement to donate $1 mill.ion to" fund research in pharmaceutical and chemical engineering at the University of
Kentucky, Lacy said.
fo-'_ '.'If actions mean anything,
thanshould send a strong signal," he said.'. ,'_
.
.
· ...The"key,.Lacy said, will be
to"· trim the budget without
hurting _Kentucky communitie:8?;:-7/;._ ••;.::,~ <:•'"•'' '
"Ronestly, I think mostpeople won't
even notice," he said.
So far, evidence of a philanthropic
pull-back by Ashland has been slow to
materialize.
Executives at local arts, educational
and athletic organizations say they have
heard the rumors, but they've not seen it
in their budgets.
. Ashland's motor oil company, Valvohne, has committed to continue its role as
founding sponsor of the Bluegrass State
Games for 1999, the event's 15th year.
Eric Ward, the games' executive director, said he has heard rumors that
next year will be the last time Valvoline
gives so much to the event. But he has
not heard that from the company.
"It's always been a year-to-year thing.
(But) they have not said to me, 'This is
the last year,'" he said.
One organization that is bracing for
lost revenue is the United Way of the
Bluegrass, said President Winston Faircloth:

.
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vided impermissible benefits to Fred
Johnson. It took approximately seven
weeks for the Infractions Committee
to release its report, and the appeal,
process usually takes about 90 days,
According to NCAA legislation, a
university has 30 days to file its formal appeal. Infractions has 30 days
after that to file its argument, and the
school then has two weeks to file a
rebuttal.
U of L and its representatives will
then meet at an as-yet-undetermined
location for discussion, and the Appeals Committee will make a ruling
shortly after that.
"It's like going to an appellate
court and listening to arguments,"
said Conference USA commissioner
Mike Slive, who is the chairman of
the Appeals Committee but will recuse himself because U of L is a
member of C-USA. " .•. The hearing
is not a trial, and the appeal is not a
fact-finding mission. It is an appeal
of the (Infractions Committee's) decision."
The other members on the Appeals
Committee are Robert A. Stein, executive director of the American Bar
Association and former dean of the
University of Minnesota law school;
Kathy Noble, associate commissioner
of the Big Sky Conference: and Marilyn Yarbrough. a law professor at the
University of North Carolina.
The Appeals Committee is considering the appointment of a fifth
member, who should be approved by
the time U of L goes before the
group in a few months, Slive said.
At least one school, Alabama, has
won its appeal since the committee
was formed, earlier this decade, In
that:case, the Appeals Committee refused to overturn a postseason ban,
but it sided with Alabama on two issues t.he school considered more important: It agreed to eliminate a third
year of probation and restored nine
scholarships.
The, panel ruled·, that the Infractions Committee violated.procedures
by failing to notify the school of a
charge before returning a guilty verdict, a possible similarity to Louisville's case. The Appeals Committee
also ruled that because of Alabama's
corrective action in the case, the
third year of Pl'\>.h?tion and the scholarship lossescwere "excessive and inappropriate/'·.
In consultations with U of L officials, Slive suggested they look at
previous cases to determine precedent. However, in an interview last
night he refused to· disclose which
cases he suggested.
Several U of L trustees applauded
Shumaker's decision. to .appeal the
case.
"I certainly think that if Dr. Shumaker and (athletic director) Tom
Jurich think it is a good thing to pursue, I'm certainly in favor of it," Harry Jones said. "Personally, I think we
should appeal because of the circumstances. The first group of ·people
said we weren't a repeat violator, and
obviously the Infractions Committee
thinks that we were. That seems to
be in conflict to me, but the finai
group gets the final say....
"With the severity of the penalty, it
behooves us to see if we learned
something and see if we can state
our case a little more clearly."
Said Junior Bridgeman: "Since
there was some oversight by the
NCAA, maybe there is a chance. To
me, the whole thing is based on getting back in the tournament, and that
is lies! for the kids."
·
Jurich deferred comment last night
to Shumaker. Coach Denny Crum
couldn't be reached for comment and
was said to be out of town until Friday.

U ofLwill appeaI
NCAA ruling
Wants panel to
clarify 'repeat
violator' charge

U of L appeared before the
Infractions Committee in August, and at the begin~ing ~f
the meeting NCAA lead mvesugator Rich Hilliard said that in
the Enforcement staff's opinion, Louisville should not be
considered a "repeat violator
and that the violation in question was "secondary" in nature.
Because of Hilliard's statements, U of L officials present
at the Seattle meeting didn't
argue either point.
However, the Infractions
Committee overruled the opinion of the Enforcement staff. It
determined that while U of L
was on probation for pre_vious
violations, former assistant
coach Scooter McCray arranged for Fred Johnson, the
father of forward Nate Johnson, to receive a d_iscounted
room rate at the Wilson Inn.
McCray also provided his Diners Club credit card a few
months later to ensure that
Johnson, who was delinquent
paying his bill, would not be
evicted from the
hotel. Further, Infractions considered this a "major" violation.
Major violations result in harsher
penalties than ''secondary ones, and
Infractions Committee spokeswoman
Bonnie Slatton said that U of L was
banned from the postseason because
it,wasiconsidered a "repeat violator,"
The postseason ban affects the en•
tire basketball team, but it is worse
for the three fifth-year seniors: Eric
Johnson, Cameron Murray and Alex
Sanders. Unless the ruling is overturned, thev will end their collegiate
careers on Feb. 27 at Southern Mississippi.
Hilliard, a longtime NCAA investigator, now is employed by the
Kansas City-based legal firm Bond
Schoenek & King, which has represented U of L in both of its imbroglios with the NCAA.
The appeal prolongs an already
lengthy process that began during
the spring of 1997 after The CourierJournal reported that McCray pro11

1

By ASHLEY McGEACHY
The Courier-Journal
The University of Louisville
will appeal a recent ruling by
the NCAA Committee on Infractions that led to sanctions
against the men's basketball
program, the university announced yesterday.
The Infractions Committee
last month placed U of L's
men's basketball program on
three years' probation, banned
it from postseason compet1t1on
and stripped it_ of two scholarships for prov1dmg an impermissible benefit to a player's
father. It also found the women's volleyball program guilty'
of eight violations, but the
school won't appeal that decision.
The university is appealing
the basketball sanctions based
on the committee's decision to
treat U of Las a "repeat violator," university President John
Shumaker said in a statement.
"In the basketball Rortion of
the case, I want to ask the Appeals Com.mitte.e to clarify a
· · procedural :iSsUe and an interpretation that I think may have
disadvantaged us and led to a
result that penalized three student-athletes by limiting opportunities in their final year of
competition," Shumaker said.
He could not be reached for
further comment.
The basis for the appeal
stems from an apparent disagreement
between
the
NCAA's Enforcement staff,
which investigates cases and
presents them for adjudication,
and the Infractions Committee,
which hears the cases and
hands down the final ruling.
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Last year, Ashland and its employees
were the fourth-largest donor to the umbrella group. But because SuperAmerica's administrative work is moving to
Ohio, the company will have fewer employee donations to match.
Ashland set an example for other
companies, Faircloth said, when it became one of the first to match employee
gifts 100 percent.
"They've been a longtime leader, a
real innovator in the wm· thev contribute," he said.
·
·
Virginia Fox, executive director of
Kentucky Educational Television, agreed.
"Everybody turns to Ashland," she said.
But if education is Ashland's sacred
cow, the arts might be its sacrificial
lamb, warned Dee Fizdale, executive director of the Lexington Arts and Cultural
Council.
Ashland Inc. has played a major role
in Lexington's art scene, she said, both
with money and with employees'
involvement in projects such as the reor¥3D_izati~1! Cl_f_ the Lexington Philharmonic

"If they're going to cut back on their
giving, then it's going to affect the arts
across the state," she said.
But Ward of the Bluegrass State·
Games predicts that no one will criticize.
a decision to reduce corporate giving.
At least, not him.
"I'm just grateful they do what they
do," he said. "The realitv of it is that this
is not something that's exclusive to Ashland."
Companies began quietly cutting
their donations as a percentage of profit
in the late 1980s, according to an article
in the current issue of Industry Week
magazine.
Total corporate philanthropy reached
a record $8.2 billion last year on the,
strength of record earnings. But giving'
has eroded from from a high of 2.35 percent of pretax income in 1986 to 1.1 percent last year.
Lacy would not say what percentage
of pretax earnings Ashland budgets for
giving, but he said it wasn't far from the
national average. "Were orobablv clost·
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OF.THE [)AILY INDEPENDENT . ·.
LEXINGTON - A $1 million
gift from the Ashland Foundation will help the University of
Kentucky launch a new doctoral program in biopharmaceutical engineering, a program that will be the first of
its kind in the U.S.
The gift, coupled with
matching state dollars, will establish an endowed chair in
chemical engineering, UK announced Tuesday. That professor will direct the interdisciplinary biopharmaceutical engineering program, involving
the colleges of engineering and

'

mas Lester, dean of UK's College of Engineering.
Legislation pushed through
the state legislature by Gov.
Paul Patton last year mandated that UK strive to become
-one of the nation's top 20 research universities by 2020.
Ashland Inc. saw its $1 million
gift as a way to help UK reach
that goal, said Charles Whitehead, Ashland Foundation
president.
The gift from the foundation
- the corporate benevolence
arm of Ashland Inc. - will be
the first corporate gift submit•
ted by t!K for matching state

·.•,,

Ashland Inc. oives
UK $1 millio1
b.a
h
t • 1·
•
•
lOf p armaeeu~1ca ·-eng1neenng

:in

Qrltlar1 Thr..

money through the Research
Challenge Trust Fund. The
Kentucky.,,General Assembly
earmarked $110 million .this
year for. the state's public universities, including $66.6 million for UK, that the schools
must match dollar for dollar to
fund research-oriented
projects.
"Ashland feels that as we
support education, we support
ourselves," said Whitehead.
" ... While the responsjbility to
provide a high-quality educa-.
· tion ·rests with our institutions
of higher learning, the private
sector also has a role to play."
Whitehead said graduates of
the biopharmaceutical en'gineering program might directly benefit Ashland Inc. by
working in the corporation's
chemical division.
"We're excited about the
possibilities of this program
and what it could mean for the
state," he added.
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pht~~:ii~s.in the understanding of human biology at the
subcellular :?;?d. genetic levels :~
haveledi~'i;;~~;:fcrmsofthera,.
py, like the proteinase inhibi•
. tors tried in patients with HIV
•
. and AIDS. But only. a few of Company to tnm
these new therapies have :charity donations
reached the market, and the ,
complex processes and high
next year's budget
cost of developing those treat- ··
men ts have compelled the •Associated Press•
- pharmacimtical 'industry to :•..
seek graduates from both en- .,.. LEXINGTON, Ky. - A SI m1lhon
.
.
.
gift from Ashland Inc. will be used to
gmeenng and pharmaceutical , start a doctoral-researt:h program at
science programs to solve de-· lhe University of Kentucky, and its
velopment and production value could be doubled by money
: from a new state mstching fund,
problems, UK _spo k esman D oug school officials said Tuesday.
Tattershall said.
,, "This program, we think, will be
UK already has the infra- •the first of its kind in the United
structure and much of the fac- ,states," UK P,esident Charles T.
··Wethmgton said of the school's
ulty n~eded _for the new pro- J>lanned degree in bioplmnnaceutical
gram, mcludmg the Center for 'engineering.
Pharmaceutical Sciences and Also on Tuesday, Ashland said that
Technology the Center for Ro- 'it is reducing its charitable donations,
'
... -- - ~ •but noted that the cutback would not
botics and Manufacturing Sys- 'interfere with its historic mission of
terns and two recipients of the , imP.'o"!ng educatio,: in K&muci<y. ·..
National Science Foundation's . We re trying to cut costs some,
.
.
.
said Dan Lacy, a spokesman for the
Presidential Young Investiga- •Ashland Foundation. But the comtor Award. But the university pany will continue to provide money
will need a senior professor :10 help education. The SJ million
with a broad background in g_ranr 10 UK "should send a strong
.
.
signal" on that, he added.
both. engmeermg and pharma- - RESEARCH. The General Asceutical science to !~ad the sembly approved SJIO million in
program, Tattershall said.
matching research money for the
"The availability of gradu- state's public universities this year.
ates of this program and the Almost $67 million of that is available
.b
d
rt·
f th
u]
to. UK, and Wethington said Ashroa expe ise O
e fac ty land's gift will be the first submitted
engaged m the program should for matching by the state.
.
be a powerful economic de- Thomas W. Lester, dean of UK's
velopment tool for the com- _College of· Engineering, ;aid :the
monwealth in the years to
come and a catalyst for the further enhancement of the national and international reputations of pharmacy and enn+naa,-.inn !:It TTU' "

606-783-2030

S2 million would be used by UK to
Executives of arts, educational
endow a profeSsorship in chemical athletic organizations in Lexin
engineering. The university would

said they have heard the nu

then conduct a national search for a about Ashland's plans, but they
professor capable of starting a doc- _not seen it in their budgets.
toral program that would link the dis•
Ashland's motor-oil company,
ciplines of engineering and pharma- voline, has committed to contm
cology, Lester said.
• its role as founding sponsor of
Research would focus on develop- Bluegrass State Games for 1999
ing drugs and therapies to treat dis- event's 15th year.
eases at the subcellular and genetic
Eric Ward, the games' exec1
levels. The best-known such treat- director, said he has heard- bu
ments are protease inhibitors, which from the company - that next
have been successful in patients with will be the last time Valvoline !
HIV and AIDS.
so much to the event.
''We believe that Kentucky's future
"It's always been a year-toas a commonwealth and Ashland's thing. (But) they have not said to
future as a business enterprise rests 'This is the la~ y~r,'" he s~id.
solely on the quality of education
One organ12a~on that. 1s bra
available to our citizens . ... Ashland for lost revenue 1s the United W:
clearly sees the need to do its part," the Blueg~ss, said its presic
said Charles Whitehead, president of Winston Fam:loth.
.
the Ashland Foundation.
Last year, Ashland and 11s em1
Wethington said engineering and ees were the fourth-largest done
phannaceuticals already are two of the umbrella group. But bee
UK'-: top graduate programs.
~uper~erica's adm~nistrative,
·'The bridge that is fonned by fur- 1s movmg from Lexington to C
ther connectmg these two strong pro- the com-eany WIii have fewer em1
grams ... will serve as a catalyst to ~ donation,s to m~tch. Super~1
help us move toward our goal of be- IS Ash!and s cham of comb1_m
coming a Top 20 public university, convemence.sto~andgass,tatlo:
and also will serve as a catalyst for
If education _1s Ashl~nd s s~
furure economic development," cow, the ans might ,be ns sacnl
Wethington said.
l~mb, warned Dee F~dale. exec1
director of the Lexmgton Arts
GIFT CUTS, Although the Ash• Cultural Council.
land Foundation has not set its budgAshland Inc. has played a n
et for neXl year, there will be some role in Lexington's arts scene,
cuts, lacy said.
.
said, both with moner and with
He said the key will be to trim the ployees' involvement m_ projects
foundation's budget, which is never '. as the reorgenization.of·the Le,
disclosed, without hurting Kentucl<y ton Philhannonic in the mid-1980,
communities. . .· . .
· _ . "ll they're going to cut bacl
;"Honestly, I ··think most people ·. giving, then it's. going 10··affec1
WDn-i even notice," he said.
ans aCl'OS.! the state,"
said.·
..... she
,_..
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Education conferenee ·this weekend
~xpecting
400 participants
from 20 states
By KENNETH HART
JF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

ASHLAND
Ashland
Community College's sixth
annual Teaching/Learning
Conference will be Friday and
Saturday at the Ashland
Plaza Hotel.
Nationally recognized education experts will serve as
keynote speakers and present
pre- and post-conference sessions on the theme "Teaching Mark MIiiiron
and Technology: Innovations
teaching/learning partners,"
for Student Success."
The program is expected to said program chairman Uma
draw about 400 participants Swanson, an ACC psychology
professor.
from more than 20 states.
Registration for the conferTwenty educational instience
will be from 8 a.m. to 4
tutions have joined ACC as
p.m. Friday and 8 a.m. to
sponsors of the conference.
"By inviting other institu- noon Saturday in the hotel
tions to join as sponsors, we lobby. The $120 registration
broaden the scope and depth fee includes program materiof conference participation als, a lunch and evening reanrl expand our community of ception Friday and a conti-

Karen Erickson

nental breakfast Saturday.
ACC President Angeline
Dvorak and Tony Newberry,
interim community college
chancellor for the Kentucky
Community and Technical
College System, will give introductions and welcome participants at 1 p.m. Friday.
The keynote speakers will
be Karen M. Erickson, a senior consultant with College
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Wanted: in-state leaders
Two inflated egos clashed recently,
whel}_: Morehead State University and
Prestonsburg Community College split
over who teaches the students and
wh!'rc. What higher education in Eastern Kentucky needs is competent leaders from within the state, not out-of.
state dictators.
Gordon Moore

Survival in Illinois, and Mark
D. Milliron, associate director
bf
the
California-based
League for Innovation in the
Community College.
The conference will begin
at 8 a.m. Friday with an early-bird session on "Humor in
the Classroom" by Ronald A.
Berk from The John Hopkins
University in Baltimore.
Concurrent pre-conference
sessions from 10 a.m. to 11:45
a.m. Friday will cover student
success, enrollment management, learning partnerships,
teaching techniques and curriculum.
. The conference will feature
45 concurrent workshops Friday afternoon and Saturday
morning on strategies and
techniques for promoting student success. Sessions will be
at the hotel and next door at
Morehead State University's
Ashland Center.
Friday evening, the venue
will shift to the Paramount
Arts Center for a performance
of "Miss Cora" by Michael and
Laura Duncan-McConnell of
Morehead. The program is
-- ai,",;i.,t the life of Cora Wilson Stewart, who founded the
first "moonlight" school in
Rowan County, which later
became Morehead State University.
That will be followed by a
concert by the Brass Band of
the Tri-State at 7:30 p.m.
' For more information, call
ACC Continuing Education at
(606) 329-2999, extension
300.
Information is also available on the Internet at
http://ashcc.uky.edu.
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The wrong message

T

HE DECISION by University of Louisville
President John Shumaker to appeal the
recent NCM ruling that led to
sanctions against the men's
basketball program will play
well in some quarters.
.
It will appeal to the Card1"nal
boosters who place greater importance on a winning lradilion than on a tradition of
compliance. Among the winning-is-eve,:y·
thing crowd,

program operates without forcibly removing him.
The NCM already seems to
have reacted badly to this approach, pointedly noting that
U of L became a repeat violator in the latest compliance
case · because
the same coach
h
. Was m c arge. How can the organization see this week's
U of L decision to appeal as
anything other than more cosseting of Denny Crum?
Dr. Shumaker said he a_rpealed, ,n

"_°\_+_?th'.'J?X'::W4',:-'\.\/%?/'.;,l;,:_z,;':M_::;:\0J¾l<l

this will earn
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the same kind
of warm regard with
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part, because
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sanctions pe-
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and

t
Kentucky's

Unfortu-

nately, the resuit is likely to be the same.
UK came to be seen as a
school that would fight every
effort to curb its excesses.
Eventually, the NCM made its
point, emphatically. It put the
clamps on UK basketball.
The NCM has tried to prod
U of L to clamp down on
coach Denny Crum's basketball program, but Mr. Crum
has resisted. He has minimized
and temporized. He has looked
for scapegoats among his critics ~n.d. has used colleagues as
sacnfic1al lambs.
The university, given his
years of successful service and
his fan support, has tried to
change the way Mr. Crum's

than

41

US ,,

th~t

. moans about
sanctions hitting the wrong
people.
·
. The NCM is a self-policing
organization of higher education institutions. It is what its
members want it to be. And
one of its chief purposes is to
penalize recalcitrant members
in hopes of changing their behavior.
It is the rule-breaking institutions that penalize their student athletes by failing to keep
their athletic programs in compliance and by caviling over
NCM decisions. If any U of L
basketball players suffer in the
current situation it will be
U of L's fault for putting them
in such a predicament.
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NKU, Grant
cut ribbon
dedicating
joint effort
Williamstown center
opens with 80 students
By Jefferson George
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

WILLIAMSTOWN - After
graduating from Grant County
High School in 1997, Carolyn Kinmon wanted to become a preschool teacher and tried going
away to college in Ohio. She didn't
like it much.
Luckily, college classes soon
came to her.
Kinmon, 20, is one of about 80
students taking classes at Northern Kentucky University's Grant
County Center, a new building offering several introductory courses
for full- and part-time students living in or near Grant County.
"Kentucky is where I want to
be," Kinmon said, adding, "It
means a lot" to have college classes
just minutes instead of hours away.
Kinmon joined NKU and
community officials yesterday to
dedicate the new center in
Williamstown. This year's classes
actually began Aug. 26 in a
church next door. But the center's
three classrooms, computer room
and study area opened to students for the first time yesterday.
To mark the building's opening, NKU's Board of Regents yesterday held its first-ever meeting
off the main campus in Highland
Heights, discussing business before having a ribbon-cutting at the
Grant County Center.
"I remember standing in this
building when it didn't look like
this," NKU President James Votruba told a crowd of about 50 people. "We're humbled by what this
county has accomplished for its
future, a11d we're proud to be a
part of it."
Community enthusiasm is
evidenced by the fact that people
in Grant County raised money for
the center's construction while
NKU provided furniture an1 faculty, said Barbara Hedges, NKU's director of continuing education and
distance learning.
In addition, some of last year's
high school seniors now are embracing the center as a new way to
adjust to college, while non-degree
students are getting the chance to
take courses and develop new
skills, said Sam Lapin, the center's
coordinator.
More than half of the roughly
80 students at the center are parttime, Hedges said. But she expects
both groups to grow, and for NKU
to adjust accordingly in Grant
County after this year's start.
"The university's commitment
is to meet the need.'' she said.

A safety hazard
False alarms are no laughing matter
In the aftermath of last
month's fatal fire at Murray
State University, Gov. Paul
Patton and officials at Murray
and other state universities
have agreed to work together to
improve safety in residence,
halls. The hope is that sprinkler systems and other safety ·
devices soon will be installed in
all dormitories,
However, there is one step
only students can take to improve the protection of residence halls from fires: Reducing the number of false alarms.
False alarms set off in Murray State dormitories had become so commonplace that the
city of Murray's fire department had a policy of not responding to the alarms until after campus security police had
confirmed that there was an actual fire.
At Western Kentucky Unfversity, campus officials do not
notify the Bowling Green Fire
Department of an alarm until
after determining that an
emergency exists. WKU offi-sials •are rnviewing .that policy
in light ot'the Murray tragedy.
False alarms at Morehead
State University dormitories
were being set off so often that
responding to them was straining the Morehead Volunteer
Fire Department's budget. The
city of Morehead was seeking a
payment from the university to
cover the cost of providing fire
protection to the campus. An
agreement was eventually
reached between the city and
school.
The Murray fire depart-

ment's policy of not immediately responding to alarms from
campus dorms probably had no
impact on the Hester Hall fire
where the student died. However, the few minutes required
to check out the validity of an
alarm could easily turn a minor
blaze intci a serious one.
The problem, however, is not
so much the policy as the number of false alarms that led to
it. According to university officials, more than 1,200 false
alarms were sounded at Murray State last year. Western
Kentucky had more than 240.
When false alarms are so frequent, who can blame the fire
department for being reluctant
to make yet another needless
run to a campus dorm? Just
like the classic tale of the little
boy who cried wolf, each false
alarm makes them less ready
for the real thing.
The false alarms also affect
the response of dorm residents.
Instead of quickly .exiting their
rooms whenever an alarm is
sounded, the students probably
think it is just some foolish student who has pulled the alarm
as a childish prank.
Our point is this: False
alarms are no laughing matter.
They are crimes that can slow
the response times of both fire
departments and residents to
real emergencies.
Just days after the deadly
fire,
Murray student was
charged for allegedly sounding
a false alarm in a dorm. He
should be vigorously prosecuted in an effort to discourage
others from doing the same.

a

Lexington Herald-Leader
Thursday, October 8 1998

Domino's sues over UK's
Papa John's pizza deal
By John Cheves
HERALOlEADER STAFF REPORT

Domino's Pizza delivered a piping-hot
lawsuit this week to the University of
Kentucky.
Judson Ridgway, owner of the Domino's at 801 Euclid Avenue, is unhappy
with the tasty deal UK has offered to competitor Papa John's Pizza: As of last Friday, students can charge pizzas to their
UK-issued debit cards - sending the bill
to Mom and Dad, or whomever pays their
college bills - but only if the pizza comes
from Papa John's.
"This is a bie deal. It

mP~n~ ~

lnt nf

said Ridgway, who filed a lawsuit against
UK Tuesday in Fayette Circuit Court.
"If you're a student and you've got a
$20 bill in one pocket and a debit card in
the other, and you're hungry, what are
you going to do? Are you going to spend
your $20? Or are you going to buy a pizza
with your debit card, and then you still
have your $20 to party with?" Ridgway
asked.
Corinne Geerken, a UK senior from
Ashland, seconded that idea yesterday a~
she bought a pizza at the Papa John's on
South Limestone Street near campus.
"ft',;: i11~t

p~,;;;;jpr" {:,o,arl-on .,..,;,.:i ,....,. ..;.".

. ·SUIT
for.Iier

pie with her debit card.
"As a student, I try not to carry a
Jot of cash. It's just more convenient for me to say, '.Just put it on
my (UK) Plus Accolll!-t-' "
.
Domino's Jawsmt calls mto
question the way ~ chos~ its primary pizza provider dunng the

I

White, who orders pizza about
once a week, said he doesn't care
who arrives at his door, but "it's
better to have an option than to
have someone who's got a monopoly on the students."
■

Staff writer Lori Becker Hayes
contributed to this report. .

S1lll1111er,

Four pizzerias competed for
the debit-card deal: Domino's,
Papa John's, Pizza Hut an_d Mad
Mushroom Pizza. The businesses
submitted bids that specified the
commissions they would pay to
UK if they were selected.
Papa John's came in last in
this category, with an offer of 15
percent; the other three offered
commissions of at least 24 percent
But an informal campus poll
placed Papa John's as the students' first choice, gobbling 44
percent of the vote, compar~d \o
Pizza Hut (25 percent), Dommo s
(13 percent) and Mad Mushroom
(5 percent}.
UK vice president for fiscal affairs George DeBin said the student poll played a big role in UK's
final choice, as did other factors,
including price and the pizzerias'
ability to handle high-volume
sales.
Domino's contends a random
survey of 200 students on campus
is not the statistically accurate
way to learn which pizza is the
most beloved.
Mad Mushroom which
· · d Dammos
· ' ·m a wn·tten
Jome
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based on a dormitory population
of 5,300, that's one in 25 kids who
we asked, or 4 percent of the overall population," DeBin said. "I'd
say that's pretty good."
Domino's also wonders if the
generosity of John Schnatter, Papa
John's founder and chief executive
officer,- played a role. Papa John's
has given millions to Kentucky
schools in recent years, including
$1 million last November to the
UK athletics program.
Terry B. Mobley of the UK Development Office agreed yesterday
that Schnatter is a supporter of
school athletics but said the fix
was not in when picking a pizzeria.
Schnatter
hasn't
"given
enough to the university to just
automatically get any kind of pizza contract," Mobley said.
In the future, UK might open
the competition to all interested
pizza peddlers if it gets the hang
of handling off-campus dining by
debit card, DeBin said. The school
still is experimenting at this point,
he added.
That makes the most sense to
Craig White, a UK junior from
Georgetown.

Student
loan
interest
lowered

-·

WASHINGTON College
siudents could save an average of
$700 on loan repayments under
legislation President Clinton
signed yesterday to lock in interest rates at their lowest levels in
17 years.
"Today with this lowering of
the interest rates ... we can really
say that every high school graduate in America, regardless of income, can afford to go to college,"
the president said.
He enacted the rate cut part of a broader education bill
that also pushes Pell Grants to
their highest level ever - in a
White House
-,:,;-;---;--- ceremony
"(Now} we
steeped in selfcan really say congratulation
that every by members of
high school the Republi- .
can-led Con_fl.raduate in gress who are
"il.merica,
eager, as Elecregardless of tion Day nears,
income, can to boast of
afford to go to some achievement for the
college."
year.
Presldont Clinton
T h r e e

· times,

House

and
Senate
committee chairmen invited their
members .to stand and be applauded in the East Room.
Sen. Jim Jeffords, chairman of
the Senate Labor and Human Resource Committee, promised by
week's end to "begin to complet~
action," on a reading bill, on charter schools' legislation, on a Head,
Start reauthorization and on vocational education reform.
"From Head Start to higher
education, the final product of our
collective efforts is a record of accomplishment from which we all
take great satisfaction," said Jeffords, R-Vt.
The bill signing coincided with
a College Board report finding that
college tuition and fees were up an
average of 4 percent this year - a
faster growth than the year's 2 percent overall inflation.
The new law is expected to
save borrowers an estimated $11
billion over five years by locking
in for that period a new interestrate formula, based on Treasury
bill rates and added points, for student loans. The rate would be 7.46
percent - down from more than 8
percent last year - for graduates
starting to repay their loans under
the Direct Loan and GovernmentGuaranteed Loan, or FFEL, programs. Students who want to refinance existing loan payments
.must apply before Jan. 31.
A typical student borrower at
a four-year college, graduating
with $13,000 in debt. would save
":1hn11t Q:!7(\f\ ~-·-- -
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State folk art center
at Morehead shoWs
quilting heritage
By DIANE HEILENMAN

The quilt is a unique and dynamic
American contribution to the arts, a
fact all too easilv overlooked with the
onslaught of knockoffs and cutesy
crafty renditions by the mass market.
The serious side of quilt aesthetics
surfaces in an exhibition at the Kentuckv Folk Art Center in Morehead.
·'Kentucky Quilts: Roots and Wings,"
selected by noted quilt expert Shelly
Zegart o(Louisville, contrasts early
Kentucky quilts with contemporary
ones in order to explore the continuity of design and influence of older
forms on artists today.

New KCTCS hires
political cronies
The recent hiring of another politician into the postsecondary education
system leads me to believe that those
who were such staunch supporters of
Gov. Paul Patton's so-called "higher
education reform" are left with rubbing egg off their faces each time another state representative is employed.
It must be embarrassing to the editors who supported the change to sit
and watch the governor's office turn
the community college system into an
employment service for politicians.
Under close scrutiny, one can see that
the Kentucky Community and Technical College System is fast becoming
another "county road department"
when it comes to hiring practices.
Unless the leaders of this commonwealth wake up and begin to speak
out against these unethical hiring
practices, the trust and integrity that
remains in the community college system will surely be lost.
While under the University of Ken- ,
tucky, the community college system
successfully avoided political interference for 30 good years. Now, after onha few months, we are becoming no dif.
ferent than some of the county road
d~p•~.ments with respect to hiring po; •":i.f!:" 1 cronies. The community colleges
,ho,,',! be placed back under the ausi.iir.!'s' ~f UK so those who care about
higher education can stop looking at ·
their shoes every time another politician-is hired.
Ario C. Steele
Kenvir

VIEWPOINTS

The Courier-Journal

Zegart's study is a continuation of
her work as a founder of the Kentucky Quilt Project begun in the
1980s to identify and record the existing inventory of historical quilts.
That project became a model for other states.
The exhibit. at 102 W. First St.,
continues through Feb. 25. Hours are
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mondays through
Saturdays and I to 5 p.m. Sundays. A
reception is 2 to 4 p.m. next Sunday.
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Sprinklers planned for more EKU dorms
RICHMOND, Ky. - A plan to install sprinkler systems in more of
Eastern Kentucky University's residence halls received approval yesterday from EKU's regents, officials said.
The regents authorized $1.6 million for sprinkler systems to be
installed at the end of the 1998-99 school year in four dormitories.
Three of the school's 16 residence halls already have sprinkler systems. All rooms have hard-wired smoke detectors.
Eastern officials say they plan to install sprinklers in the school's
remainwg residence halls as part of a three-year, $4.5 million project.
The regents' ·action came three weeks after a fire blamed on arson
killed one student and seriously injured another in a residence hall at
Murray State University, where the dormitories do not have sprinklers.
' •LexiitgtoirHel'lild'Leil'der
Sunday; October 11, 1998

.EKIJ{regents··OKdonn-spitilklers:
~!~,Kentucky UniversitY,)El;loM,d ~f ,Regents
yesterday approved plans to mstall sprinkler systems in the university's residence halls. The
board authorized $1.6 million to install sprinklers
in Commonwealth, Keene, Palmer and Telford
halls at the end of this school year. EKU has 16
residence halls. Three already have sprinkler systems,_including eight-story Walters Hall. Eastern
.plans to'install sprinklers in the remaining halls
as part of a three-year, $4.5 million project Each
residenoe room at EKU has a hard-wired smoke
detector. Other safety measures for the halls
. inc1ud~ fire alarms, fire extinguishers and regular
fire.tlii~. The move to instill sprinklers is consistent with a statewide_ plan to provide sprinkler
systems for all university residence halls. ·

606-783-2030
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Lower;rates
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Students who want to refinan~ existing loan payments
must ap_ply before Jan. 31.
A typical student borrower

College students could ,.. '~
at a four-year collefle, gradusave an average of $700 on
ating with $13,000 m debt,
Joan repayments under legiswould save about $700 over a
lation signed last week to
standard IO-year repayment
Jock in interest rates at their
period, the White House said.
lowest levels in 17 years.
The legislation also raises
The rate cut is part of a
the maximum authorized
broad 'education bill that
amount for Pell Grants from
a!so~heiiP.ell,Grantsto
, 1 the ·current'$3,000 to $4,500 a
their highest level ever.
·
year in 1999-2000, and - in
The new law is expected to
steps - to $5,800 in 2003-2004.
save borrowers an estimated
$11 billion over.five years by
locking'infort:liatperiod a:
new interest-rate· formula,
based on Treasu,:y bill rates
and added points, for student
loans. The rate would be 7.46
percent - down from more
than 8 percent last year for graduates starting to
repay their Joans under the
Direct Loan and
Government-Guaranteed
Loan, or FFEL, programs.

T~e Sunday Independent, Ashland, Kentucky,
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·ACC seeking funding
to build a multi-purpose
center on campus
on early childhood development.
ASHLAND - Ashland
"And we've had a lot of inCommunity College offi- quiry about a wellness cenc,als are trying to unite the ter." Dvorak said. "This is a
com1'1unity in an effort to relatively 'sick' area and I
fund and construct a multi- think that would be somemillion dollar, multi-pur- thing that would serve us
pose center on campus.
well."
The building, as enviThe Jesse Stuart Foundasioned by ACC President tion is also interested in reloAngeline Dvorak, would eating to the ACC campus,
have a variety of functions
Dvorak said, and a multi-purincluding as a conventio~ pose center would be the perand conference center, ear- feet venue. •
ly childhood development
Having ACC as the lead
center and wellness center.
agency on the project should
"It would not only be for be a plus when it comes to
educational purposes, but funding, said Dr.· E.B. Gevefor the community and for don III, a member of the Comtourism." Dvorak said.
munity College Foundation of
Because it would be mu!- Ashland.
ti-purpose center, funding
"The college could tap fundcould come from a variety ing sources that the city or a
of sources, Dvorak said.
business, like a hotel, could·"Every piece of this is
n't," Gevedon said at a recent
very doable: And there are
meeting of the Ashland Ecolegitimate funding sources
nomic Development Task
for each piece," she said.
Force. "For all the turf wars
"But you'd . have to have
that we have to deal with
groups using the center
around here, ACC has been
constantly to justify the
neutral territory. It can get
money."
things done when others
All of the needs in the
can't."
proposal have been identiDvorak and other college offied in tl'.P. co '.kge's strateficials have been talking about
gic planning process that is
the project for several months.
led by the, ccnc()l's board of
Dvorak attended a recent
directors.
meeting of the city's economic
ACC functions alone
development task force and
could fill ~e. center on a
that group pledged its supregular basis/Dvorak said.
port.
For example, she said,
The next step is putting to-,#.}~.~Jlege_.pa4 to_ c:q.t off reg- gether a community advisory
1fof•
1stration '~
the group representative-of all the
teaching/learning. conference agencies. and orgl!-nizatio1;1s
t~a_t, conC]"f!deg-Sat1,Irday. And that would have an mtfilrest m
· .tli"e<Aslilai:iiliioiu'ilim'c6m' · · _ the_·center.. That ·group would
BY AMANDA GILMORE - - OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT

.,,,~n;'lfa~,,lft: -,ai{'··,,
· ;m.ui" l"lieterlnii!. "th~"?:ce"'ter.s·,exact
18
1.·
,-,~r-•n•~--,.~"~·tli
c~n ~--~•
½le ;~,,-t.il'l'J"btain
·I:;i::.renees.,.uunng,.
e,past year
.:Jl.,, ·"'i'IJ'~·t~i
--~-----'"-llm;::;__,
___ <
liecaiiie'6f',space""Jim1taticiris:· · fun ing. . ·
-... ·
· .. ·
0 ~

"We have a desperate need
for more conference space"
D,vorak said..
'

,KTh~.--~:iif'f f ' ~
v~i;i~~'
iicen'""Jrm~Jand::S
--i.n,Jtlie",..,;dsSO' · h ,:1 "'
0

'bu,iifu1~W'iiil B~b- ~i~~~. ; : ·

countant,John'Artis and at, ap_pioac!J.'e.d.~e>lAililand,-'Biliir'd
iifi\EaiiMiiaii=,'aboi:it itiil .:, -,tli ·
citfs'"~~'junior coll~~ t~
to -fund .such- a development
across (rom ,the . Ashland
Plaza Hotel" -i>h · Winchester
Avenue. The board turned
down-the idea. ·
"I certainly thought it was
a good idea ·theh, so I'm .sure
it's a good idea now," Woolerv
said Friday.
·
The ACC center could also
be used for classes and programs for children up through
age 5. Dvorak said. That fits
"in well with Gov. Patton's recenth· announced emphasi,

,~~ey_ .)!<>.!J.... ~oolery

There 1s space for the center next to ACC's theater,
Dvorak said.
. "In the:college'soriginal development plan, there' is a
huge·structur_EtJlrDJ)C!sed to be
biillf'into"t~eliill'anajoin in~
the other side of the theater,
she sai~. "Putting it there
wc>uld, ,mY!l 9-8 ~cce.s~s -t,o ))oth
parkmg,afreas;". ;which;:;would
p~ovid~ ample parking."
It ·would ·probably -be at
least two years before funding
could be secured from the next
legislature and then another
2-3 years . for construction,
D-;?rak estimated. '
"
It ~o~d be a long process,
she said. But we have to start
to~ay.
.
'We have an ?PPOrtumty
her; to do somet~;ng w?nderful. she added. And 1t can
happen. It truly can With ,.
little bit of_har,~ work and lot
of cooperat10n.

Lexington Herald-Leaaer
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Whitney Young Jr. statue is
KSU's first

A

statue honoring Kentuch State
~niversity alumnus Whime,· AL
.
'r oung Jr. \\"as unreileci yesterdm·.
It 1~ the first S!"ltue on the universitv's ·
mam campus m Frankfon.
·
The mell?o~al statue for Whimey Ill.
Young, a ClVll nghts activist and author
who was born in Lincoln Ridge is also
the only publicly displayed Stahle in Kentuch-y honoring an African-American.
Sculpted by artist Ed Hamilton who
also created the African-American Civil
War Memorial in Washington, the piece
s~ows a sportscoat•clad Young standing
with one hand casually placed in his
pants pocket.
. In 1961. Young became the executive
director of the National Urban League. In
the years that followed, he served on numerous federal boards and committees
and he wrote two books: To Be Equal '
and Beyond Racism.
In 1969, President Lyndon Johnson
'.'warded Young the nation's highest civilran honor, the Medal of Freedom.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Saturday, October 10. 1998

Louisville
alumnus
gives UK
$2 million
Businessman's gift is
for civil engineering
By Kevin Hall
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER

The University of Kentucky is
taking full advantage of the
state·s offer to match research
iunds. receiving its second large
donation in three days.
Louisville businessman and
UK alumnus Oliver H. Ra,·mond
gave $2 million to UKs civil engineering department yesterday.
On Tuesday, the Ashland Foundation gave UK $1 million for
chemical engineering.
The most recent gift will be
$4 million after a state match,
which will be used for four professorships and as many as 10
graduate fellowships.
"This will allow us to receive
outstanding faculty and anract
graduate students:· said Donn
Hancher, department head.
This
isn't
Raymond's first
donation to the
"Thu; will
civil engineering : allow us to
department.
receive
\Yith yesterday's : outstandgift, UK has re- F·•·
.
ceived niore than t\t1/{/faculty
$3 million from ~
a'{Ui
Raymond, who i''.· Idttract
got .a ;bachelor's ~¥~.;;;;,,_

:'c

de~ee' '.iir''cl~1 W:-f~iwilitl~ ·

~~,!!°Olll t-;E;;;,:.;~~~
UK 111 1954.

~- ~0: DiJnri n•J

Raymond ' 't··.,>;{•.-',Hanclle'r,A
,,. ,= '' ·~,.•,
· f"~-◊.,;~,.,
,.:·clia1rman",·
68, sa1'd .-he 1s
....-, -;.~tt<:
happy with the
·
department's
academic status. "It's probably in
as good a shape as it's ever been.
They have an excellent dean and
an outstanding faculty. They're
very dedicated."
.
After the donation announcement, UK officially renamed the
civil engineering facility the Oliver H. Raymond Building. Raymond jokingly told the crowd
that they were gathered for a siinple reason: "The building is being
dedicated, and they put my name
on it."
Department members felt the
dedication was long overdue.
"The Raymonds have been long.
loyal supporters of civil engineering," said Donn Hancher. department chair.
Raymond also given to the
UK Center on Aging. the Alunm:
Association and the B1ue-\Yhite
Fund.

Ravmond started Ravmond
Constructior. m 1963 from the
basemem of hi, home. The company transformed into a highway
construction fim1 in 1968. working on projects in Kenmcky. Tennesee and Georgia.
Job Rentals and Sales was
fom1ed in 1980. soon becoming
one of the nation· s top hem·y
equipment rentai companies. He
sold the company, which changed
its name from Raymond Equipment to NationsRest in June. He
and his wiie, Anne, have homes
in Louisville and Naples. Fla.
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Louisville businessman
gives $2 million to UK
Raymond grew emotional during
yesterday's announcement, particuLEXINGTON, Ky. -The founder larly when rememberin~ his son Bill
of a Louisville construction-equip- Raymond, who died m an automent company is donating $2 mil- mobile accident. The Raymonds,
. lion to the University of Kentucky's along with a third partner, founded
civil engineering department.
Raymond Equipment Co. in 1980.
.
The company was recently sold to
Oliver H. Raymond, a 1954 UK . NationsRent Inc. of Fort Lauderdale,
graduate, pledged the money for Fla.
four Raymond-Blythe professorships
"As the years pass and I complete
and as many as IO Raymond-Terrell
my
career in the construction indusgraduate fellowships.
try, I wanted to do something sigThe gilt will be submitted for nificant for the (civil en$ineering)
matching state money through the department." Raymond said. "When
state's Research Challenge Trust Anne (his wife) and I learned about
Fund, which doubles the gift's total. the state matching .program, we
The General Assembly has created thought this was the perfect tie to
$110 million in matching research make such a gift."
money for the state's public univerThe civil-engineering building at
sities, with $66 million of that UK is named for Raymond. With his
amount allocated for UK.
latest gilt, Raymond has become the
The professorships and fellow- College of Engineering's most genships are named for Raymond and erous donor, giving more than $3
two engineering professors during million to UK's Center on Aging, the
his days as a UK student. They are alumni association and the BlueDavid Blythe, one of Raymond's White Fund.
mentors, and the late Daniel V. TerRaymond founded the Raymond
rell, former College of Engineering Construction Co. in Louisville in
1963.
dean.
The C-J Bluegrass Bureau
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were then able.t<! support the
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/e' H911se 76 -24. . : ,,
I
·.The Senat~ adop_te\l 3I) , :;I
By Grego_ry D. Stumbo ._
J_· amendment t~_\\le b1l\ spo_nsored
kept my word.
Ir
;,r by Sen. ErnestQ Scorson~Jo place,
Your,!;,ept,27 editori,al. nDe, ii the govemance:l>f the toinmunity:
grfi! Distress•;_ciilicizes'iny;;,' c:. -college systerii'oock under the.: ;,;
position' that'stu'dents ffufii' w ,- ;~
University of,Kentuclcy. .Your : .1
was formerly' the cominunity . - .
Frankfort reporters, Chad_ tar!ton .1
lege system
entitled fo;de3I)d Arigie Muhs, reported iri . ·.
grees_given•in<the;naine.of th
their story of-May 30, 1997 con'- ·
University"oflteritucky:. ': :'
ceming the House's rejection on
.
However;.you'ignore the acts; ;the preceedil)g day of Scorsone's
First, these stu'dehts are en' led , ,'i1ffiencjn11ii\t.by,3: j,2-37\vote about~
· by law to degrees in the
e of · 'my P.lea.•to·cjil}i;igu~ Jo :sti_ck?tl,..:';
the University ofKentuc. ; sec- - 'with Uie"ciifupr6riiiseancf"lie ;,._,,
ond, that the Genf;l'lll Assembly ·
good to your. word." - · ('·: ~ '
and the Govemor·gave t eir · In the free conference commit- I
wordS' that these studeQ_ would:
tee meeting between the House . '
:receive degrees in the
·e of. tli~
and the Senate to iron out the difUniversity of Kentucky 'and,· '.l .'\
ferehces in the bill the issue was . I
,third, these students nt and deagain raised. At this point, the
I
·serve degrees given in he name
language was refined to read in
of the University of K ntucky.
the final draft follows:
;
I \Vent back and p
nally re- 1
"If the regional a=editing
:viewed all of the new paper acagency for the communiJ:y col'counts of the events urroundidg
leges in the process of completing
the special session 'o educatiz.
its substantive change process rereform called in Mi, 1997. ,view determines that the organi•
Unlike your "editorial wri ers, , zational structure of the Kentucky
I like to be sure of .t!1e. facts be-.
communiJ:y and technical college ·
fore I express an op1mon. To resystem and its board of regents
fresh )'.Our me1:11ory, let us begin
.does not meet their requirements·
by noting the.
of the statute
for accrediting inilividual commu- ·
in qtJ~tion,
S 164.580 (4) 1
'nicy colleges and for granting destates m part s follows: "Degrees
grees by the UniversiJ:y of Kenshall be conf ed upon COIIUIJunitucky ilie.n the Kentucky commulY college s ents and their' niJ:y and· technical college· board
diplomas aw ded by the Univer, · of regents and the board of · .
sityof Kenti/cky Board of
' trustees shall initi\lte corrective
Trustees."
actions within thirty days ofnoti-.
This language was.jrseited to
'fication·from.the a=editing _
grant a right tq the student-J~e
agency, or withiri ,the, timetables· :
statute is clear,no board or even
·specified by the accrediting
a Gove_rn_or can take that right
agency ·to alleviate the problem."
away, 1t_ 1s the la~.
The statute.makes itiluite
Havmg established that fact,.
clear that the two board!\ mµst
le_t us now r~:
act to protect the right of ,the
".1ew ~e leg,sla-tomm1'.llilY colle~.-~dey\ to •_
hv~ h1stoir as-.
have his or her degree:"con- ·
SCJ?ated _with
ferred" and "awarded" b¥ the .
this particular
,---.
- -.- -·--p ·.·
-. . .
Umvers1J:y
of/;:_,.
, part of -the.
· ..
_ Kentucky;-Th~f statute. On the _
, · , •• ,.. ;1, •., 1
night of May·20, ·
' ac!30IU§W,
..o '
th
1997, with the ·
my_st~~, ~
..
House vote' .. :'"
leg,slati~v_ mtent '·
" . ··\
•·or the .. ·. and· -_-eo'
scheduled for·
··
.
. .
exact·.wordmg of · -the next day a compromise wa~., -'the Ia~:' ·.. :"·-. -'., )_
,_reached betw~,n t~e Governor's·:. ,t ;_,, What
_office, t!1e ~mve~1ty of Kentu~k
/liiii.i/linter'r'eted· . -. ,
• .
and legislative leaders. The pn-..
;c '"'pol'ii'P•,"'n • R,ep_, Greg{!ry
maryhpointodf whi~h was to en-.:·
·:/p~ tlie~~;i D•·_stumti,o, a
,s1;ll'e t at s~ ents m the comm~,·
,..
eaii · turns·· 0 emo_cqi,,; ,~
mty coll~e. sy:it~m would contin-- l'lt~t$ !xi'.iiiqu~--.. frqnt }/ i k•ti \
: ue to have-~e!" degrees "con·
Q.f -Ii th _ fr.eston~b,utg;,
fen:ed" '.1'1d.."awarded" by the
r/.~~~ottiil~eri')Ns f!_o~~f/ '•.~-,Umvers1J:y ?f Ken_tucky._ _
;· tticky
MaJoflty:Roor
Your newspaper article of _ _
ty and Technical• Leader ,_t~_e _,
May 21, 1997 reported my
•1
Coll ..
terns>< Generalo.;...,. ·
amendm1;nt•.offered_ oµ the House (Ket!:) ~ d - Assembly;·-··
floor, which gave nse to the
will fnllnw the
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:1~~~~;?in~~~ttf~d\
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It's ~--Ia~ ~any·
\i _/.
·
- .iJ
urant
to. 1•gn·or·e ?';
n•

,
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}
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'·U"tne'Gov' 'r will:;
,,r~~~¥'~~--~ - -

j ::;.i;'!il{''."i,t

. im;::eiF~:~::ii~,:
stripped out th~ governance pro' ·
vision for the communiJ:y coileges; something I truly believe
was in the best interest of those I,
.-represent But in tii_e hope that we
could improve our bverall educa- ·
i tioruil system in·the common: · ·
;•;weajth,'l.and iny col!eagues'took ;1
bold step forward.·'<;,,,,: -! ' ··]
:' For years, your editotjal, ,. ,·,1
; board, to its credit; has voiced :
• ·.. · ·
·support
the::
:need to imjirbie'
the quality "i:>fed,
ucation-in':Ken- .
· tucky,-.T,bls is-a,
'concept which-I · fully support· It)
•seenis irqnic, · ·
however, that in
this particular·,: i
editorial you \'f;,J
· -, ·take the position that·"employerf
d · don't_ read the 'fi~e print on dill)<>\'
mas.
- · ·
· .
· If that is the· case, then why
are we trying so hard to.make •
our flagship universiJ:y, Un_iversilY of Kentucky, a nationally recognized institution of higherlearning. If employers don't care
from where a student graduates
· perhaps we should notify our sister state of North Carolina so that
they can tear down the heralded
"research triangle" and build a
- motor speedway or amusement 1
park to attract tourists ra,thei- -•':
· than inspiring: students in
of an academic degree.
·
~
· This•.p~oblem.will not go
away. It rn~t be appropriately ·
addressed, and I hope the Gover-'
nor will step fOl}Yllfd and.honor·•
his commitment. The question ·
must be raised about what will ,. :
happen to the stude'nis an() their',
degrees, in the event of a legal :
challenge on the issue. .
· 1
My hope in asking for an At, 1
torney General's opi~ion
that'j
others ".'ould recogmze theJ;rob-,, i
!emd which
, th can only be alle\Tlated
- f -h. i •
un er e current 1anguage.·o t e
statute'by reversing the-process;''.
aod placing' whatever:__ov_ ers_,_·_ght ·)
the accrediting ag'ency-tleems nel:;:
essary back with_the•Un_iveisih;t,_
- _.,,,, 1
of Kentucky .. :~-, ',:•evil'-::,~,
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Another alternative w_ould

o(

..course be to change. the law::'Y,ow',
_ eijitorial board·is ccirrect'i:ha'rthis'!
woul~ open:up fin olffig~i'._ll~t'zJ
. for iliose of us who suppon,editlje_
''bill as we intended, 1sn't.i(oiilyl'. ·
fair thata public detiate ~ow iak~
, place ini, thi~.very impi>miJit)s'.~~{
: ,sue?,Th,e,_q,~seq\len~--_.,'_<)~ \W&,;i,ct.',
- are far-~eaching. It 1s a huge·,;·,:-,
, -public policy decision ihat effects
L· the lives of a·many Kentiicltiims::.
~ , n ~ _:,.._
1' 1 ' 0 1-"
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· As for- the few smidgens of
\"

trutli in_-}"ou(ceditorial, it's true
Kentuckjabs /ov~ :Uniyc,rsilY,. of_·
Kentucky 6a~t~all.(ypu· s~ould
have addedJo<itballas ·well;, an-·
other.elg!J!lp\e of,vourishort-sight-.

..'.-ednessfand:I'~'as;~!iargl'd,

a.-.:

'1lJK.lpaj1isan.'t4 ~.,.:•.t, ;:~~.· :. . ,,,.-~•;'.:.
1
, · ~ ,iiit'tnoi-e1th:fu tli~t. 1 iial :1
',the op~r(uilify. to' go to Prestons~urg Olriununify'College and ·
·learn fiIBthand from· students
.how much the ·association with .
the University of Kentucky·and
its nanieon,their diploinas.meant
to th~.i ~owed to tight as long
and as hard as· I could to,keep:·:
that right'for them.ifl gave -th:eln-i ·
my wori:I;
and l:in II d.: to.keep'
it.
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Sylvester :described Andrea·

Jones' soprano voice as "Pure"

. an<,l "unencumberedn and
· ?•~crilied Jo*es·as a person with.:
, 'wonderful powers of expression
and artistry."
. ··
·•
Sylvester, 'a native of Noblesville, Ind., !Jeard Jones at the
annual Mccallister · Awarils
competition .in.NeWYork Cicy,:·o~
"A talent 'like that"i:an't'lie
denied. i was blown away by
her. I was moved to 'tears and I hear singin!l all the time "
he s'aid. "In my hfe, I've heard
m person, one or two voices'
that I would put in her cate,
gory, in terms of natural w: .
ent."
Jones, the youngest of Doyle
and Juanita Jones' four chil?ren, is on he_r way - and lov1ng every mmute of it. She
grew up singing at Corinthiarr
Baptist Church on Jefferson
Street in western Louisville and
had dreams, when she left for
Lincoln University in Pennsylvania, of "being the next Oprah 1
or Wpitney Houston."
·
But Lincoln music teacher
Doris Mayes changed Jones' direction, tellin)S her she would
be an opera smger. Jones had
grown up sinising pop and
country, watchm~ the "Coal
Miner's Daughter' movie about·.
Loretta Lynn "a million times ,, I
"She said, 'Opera!' Ma)'es ·
recalled, laughing. "She said
'You're kidding! Not me!' "
'
· The music director at her ·
church, Cleo Joiner, chucldes at
how shy Jones used to be, staying in the shadow of her two
musical sisters.
· She's anything but sh;v now.
She talks about her musical career in terms of fate and.God's
will, like the Muhammad Ali of
the opera .
"I am destined to be an op~ra s~nger," Jones said recently.
. I will havEU! major international operaticcare'er;:::'f!1is -is
my dream since I was sma!MQ
. be a singer." · .
. '.
· She added, "God has des'·,
tined me for this."
··
.
·· Jones sang'in the internationally known ·;choir at Ballard ·
High .School; •where · she was
cla.~s presid~nt, her'junior and···
senior ye~rs; From there, she ,
~ent. to Lincoln, where Mayes
mtroduced,h,er to Mozau, then,;,
.to Colorado, ~h~re_ sh~ spenfa?;
,year at the U111v.ers1ty o{ Jl!or'\!i,';,-}
e_rn Colorad/f. ~~.~Of~~~l)Sf~~''•i'
nng to Q"K. ~1t:·'.:.;,~~~!l1~~~ ,,,.~;.-, ~'"-.-tlh:
lJK Professor·EverettMcCor: ..
ver, remember:i her.~11.ilition.: ,· ._.,..,1
· ;I thought 1t was a.stunniit2.
voice when we first heard her 11
he /said. "She 'did .nof have all .
the technical' vofubulary to

.

Andrea Jones has finished
high enough in competitions
- one with soo· entrants to win two $3,000 prizes.

Student
atUK
'destined'
·for opera.
)

Pro 1who hear
her sing was
'moved to tears'
By SCOITWADE
. The Courier-Jounial ·
Intern,itionally kn~.tenor
Michael Sylvester has heard
many great vokes, including
LucianQ.,Pavarotti's, while singing around the world for 23
.years.
· People call him a tough critic. He concedes that he's fre. quently distressed when be
hears singers.
.
.,
But his critica!' ear swooned ·,
when he heard 25-year-old Andrea Jones of eastern Jefferson ·
.fi County;a rising star how at the~
~·- University of Kentucky.
,, " ..,
;. "It's rare that I hear a voice
·-th8t ·moves me," he said recently, just a~er performing anhe~.i
Metropohtan Opera . in New..~
York. "But I can't tell' yoti c
strongly enough how.impressed'··
I was with her. It was one of
those voices that come around
<:"n r'!)r.,,.1.,

'!) TY'l~inr

TY'l~inr t~L

11

j

wa~ natural instincts. I wanted I
•·
·· · ·
I
. ~h~'s rolling riow. In the college
· ~d!Vlsion of the McCallister' competi. ~lion; she finished in the top seven out
ff 600. ~he also won first pl~ce in
-;the Mat~ias Award c~mpetihon, cre·1µted· to identify "a smger who best
I':~nlmuniC'!telra!ias" to life audience. - ·
J For eac)l award,she earned $3,000. , Jones is confident about her fu:ture, but her race could be a factor
·:}lcCorvey said, So far, her roles have
. :mcluded a slave and two maids.
; Mccorvey said ~e hopes opera will .
accept black female leads, but he ac- t
knowledged a possible difficulty be: I
cause audi~ilces may still be·bncom- :
fortable with'lovers of differefffraces :
He said black tenors have the most ·
difficult time.
·
"There may be roles I don't get because I'm an _African American, but
when I try out, I'll do my best "
Jones said. "I won't be trying out io
be a maid forever."
·
At U_K,, her friends love the way
she m,m,cs others, to uproarious
laughter, said Justin Vickers a 24year-old music student from Danville
Ill., who also finished in the top sev'.
en in the McCallister awards. -.- -~
,Vickers said Jones makes her,
fnends:. •lau~h, bu_t s~e also · helps:
keep them calm dunng tense· rec
hearsals. "She certainly knows how
to manage the moment. When situations_ get_ tense, her peace pervades
the s1tuat1on," he said.
She also comforts those in need.
When she was a teen-ager her house·
·was often filled with people fron{'
broken _homes, who turned to her for·
counselmi:.
. ,. . ••
.
· · Jones is endearing and cb'mpas, siona_te, Vickers said,. •ia mddel Of,
cei:!_'!ml~what a Christian should be
[but iusla good human being. . .· ---!
!-- .":ihe_ really !~aches us how·to be a
: fnend th.e,way she,!s a friend," he
added. She bas such an exuberance
and joy about life and people, such a
love for people, that can't -be any: thing but encoura~ng and contagious. She's the kind of person I
. want ti> be like."
·
~ These. da)'~, ~~e's Pl"!;Paring for-the
role o(·Despma, a maid in Mozart!s
'~_Casi' ;,Fan (:Tutte !.'~}\Vhich meahs
'Woinen are'Jjke'that'." She'll )iil' pei-f§imhig_ Oc\('22 at 8 ji.m. and\Oct. 24
.,.at---2 P-m.-.-'at the'.Opera. House.on
: North)l~oa~ay in I,exingtoit., • ·

· ito lielp her."
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Students
move off
campus
after tire
Murray State
loses 100 from
dormitories
By CHRIS POYNTER
The Courier-Journal
About 100 students at Murray
State University have moved off
campus since an arson fire in a
dormitory last month killed one
student and critically injured
another.
"The students have told us
one of two things," said Paula
Hulick, Murray's director of
housing. "Some said they just
want to settle somewhere so
they can focus on academics.
Then there are some who are
concerned about fire safety.
And until someone is appre-

moved with her intend to go back to
living on campus next semester, but
they didn't want to have to move
back into Hester Hall late this semester, shortly before finals, said Joan
Bennett, Keisa Bennett's mother.
"These are all really serious students, and they don't want to be disrupted again," Joan Bennett said.
Her daughter was trapped in a
stairwell full of smoke while trying to
escape . the blaze. She has asthma
and spent a day in the hospit~l.
BENNETT'S parents live in Murray, so she and four of her friends
from Hester Hall moved into the family's house temporarily. Last week
the students moved into a duplex,
which was provided rent-free for the
rest of the semester by someone in
town. Although the women could not
be reached for comment yesterday,
their answering machine said it all:
"Hello, you have reached the Hester
Refugee Camp."
Many of the 290 students who
lived in Hester Hall before the fire
haven't moved off campus; the school
has moved them to other dorms.
Last week investigators finished
combing through · the dorm and
turned it back over to the university
so students could retdeve their belongings and repairs could begin.
Hester Hall is expected to reopen at
the end of the semester, the housing
director said.
Although the fire shook many students' sense of security, it hasn't led

hended, they are anxious.''
Kentucky State Police, along
with local and federal authorities, are still investigating the•....
Sept. 18 blaze in Hester Hall,
which killed Michael Minger,
19, of Niceville, Fla. There have
been no arrests, and authorities
have not said if they have determined a motive.
"I've been here for 23 years,
and I've not had anything quite
like this,"·Hulick said.
About four or five students
have been leaving the dorms
daily, she said. The university
is refunding housing fees on a
pro-rated basis.
About 90 of the 100 students
who have moved had lived in
Hester Hall, which is temporarily closed while repairs are
made.
Matt McBride is among
them. "There wasn't any way I
was going back in the dorm,"
McBride said yesterday. He
lived on the fourth fioor, where
the fire broke out.
"I told housing that if I

couldn't find a p!a..:e off cam-

pus, I was dropping out ot
school," he said.
McBride's parents drove to
Murray from Granite City, Ill.,
to help their son find an apartment. McBride said he had
planned on moving out of the
dorm next semester anyway.

He said he's still having trouble sleeping, but he feels safer
now that he is living off campus. He said every sound whether it be the refrigerator
kicking on or cars driving past
his window - jars him awake.
Keisa Bennett, who lived on
the sixth floor of Hester Hall,
has also moved off campus, but
for different reasons. She wanted her life to get back to normal. She and four friends who

606-783-2030

to a large number of students withdrawing from the university.
Between the day of the fire and
Friday, 51 students left. That is fewer
than the 75 who withdrew during the
same period last year, said Mike
Young, the assistant to the vice president for student affairs.
Young said he didn't know how
many of the 51 cited the fire as a reasoff for leaving.
The fire also has prompted more
questions than usual from the parents of prospective · students, said
Paul Radke, the director of school relations. He oversees admissions
counselors who travel to high schools
and college fairs recruiting students.
"IN FACT, I just came back from
a national conference which was held
in Indianapolis, and several of my
colleagues throughout the country
wanted up-to-date information''
about the fire and how the school
was handling the situation, he said.
In the weeks just after the fire, "we
had a tremendous amount of ques-

tions" from students visiting the campus, he said. He's still getting some
questions, but not as many.
Radke said most of the questions
come from parents concerned about
the safety of their child. "They just
want to be reassured that the university will prevent this from happening
in the future," he said. " ... Bottom
line, I don't think this is going to hurt
us. But there is heightened awareness that this could happen anywhere .... Their safe little world has
been just kind of rocked a little bit."

The Daily Independent, Ashland,. ~emucky, . [vlonday, October 12, 1998

Words of praise
AI continues to back quality education
When it comes to supporting
quality education in Kentucky,
Ashland Inc. continues to put
its money where its mouth is.
Ashland Inc. joined many
other Kentucky businesses in
actively supporting Gov. Paul
Patton's higher education reform package. Thus, anyone
who is aware of the recent history of the company should not
be the least bit surprised that
Ashland Inc. - through the
Ashland Foundation, its corporate giving arm - backed up
its vocal support with a $1 million donation to help accomplish one of the major goals of
the reform package: Turning
the University of Kentucky into
a nationally recognized research university.
The grant, coupled with
matching state dollars, will establish an endowed chair in
chemical engineering. That
professor will direct the inter-

disciplinary biopharmaceutical
engineering program, involving
the colleges of engineering and
pharmacy.
UK already has excellent
programs in both engineering
and pharmacy and much of the
faculty needed for the new programs. The gift will provide the
funds to allow UK to atb:act a
professor who is a leading researcher in this field and provide him with the funds needed
to continue his work.
Over the years, Ashland Inc.
helped boost the cause of quality education with numerous
gifts to colleges and to elementary and secondary schools.
While the company is downsizing and soon will be moving its
corporate headquarters from
this community, it is encouraging to know that its commitment to improving education in
Kentucky has not wavered.
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··EKU to run
White House
forum on.
youth crime
College created video,
scripts for broadcast
By Monica Richardson
CENTRAL KENTUCKY BUREAU

MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY

In Central Kentucky, the
broadcast is going to schools at all
levels and agencies such as the
Lexington Day Treatment Center.
"l think every school should
make an effort to be as proactive
as possible and we're recording the
conference to use as a professional
development tool," said Gay Elliott; a guidance counselor at McNabb Middle School in Montgomery
County.
"School safety seems to be the
talk of the town. We're not a
school that has gone to the nobackpack rule. We haven't taken
any desperate measures and we
want to keep it that way by knowing what we can do in advance."

RICHMOND - As director of
the Training Resource Center at
Eastern Kentucky University,
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House teleconference on school
safety and youth crime prevention.
The daylong conference is being
aired at abcut 1,000 sites nationwide, including 59 schools and
agencies in Kentucky.
A dozen Eastern staff and students have been involved in
pulling together information for
the conference for the last three
months. The broadcast includes an
address by President Clinton and
panel discussions on model schoolsafety strategies.
That's where Eastern's work
comes in. Wolford said an EKU
team traveled to San Diego, New
Orleans and Baltimore to get video
on school safety and crime prevention programs that seem to be
working,.The group a!so createa
scripts for. today's broadcast
""'h:1.r ·•••p'·;~ ~~eJ to ~h0·.·t ia

the broadcast is that school safety
is more than just a school issue, it's
a community issue," said Wolford.
The teleconference is designed
for school and community leaders,
parents, law enforcement officials,
youth service providers and others
concerned abcut school safety.

606-783-2030

Michael Caudill director of dis-..~i'.,1., ,: .tri~t :S~f."Vj_S~f fyr,,M<!cli~(?lf., County
.• :- sc!iools;.saicfthe <XlDferenc-e information will be included as training
for the system's Safe Schools plan.
"It will give our faculty a national look on a local issue," said
Caudill.
Eastern's Training Resource
Center received a federal grant in
1992 to provide technical and
training assistance to the Office of
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency
Program, which is sponsoring today's conference.
Since then, the resource center
and Eastem's media resources division have produced 18 national
video conferences on juvenile justice and safety issues.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Wednesday, October 14, 1998
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he's m the White House.
The Training Resource Center,
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hearing impaired
Eastern Kentucky University is
offering a new degree program this
fall that is expected to improve services statewide for individuals
with hearing disabilities.
The state Council on
Postsecondary Er.h1G1tinn ::i.pproved
EKU·s n:que:-;t for a bacralai;reart:
degree pr0gwn, lii imc1prenng for
people with hearing problems.
The new program is the only
one of its kind in Kentucky and

one of only 20 nationwide. Since
1986, EKU has offered the state's
only associate degree program in
interpreter training.
University officials said the
new program is especially significant because the General
Assembly passed a bill this year
requiring interpreters to be
licensed by 2003.
"The bachelor's degree program to train sign language interpreters is a natural evolution from
the associate degree program that
we've offered for years," said .pro•
gram coonJ;~ia.ior Laurence Haves. ·
'' A four-year pto;;?TaP1 provideS
additional instruction in interpreting skills and increases students'
0\-erall educational background."
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By Holly E. Stepp ·
HERAl..Dl.£.AOER STAFF WRITER

The city of Midway is the latest Central Kentucky community
trying to get a piece of the University of Kentucky Basketball
Musewn.
:. · Carl Rollins, mayor of the tiny
· Woodford County city, said yes' terday ,that the city council on
•Monday will consider issuing $2.2
~ million .in bonds to finance the
~-muselll)l's completion. _ · __· ._
.
In return, the city would get a
t small part of the money for a'UK
basketball exhibit in Midway.
It's the same deal that Harrison County, boyhood home of former Kentucky basketball coach
Joe B. Hall, decided to pass on last
week.
Rollins said the city of 1,200
has been looking for ways to increase tourism, and has been toying with the idea of creating a
small museum about the region.
"This could help that idea, as
. well as build a good relationship
~ with the (UK) museum," Rollins
, said. "This seems t_o qe a good
idea with little downside for the
·,gty." i. :. ! .· ; .. ~;.' ~i:'(:.,;:·:--.it;_:_,?.
:: . Rollins. :~id -l'le approaqied
.:the.museiiR·
· - · l);Co\ll!·,
.:!,v
"iJ'i' .,.,.•L
,.i;;a,,,-- ·• . . =-. .' .-· ' ···•
..
<!L-X. ·
waY
. .~ ·
. duces the measure Monday,
:l actual vote CQuld come at a spe:;,cially scheduled. meeting or its
: regular meetin1(pn Nov. 2.
f · The museum is scheduled to.
•open· in Februacy::iduring the..
, height-of college:basketball sea-:
il son. At a luncl!f!?!l today, donors·
; and support~:~! get a sneak
,_ peek of the basketball shrine.
;
1
The exhibits will begin arriv-.
; ing next . month,. said , Mike .
I Durham, .museum director,;
,: ·.
Y·. \ Attractions· will - include
~,1950s:~iyiif'. diner;: a· f!!plica of
b Rupp AreJia's center·
and· a
f· virtual :baslretball. ··_court where .
i•j
• visitors:can,play,~e
with ·
UK la
,....
I. Q~-- .. P.. }'.el$.'•,.,;.,; __ r:,, ·• . • •
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"This seems to be a good
idea with little downside
for the city:"
Carl Rollins
Midway mayor

Durham said he was· pTeased '
. with Midway's interest.
. "The day after the (Harrison
. County) meeting; _we got .alls
.. from qther counties interested in
the opportunity," Durham said.
:.,. . . The bond:deal would operate
~ tile
one offered - i
;uid defeated - by the Harrison 11
~unty Fiscal Court.
I'.
: The deal is essentially a bank
loan. By running the loan through
a-local government in the form of
lionds, the interest the banks earn
it exempt from income taxes.
: Therefore, the banks that purcjl_ase the bonds charge a lower,
government-subsidized interest
rate. The proceeds of the bonds
will be combined with $1.4 million
that the museum raised privately.
1'he resulting $3.6 million will
cpver construction and some exljibit costs, which will allow the
111useum to open on schedule.
!
, The total cost of the museum ,
is estimated at $5.5 million.
·
.: The bond issue would result
i(1 no liability for Midway, a better
financing deal for the museum
apd tax breaks fgr the banks that
buy bonds, saia· Stan Kramer,
.' president of First Kentucky Secu:rlties. which arranged the deal
;with Harrison County___ -'-='--"":·,
'·: Kriime'fsaidoonclifissueaby.
l~ger cities or counties, such as
•~ayette ,Co)lllty,, would .pot ))ave
me same benefifs.,. ·
. ..
;, : •since.the IRS' wanis ro'oira~n' ::.. ·
'focus " ,, )i'-1". . " To ·.,.i,er " c.•
!!Jreaks
·;;"~n\.!X_
iifthe.bo~·"co~N:lli'~i•t_~1 ,. "
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million in debt," Kramer said.
Susan Straub, spokeswoman
for the city of Lexington, said the
amount of the city's annual bond
issues prevented it from getting involved. She said the city already
gave $1 million to the project.
A Midway council member declined to comment on the bond
idea, saying he hadn't heard about
the proposal.
"We have done this sort of
thing for others, but I don't know
much yet about what the museum
is asking," said council member
Herbert Terwilliger.
·
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'fe'rea 'dying brefd," Lewis said: '
.Now he's defending his seat I
against two opponents -who, like ,
tewis four years ago, have cast
themselves as reform-minded out-1
siders.
· . Democrat Bob Evans, a tobacco
farmer from Bradfordsville, says he ,
is concerned about tobaoco prices I
and the global economy.
.
Reform Party candidate Jim \
I{etchel, a retired aerospace and nuclear-research scientist from Bardstown, says he is worried about the
. balance of trade, the national debt
· and the influence of corporate '.
spending on elections.
"The guy with the biggest TV
budget is the one who wins,•
Ketchel complained
That could Ile prophetic in the
2nd Congressional District, where
the only candidate with any money
is Lewis. As of Jl,IIle 30, his campaign had raised $243,615. He probably has raised more since then, but
campaign officials would not reveal
\low much yesterday.
: : Neither of Lewis' challengers
has reported taking in or spending
il)ore than $5,000 by earlier this
inonth. Ketchel said he was '
<1-i:cepting only small contributions
fmm individuals, and Evans said he
was spending only his own money.
: : Ketchel has been running his
election out of his house, where his
y.iife answers the phone. Evans has '
been working busy intersections
w.ith a placard bearing his name.
: : Both candidates complained
that Lewis had declined an invitation to debate them in a candidates'
fdrum to be hosted by KET in
L!>uisville next Tuesday. Evans said
Lewis was avoiding him, but Lewis
$aid he had a scheduling conflict.
: : Although. the campaign has
beeii low-key, expect it to heat up rn;. at least, warm up - soon. Lewis'
campaign manager, Keith Rogers,
$aid Lewis will be stumping
tfucugh his district just as soon as
C(}ngress wraps up its work. (That's
~~-\<L happen today.) The
"-Campaign,wi!Lalso-..be nmning,TII'.
before the election, Rogers said.
· · : A former owner of a Christian
rp{)Qklltor~ Lewis o~.<!boi:tiQ!l•
r,.nldccfi!n.!Ji!lgJor the National En,
do'YlUen~"'r,,•fho.A...,,:Jte·aJso,..,'-·i·.
• .. •
-l'J~. ':W·l~~~ ..... '-'·!C"~•- IJl
~ ~.co.1/,rw. l!!l~M§J~".~L :.·
11\'}P..~~-~11.,tv//li!H~ii . . .
j'

Lexington Herald-Leader
Friday, October 16, 1998

'Hire' education
politics come
·back to haunt us
The recent hiring of another politician into the post-secondary education
system leads me to believe that those
who were such staunch supporters of .
Gov. Paul Patton's so-called "higher education reform" are left rubbing egg off
their faces.
It must be embarrassing to the editors who supported the change to
watch the governor's office turn the
community college system into an employment service for politicians. Under
close scrutiny, one can see that the '
Kentucky Community and Technical
College system is fast becoming another "county road department" when it
comes to hiring practices.
Unless the leaders of this common• wealth wake up and begin to speak out 'I
against th~ unethical hiring processes
soon, the trust and integrity that re- I
mains in.the community college system ,
will be lost.
[
While under the University of Kentucky, the community college system
successfully.avoided poJitical interference for 30 good years. Now, after only
a few short months, we are becoming
no different than some of the county
road departments with respect to hiring
· political cronies. ·
.
. The commuruty colleges should be
placed back under the ·auspices of U.K.
\ so those who care aliouf higher educa' tion can stop looking. their shoes
; every time another. politician is hired.
'·
Ario C. Steele ·
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Sees no c2"-~•~~n,i:n9ney
- Lewis said-be

was - .'""".,- ·re:,

. alistic,-sinre'bli;~disin~Jiin'
~ ~d. oilie!' .distillers, wh/ch

proVIde Jobs. . "--'': · • ··
"I don't smoke, I don•t drink
and I don't ·encourage. anyone· to
do it, but that's iii!rt ofcnlr world,
part of our ecoiiofuy, ancfit's''cer'.
.. tainly
part of the 2nd, D.isfrict.
•
, -·t . ~ he
•
., satd. "I wasn't elected justito represent Baptists:" · ·, .,__,,. ·
When he ran for ~ection two
years ago, Lewis said he wanted to
finish a job voters had elected him 1
for: to balance the budget That job
is done, but Lewis has more things•
he'd like to check off his list
■ Save Social Security for retiring baby boomers.
'
■ Pay off the national debt
■ Beef up the military.
■ Simplify the current tax code,
which he said is "a mess."
He wants to cut taxes too. Lewis
said more money in people's pockets
means more consuming, and thus
more jobs.
In 1996, when critics said his
support of cuts in estate taxes
would largely benefit the rich, Lewis
wrote a letter that ran in the editorial page of the Herald-Leader, arguing that tax cuts were good for the
economy. He also defended the
wealthy, saying they were "examples of what hard work can bring."
Lewis is an example himself. In
1993, he was earning $10,400 a year
as a Baptist minister at White Mills
Baptist Church and $5,528 in net
profit from his Alpha Christian
Bookstore in Elizabethtown. But his I
life changed after his election, In
1995, he bought a $165,000 town. house in Washington. And, after he
was elected, he got his teeth fixed;
Lewis said life in the capital
hasn't changed him. He returns to
Kentucky each weekend, or as often
a~ he can. He still buys suits from
. JCP~ey. '_And the dental work
wasn't for looks; it was needed so
, he could eat, lie said. His teeth sµf~

1~~Mfffl
,:
well water without fluoride, he.said.
.. Lewis,,
. Now_______
Jhat he's
. -·.. ..in, ..W..ashingt<m,
-,--~ , ....
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.KID TECH: lips and tlicks for kids and parents

High schoolers can fast-foiward to
college via the Web
~- -

By BOB DEITEL

7

■ Practice for your college inteMew

www.kaplan.com

The Courier-Journal

■ Search for a college that
fits your needs; or look up tuitions, fees and room and board

Memo to all you highly motivated high school freshmen:
Now's the time to think about
what to do next school year to
get into some of the nation's
best colleges.

chruges

www.collegeview.com
■ Explore possible careers
and majors
www.collegeEdge.com
■ Match your needs and d~sires with an abundance of pnvate colleges and universities
www.collegeXpress.com

We're serious.
Have you already begun
mapping out your future extracumcular activities? Will your
sophomore-year schedule include advanced or honors
classes? Are vou planning to
find a job, do volunteer work or
attend some special program

this summer?

-

Several sites stand out for
their amazing breadth of coverage. The College Board keeper of the SAT. PSAT,
CLEP, AP and other important
entrance exams - offers a
bounty of resources at:
www.collegeboard.org
Besides allowing for online registration for the SAT, the site can help
you prepare for entrance exams; explore career options and learn what
classes to take for each; search for
colleges that meet your needs; apply
to colleges electronically; plan what
to do when vou reallv visit a campus;
find advice ·in choosing a college location that fits your needs; learn
what to do if you're going from
home-schooling to college; and
search for scholarships and financial
aid.
You can even submit sample SAT
II: Writing Test essays or Advanced
Placement Exam essays and pay for
them to be critiqued.
Another abundant Web locale is
run by The Princeton Review. the
outfit that oroduces standardized-test
preparatiofl courses. books and soft, ware.
Go to www.review.com and find
not only useful college-picking help
but also free online practice tests for
the SAT. LSAT, GMAT and GRE.
At www.collegenet.com, meanwhile, you'll get an uncluttered. easyto-navigate offering of college-search.
financial-aid and online-applying

.

And next fall, will you be
ready to compete in contests to
win some awards or honors?
Will you start a club? Or write
for a school journal? Or assume
some leadership role and make
your mark?
We know these are smart
things to do because we read
them in a "Timeline for College
Success" on the World Wide
Web.
Go to www.supercollege.com
and see for yourself.
Or head to dozens of other
Web sites stuffed with tips,
guides and even actual fortns to
aid you in your search for high-

er education.
Last week in Kid Tech, we
explored free Internet sites that
help you find ways to pay for
your college education. Today
we look at online sites that can
help you pick, prepare for and
apply to the college or university of your dreams.
You can even take a virtual
tour of many campuses.
"It's a little more enticing
maybe than looking at a printed catalog or one of the college
books," said Barbara Alexander, library media specialist at
Male High School.
Some students. at Male are
starting to hit the library regularly to surf the Web to help
plan for college, .Alexander
,raid. "It's picking up more ev-

ery year," she said. "And more
colleges are encouraging students to look up infortnation
online or to download actual
applications."
Here is some of what you
can do via computer, with Web
addresses to help. You can:
~ ■ Apply_ to take .the SAT,
;ACT and other entcmce or apti- .,
'..tude exams
www.collegeboard.org and
www.actorg
■ Take a campus tour
www.campustours.com

1

tools - plus a "college recruiting"
service that says it will make your
academic profile available to a varie,
ty of schools. Try it, and let us know
what happens.
For a more community-oriented
approach to college planning, try the
Power Students Network:
.www.powerstudents.com
It's a super-site that mixes feature
stories, question-and-answer forums,
guides and nuts-and-bolts infortna-.
tion - all by linking together six•other college-related Web sites, including several we listed earlier. It's a
handy launching pad, especially if
too many Web addresses overwhelm
you.
A final resource worth visiting is
College Guides:
www.collegeguides.com
It lets you search through a vast
listing of Internet, soitware and printed resources for the college-bound.
Best of all, it reviews and rates f 1ch
resource.
Got a great tip, gadget. Web sit • or
software that's fun for families. h,.ps
with school, makes life easier or is
just cool? Write Bob Deitel. The Courier-Journal. P.O. Box 740031. Louisville, Kv. 40201-7431. Or e-mail bdeitel@louisvil.gannett.com.

606-783-2030
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·Senator denies
targeting school
that expelled son
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'By JOSEPH GERTH

The Courier-Journal
Five property owners in
Pippa Passes and taxpayers in
.a handful of other Kentucky
small cities can thank state
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey if they
are forced to begin paying a

new tax.
Bailey, D-Hindman, the powerful Senate budget committee
chairman, slipped the requirement into a bill that otherwise

merely requires cities to file financial repons \\ith the state.
Bailey's measure directly affects the tiny mountain town of
Pippa Passes - home to Alice
Lloyd College. with which he I
has been publicly feuding since ,
its high school expelled his son
two years ago for alleged drug

use.
Pippa Passes, in Knott Coun- ,
ty, now collects no taxes and

consists almost entirely of the
college - and five property
owners off-campus who would
have to pay the tax if the city

enacts one.
But in an interview, Bailey
said his personal differences
with the college did not prompt
the measure. Rather he thinks
if Pippa Passes wants to exist
as a city, it should collect its
· share of taxes - rather than
just benefiting from state mon-

ey it receives.
"I know the people over at
Pippa Passes. It's primarily a
college. and they hold them-

selves out as a Christian school,
so I know they don 'r want to do
nothing illegal." he said. "But
they are ...
If Pippa Passes fails to collect
personal proper!\' taxes, it
stands to lose about S39,000 in

state severance-tax and roadfund monev for which it became eligib.le after incorporat·
ing in 1983. And since most of

the town consists of the nonprofit college campus. the law would
force Pippa Passes to begin taxing

onlv five families who live in a sectiori of town not on the campus. said
Mayor Jim Silliman. whose wife
teaches at the college.
In a more far-reaching effect, the
amendment could require all cities to
tax real estate and personal property
- news that recently surprised some
lawmakers, including the bill's spon•
sor. state Sen. David Boswell. DOwensborn
THE LAW GIVES the state au•

thority to enforce a 1951 statute that

requires

an cities to collect taxes on

real and personal property. Until
now, despite the statute, Kentucky
had no ability to ensure that cities
complied.
.: '. · · · · ·
·
State officials estimate· that the
new law could affect as many as ·
eight small cities that collect no taxes. and Bailev said that was his reason ior adding the change to the law.
"It's just that every city in the
state. except what five or six, contributes to the city coffers," Bailey said.

"Now. is there a reason why those
five..or six shouldn't? Somebody tell

BY WES KENDALL. THE G-J

BUT HE ADDED that he thinks I
that his son didn't get fair treatment
by Alice Lloyd or m court after his
expulsion in 1996.
"If anybody, including the Su- 1
preme Court of this state, had looked
at the requirements and regulations
to have a license to operate a college,
it would say ... they're required to
have due-process rights for their students. My son was denied that. Why?
He's (the son of) a state legislator; he
don't deserve due process."
Bailev has battled the school since
December 1996 when his son. Chet,
then a student at the June Buchanan
School, a high school Alice Lloyd operates, was expelled after he allegedly confessed to a police officer that
had been using marijuana.
BAILEY SUED unsuccessfullv to
have Chet returned to the school.· He
filed a Kentucky Bar Association
complaint against the school's thenadministrator, Jeemes Akers, who
has a law degree, and unsuccessfully
sought to have a grand jury indict
Akers on a perjury charge during the

next year.
Since then. Bailey's relationship
with the schools has been strained.
Mike Duncan. the stare Republican
Party chairman. who heads the Alice
Lloyd board of directors. declined to
comment on Bailey's dispute with Al·
ice Llo,·d.
But ·Duncan said he objects 10 a
state law that forces cities to tax residents. He also thinks cities should ·
have the right to state money even if
they don ·1 tax.
"I think the people in these small

to~ns pay in taxes for roads and
bndges and those sorts of things and
that thev have a claim for n back."
Duncan·said. "Philosophically, it's a
way of government imposing a one
size fits all."

~ILEY Aff ACHED the"!egisla- I
lion to a bill that the state Depart, ,
ment of Local Government had re- '
quested and Boswell sponsored. The
original bill simply called for cities to I
~;f;_nancial reports with the depart- 1

Bailey's amendment required cities ,
to conform to Kentucky Revised Stat- ·
ute 92.280. It provided no.further explanation, but that is the law that requires cities to collect taxes.
He said that Pippa Passes and
cities like it have been breaking the
law for years and that his only goal
was to make them comply. He lik•
ened his amendment to a section of
the Kentucky Education Reform Act ·
that required school districts 10 levy
properry taxes.
Boswell said Bob Arnold, commissioner of the Department of Local
Government, told him recentlv that
Bailey was trying to force ·Pippa
Passes to collect taxes or lose state
money.
IN AN INTERVIEW, Bailev de•
nied targeting Pippa P1Sses.
•
Arnold said in an interview that he
didn't know what Bailey's motive
was.
But Boswell said that he's con•

cemed over the issue.
"Obv10usly. 1 cenamly do not en-

dorse self-serving causes in Frankfort." Boswell said. "You know. had 1
known about the thing when it was
out there being considered and the
motivation behind it. I certainly·
would not have agreed to have anv
amendment like that attached to that
bill."
Silliman said Pippa Passes is only
trying to provide limited services to I

its residents without increasing their 1
tax burden. The state has never en•
forced the law that required cities to
tax.
OFFICIALS IN cities that don't
· collect both real estate and personal
property taxes are worried that they
will be forced to levy unwanted or
unneeded taxes.
Arnold. the local government com-

missioner. said his agency has no
plans to do that. The law gives the
depanment some discretion, he said.
Arnold estimated that as manv as
eight cities across the state levV no
taxes, although he couldn't name
them. Some cities operate completely
on donations. state contributions and

other moneymaking ventures.

BAILEY SAID he learned in late
1997 that six cities around the state;
including Pippa Passes. collected no
taxes but qualified for state mone,·.
He had the Legislative Research
Commission draft a bill but then decided to tack the measure on Bos•
well's bill.
Bailey said the legislation js nothing more than '.'good government."
· .But asked whether it also involved
. his son's case. Bailey replied:
"When the qnly thing we ever
asked ior was a heanng. they said

it's personal. Hes nor gm to have a
hearing. All I want's a hearing ··

.J

Vourvopoulos, a nuclear physicist 1
who was born in Greece and immi- I
grated to the United States after col- -i
lege, said coal companies could put ,
the machine at the mouth of their ·
Commercial Testing and Engi- ·
mines and analyze coal on the spot.
neering Co., have followed the
Power plants could do the same
development of the analyzer
thing -, getting immediate readings
and_ are cautiously optimistic
before deciding which coals to blend.
about its potential impact.
Steve Campbell, president of the
Here's how it works: Coal is
John B. Long Coal Co. in Knoxville,
fed into the machine by a conTenn., which has been working with
veyor belt. Neutrons penetrate
Western Kentucky University on the '
the surface and reflect back inproject, said the invention will save 1
visible rays of light. The rays
. hours and money. ·
,
are fed into a series of computAny time you can make a decision
ers, which analyze the informa-1
quicker and ~o it more accu~!~ly,
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
lion and send the results to a
it's going to give you more flex1b1hty,
Sandwiched between a hog lot
computer screen.
he said.
and a corn field, on the WestThe readings show, among
Bill Caylor, vice president of the
ern Kentucky University farm,
other things, how much hydro'
Kentucky Coal Association, said most
is a gleaming white trailer that
gen, oxygen, carbon, iron, sulpower plants have their own labs to .
contains an invention that
fur and sodium the coal con· analyze coal. The biggest q~estion:
could help the coal industry.
tains.
··will this product be cost-effecllve?
The machine is an On-Line
This is important because
· Vourvopoulos expects the machine
Elemental Coal Analyzer. In
power plants can release only
to sell for between $300,000 and 1
simpler language, it's a big
so much emissions into the air. :
; $400,000. There is just one prototype
computer that tells people exOne way that plants are re-1
. now: It sits on the university's farm, ·
actly what chemicals, good and ,
ducing the.ir emissions is by
-away from homes' and people; bebad, are inside coal, said Dr. 1
blendmg - for example, takcause the process involves a nuclear
Ge<lrge Vourvopoulos.
. . ing_ high_-_sulfur coal and b11_rn-_'.
reaction.
·
,. :
.
The machine ~cans and anaing it with low-sulfur coal to
· Hatt, who ranages.tlie coal analylyzes the coal instantly. Othermeet federal standards.
sis company, said tbe coal industry.is·.
wise coal must be sent to a
· Machines that immediately
generally ~~rvativ~ Jrid waits ~o.
lab, ;,,here analysis may take a
analyze coal have been around
·.,see if new products live.,up to the1t.
'few days.
__ _ !
for about a decade,,Hatt said,
'·hype
·· · · ·
'·
· · The invention could benefit
but none is completely accu. •In °th_e CQ~ng .mo.nibs, ~oal ~om- .
power plants and mining com- rate. Also, Hattsaid,;they-.don't - - - . ·pany-nipresentativ~-pliint·,
panies that must comply with
measure the all-importanfBrit-,
-·managers·from0arouhil=the=eountry.the federal Clean Air Amendish Thermal Unit - · the
'will be invited to Bowling Green toi
ment Act. The law requires 1 amount of energy the coal will
'test the product with samples of their,plants to reduce the amount of
produce.
, ·, -.. , , .• _ · ·
, own coal, 'lourvopo'¥os said. •.
harmful chemicals released
Vourvopoulos. said his:•ana- ,;
"" There has also been-international
into the atmosphere.
.
· lyzei- does ....i,arul. that's•~y it has
interestdn the project.. Befsaid- help.
. Vourv9poulos and other pro;raised few eyebrows,,r.,;,QI% ~nct -0,_l;r .·,travel toiGermany·:next,,inonth · to;
. fessors and student researchers
· It's also vefy.user,friendlyi:he salda · ··v511eak to_':°31 ~~Ve&.'S,F•'r!~.!IJ.v,.t ···""
'.· have been working on. the
; Friday as be gtood at-the slfouldec,i)f,, i)l.~ In the1meantitne; thec'J)tojeetiefundi ··· '·
, $1.2 · millien project_.for. four
!his 'researchers;.' who': di!mQllstrateil:: ;>'i/d mairily, :by<grants :fro'lil rthe,t1:S•.. ,, ·
years. It will be. unveiled to;1he machine by touching llie comput:~J?ej,artih~~t,«!flE'q~m,i!n~itbetN _
:• morrow, but Vquryqpoulos
,er screen torstart· the 1>rocess-and• ' ~~ionaI·Sc1enee_.li'.oundalio11,,sits lrH!I ', ,,,,
gave TIie Courier:JouE!~l_ a
'touching it again to' stop.':Tbe-ma1 · •·field with::a,!chainsliii~ fencei(.6iifli: .. f''
demonstration last week.
chine can run c1>ntmuousJy, and-the
j·roundlng4t.c• , "· ,·,.,,. ,1 11'11
,usly; "' '. · '"
Coal executives like Rod
first reading-ap~ars in two,minutes,, ,/br! Fortunately, th~smell:of- e: near:i ,·.__ as
Hatt of Lexington, a manager
The readings,are then updated every: (by hogs'lsn't.too bad, Vdu op-oilll>ll1 - - •·
'for the Lexington branch of
minute, as the, conveyor, belt feeds.
;said with a smile: r .,/c'''"'"'" nrn · .,·
more coal into the machine.
'
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Schools seek aid
for more students
By Mark R. Chellgren
ASSOCIATED PRESS

1

FRANKFORT - The lure of
state scholarship money is
prompting schools to consider
lowering grading thresholds so
more students can qualify for the
,college assistance.
That would be a move, critics
say, that would send the wrong
message.
The Hardin County school
system has already lowered its
grade standards to get an "A"
from 95 to 92. A committee of
teachers and parents has recommended a 92 standard in the Caverna district, rather than the current 94 grade level for an "A."
Rob Cm,:, principal at Breckinridge
County
High
· ."Anjj: said he isSchool,
resistchange.in ing pressure to
a grading lower the grad•scale .. ing standard
si,mp!y to from the current
bring- ;,.,\in;' 95.
"If money is
· more •.· going
to drive us
schol<i:r- to lower our ex. ship
pectations, we'll
drive
it low
1TW11,(J/J
would be a enough to get all
our money," Cox
serious
said.
"I'm
threat." shocked that
Brad Hughes Hardin County
abandoned ship
Kentucky
so quickly on
School·
Boards'
this."
Association .
Lois Gray,

UPO BOX 1100 MOREHEAD, KY 40351-1689

Hard"m_ County
supermtendent,
said it became a fairness issue.
After surveying surrounding districts, Gray said, Hardin County
had a higher standard for getting
the'.best grade. "We didn't feel it
was right to penalize students
here because of stringent requirements here," Gray said.
Gray said grades are often
subjective anyway," from teacher
to teacher, much less district to
district. Hardin County will maintain its emphasis on strong academic performance, she said.
Cox said lowering grading
thresholds is an implicit message
that academic expectations are
also being diminished.
"Any change in a grading
scale simply to bring in more
scholarship money would be a serious threat to the integrity of
learning in that district," said
Brad Hughes of the- Kentucky
School Boards Association.
Significant dollars could be at
stake.
Under the program adopted
by the 1998 General Assembly, a
year of "straight-A" work could
earn a high school student $500 in
renewable scholarship money for
college. With a sliding scale
downward, less academic achievement can still earn $125 in scholarship money for what amounts
to a "C-plus" average. Each "A"
pumps up a grade point average,
bringing in more scholarship
money.
Parental concern about getting
the college assistance is what
drove Caverna to consider revising ill; grading schedule, Superintendent Charles Roberts said.
Some parents wanted a score of
90 to qualify for an "A," which is
,,~,-..J.,
i/1~1'.'K,i,-"<'~'
·,,,,,;,.;IJ-•:.~

606-783-2030

a fairly common standard in Ken-tucky schools. "We tried to strike
a happy medium there," ·Roberts
said.
Sen. Nick"Kafoglis, D-Bowling
Green, was· among those who had
predicted such grade inflation
during legislative debate over the
program.
Even without districtwide or
school changes in grading scales,
the pressure for grades will be
great, even on individual teachers.
"It's just a problem with this
kind of an incentive," Kafoglis
said. "The numbers that you set,
no matter where you set them,
there's going to be pressure to
give kids higher grades."
Kafoglis, Cox and some others
have suggested the state set a uniform grading standard in order to
make the system equal for all.
But Hughes said a single
grading scale would almost require a single curriculum for each
school, which flies in the face of
local school control.
And state officials s~id they
are uncertain the law gives them
the authority to set a single grading standard.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville, the primary sponsor of
the legislation, said the state
needs to have a single guideline
for qualifications for the scholarship, which could be separate
from an individual school's grading system.
Gov. Paul Patton said yesterday the Council on Postsecondary
Education and the state Board of
Education should determine eligibility standards. The council will
consider regulations on the program at a meeting Nov. 9.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL• TUESDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1998

College association to dedicate headquarters
. The. Asso~iatio~ of Independent Kentucky College~ and Universi-

ties will ded!ca1e 11s 4,0U0-square-foot headquarters todav in Frankfort. The bmldmg, which has been in use for about a yeai-. was paid
for throui,;h an ~nonymous donation of S750.000.
The assoc1~uon represents 19 private colleges and universities. h

formerly had its headquarters in Danvilie.
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State program
puts pressure
on schools
By MARK R.. CHELLGREN
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The
lure of state scholarship money
is prompting schools to consider inflating grades so more students can qualify for the college assistance. Critics say this
sends the wrong message.
The Hardin County school
system has already lowered the
minimum standard for an A to
92 from 95. A committee of
teachers and parents has recommended a 92 standard in the
Caverna district, rather than
the current 94 standard there.
Rob Cox, principal at Breckinridge County High School,
said he is resisting pressure to
lower the threshold from 95.
"If money is going to drive
us to lower our expectations,
we'll drive it low enough to get

all our money," Cox said. "I'm
shocked that Hardin County
abandoned ship so quickly on
this."
Lois Gray, superintendent at
Hardin County, said it became
a fairness issue. After surveying
surrounding districts, Gray said
Hardin County had a higher
standard for the best grade.
"We didn't feel it was right to
penalize students here because
of stringent requirements
here," Gray said.
Gray said grades are often
subjective anyway, from teacher to teacher and district to district. Hardin County will maintain its emphasis on strong academic performance, she said.
Cox said lowering grading
thresholds is an implicit message that academic expectations are being diminished.

1

"Any change in· a grading
scale simply to bring in more
scholarship money would be a
serious threat to the integrity of
learning in that district," said
Brad Hughes of the Kentucky
School Boards Association.
Significant money could be
at stake.
·
Under the program adopted
by the 1998 General Assembly,
a year of straight-A work could
earn a high school student $500
in renewable scholarship money for
college. With a sliding scale, lower
academic achievement can still earn
$125 in scholarship money for what
amounts to a C-plus average.
The eagerness of garents to get the
college assistance for their children
drove Caverna to consider revising
its grading schedule, said Superintendent Charles Roberts. Some parents
wanted a score of 90 to qualify for an
A. "We tried to strike a happy medium there," Roberts said.
Sen. Nick Kafoglis, D-Bowling
Green, was among those who had
predicted grade inflation during legislative debate over the program.
Even without districtwide or school
changes in grading scales, the pressure for higher grades will be great
on individual teachers.
"It's just a problem with this kind

of an incentive," Kafoglis said. The
numbers that you set, no matter
where you set them, there's going to
be pressure to give kids higher
grades."
Kafoglis, Cox and some others
have suggested the state set a uniform .grading standard to equalize
the sysiem.
11

But Hughes said a single grading
scale would almost require a single
curriculum for all schools, which flies
. in the face of local school control.
And state officials said they are uncertain the law gives them the authority to set a sirigle grading standard.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, D-Louisville, the primary sponsor of the legislation, said the state needs to have
a single guideline for qualifications
for'the scholarship, which could be
separate from an· individual school's
grading system. .
"It's unfair to the students out
there if we did not," Shaughnessy
said.
Gov. Paul Patton said yesterday
that the Council on Postsecondary
Education and the state Board of
Education should determine eligibility standards.
·
Gordon Davies, president of the
Council on Postsecondary Education,
which will help oversee the program,
said he may be willing to establish a
grading floor to keep schools from
lowering the standard too far.
.
The council will consider regulations on the program at its Nov. 9
meeting.
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attracting additional resources from alumni,
families, friends and majar individual and.. corpo- .
rate donors," Seelig said.
About 40 faculty and
·staff volunteers planned
and are
conducting
MSU's first such fundraising effort. They set a
_. .. •:1 • •' .i ' .
goal of $76,000 in faculty
and staff . pledges , .and
gifts, in commemoration
of MSU's 76 years of edueating students in Eastem Kentucky.
During various university-related fund raisers
between July 1, 1997,
and June 30, faculty and
By TOM I.EWIS
staff members gave apOF THE.DAILY JNDEPENDENT
proximately
$85,000,
Seelig ~~d.
_ __ ·• - . MOREHEAD' -· As
Seelig admittea'that
Morehead·.State t!Jniver- •
he .~initially• ..thought. a.
,1:1i~Jtriesit,.,1.i>QlltlJtsii>ri-:i,
. -,; "t •>'-'\ ,v~.,:f.~lX:~.,::'.......,.iL:;.1-'.!!~ .·•;. "(.J
olio'illr.si>f\1'$40,<iOOilNroula '
va e lmu -~ora~· ~ou.•1
tributio
ba
.
"·'
h
at
·of.:·
nave aeen "realistio·;1tor'
''ti -:1,, .J\v ' hli\.t_,.,.,F ,~Q.,__
Morehead1sdirst, general :
. CIWS are Qp,mg: f."~'l"-'
fund-raising initiative.
and staff meniJ:Jerir wi l
But coordinators of the
''ptisitive'"'elFiimple'
MSU campaign contacted
during MSU1s ,. fifst:evei"
some,-faculty
.and,.staff
, ienerar fund-~mg· cirumembers·.
iial:iout',:a,two,
. tiatiY.~.1-i,t 'i'lilf>'itr.~til{' ···.r.,t
months· ahead of·. time,
, ;,iJ!:'l!!lP'n ~~y,d,eip,p__OY,!)e ,
and given the early reis being as,,_e to. consponse, "I really expect
tribute dui-irig the· two- ·
not only to hit ($76,000),
month Campus· 'Giving
but also exceed it," he
Caml?aign, ..,,whic.h-~ill.
said . .t: ·:.:t~:. . ··t,w,1 .~l~n·N
''tomli
••,J!Jr_
...Pr~_g.'~~E-a1re
,i;\\'¾~a4.t·,_I
,j,Even, though; they .were
, .,.•e,weme,,,~ne,·
... :.:: .,. ·-n:;-:.~"-·•a,. ,,_., ,
not· solicited, ·some ·etu- ,
-a:: •....,e,·-JC1=ee s:.,..om
·us~'"•il1Fie'"tuie '
dent organizations .;have
also pledged .support,Jor
will
. tlie;.campaign,1.y.,hlcli'J.has ··
1
motivated · some• fa:chlty
· h
devefoome~~ther .1
and staff members.,w a
,-rieeas,foS~e'llimversity, •
~~~~ri~~t:Jul~ri~t:;:
said ,pr. LMichaek ~eelig,
their minds. ,: .. ;) bnUG>c
'chirir·ofllie 'Campus Giv· The need to raise more
ing Campaign. .,.,, , ...
money .. from the., private
.!lThis·;,campaign._ ,will
and corporate sectors has
serve:iis' the ~h:eart and
soul of all.the'university's
fund raising',iicitlvities as
well. as'ltJi:e;tilipittis 'for

Faculty,
staff
asked
tQ,,'.gii¢ ·•:"

MSUhas ,'1st
general drive

:\tfuip'y•?..lii~;lf~5~~~

,.tfi,

.. ,.s;SeeiiJt<Y~~~ia.')r!iiiitni;r;iu':
•"-lt
··C~'wli"_....,tneir
may"'ul)~1gna e '\"!'. ~~}las. , ,,
moneyJis spen~,_oi:.~~,~~)ie;
pfaced'in.a newlY.8!!~!>1i,q.ed;
Campus ·partnership::;_l,u~<!,;
·That fund.is unrestnctejrimd
will be ·controlled l>flilfolird of
faculty and staff members:
The MSU Foundation · will
match 50 cents for.every· dollar paid into the new fund,. he
\.shlcL · :~1iJ~fri:-~-;:.:~~~-¥~1·: ..,t}
J,!'(~ dnve's pmiml Z" •be j;
c"fiartea'·oii a:·:ti?'?.-:\ro'ii '"' · ' .
I the center'of·oa!ff'~,,~.~!61, G
tallies will be pililt'eth1B ·mem-.
b.ers__o_f.the"cam·p··us'. """_rnmiifu"::'
""
ty respond to · personal· .re:
uests maae b' '"vo1r;~teenf:
1rect requests s~rit'oy1riiiil'o: ·
student
requests' ':(1,m,ii!le
through MSU's Telegivi:ng
Program.
,,. J.t\kt.w;,r.
0

set··a

\ne cam

Jle'tiliM£f.fullainot-

.r~il~\rl~~1Ai!ll{

.~,.,_,;.

• • •• ··"

,..,..pees~-w~'
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.... ···mt--,. . . ,. ... : ,,_ . '·
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increased; because gufdelines of some of the programs established under
last year's state higher
education reform legislation, such as the Programs of Distinction that
each regional university
is to develop, require
those schools to match
state funds dollar for dollar.
,
, . 1'. , •c .., •
. ,Seelig said the· theme
"One Eagle at a Time~ 'is
meant to accentuate the
idea that no gift is too
small.
•·.. _ ,,. -1-,
"AB symbolized by the
American eagle on the.back of every dollar bill,
it's a campaign of participation," he added, "for each dollar will be given by a member
of the Eagles community and,
a· campaign of' spirifi#f:th~,
, ..,,,..,i;ti · f·. •--e'..icaa:Jii.::1a,;.'.1··

4

·••;,fl['' .;
' :;c,,··,t'_iil,;.,>;1?J''
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.
· · • " .. · · tliat they did not want such an ord1He also said the umvers1ty co d
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HERAIDlEAD,fll,~~~'"'·;.'~:... ::'/; :,,". . ~ce because football fans in their look into re~ving a shutt_le sys~ to' a I
.. c, A ,jJruy~!l:Y., 9fKentµcky otficiitl .: ~ho!Jum alfeady ~eate too ~y ,.,
parking:Jot, but'.'6\11)(\if,~t,~d..l
,_,
• ..,_,_~.... , 'a_"'.clin_·. :.••1.:,,~~,._.th
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lUdAC sure-D
needs to help' ease parking problems at
. At that meeting, council members i:<itild get to the stadium to pick up .
Commonwealth Stadium..
read a letter from a university official fans after the games.
Associate Athletic Director Larry saying that the problem was the city's . , Mavor Pam Miller said"she would .
Ivy told the Urban·County Council at c::..i·not the university's.· · ··
,,
. forni :/&ininitlee to loo!i:'into'ffi/;"patl'c-"'
their work session that the university
Yesterday, though, h·y told the ing problems around the stadium.
will work with the city to find more council that the school does have some
Ivy - invited to yesterday's coun,
parking for UK football fans.
responsibility.
.
cil work session by councilman and._
·-The commitment came before the
He said the university should do a ma:y'6tal candidate Chucli:"Ellmgef'~•p
Urban County Council fonnally killed a better job of directing fans to a free said that while the council has been ad- ,. .
proposal that would have allowed parking garage at Rose Street and llni- dressing parkin_g problems from the
parkmg on lawns m neighbor:: . .:.
'·:· ·'
..........
perspective of, property owners, the
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Some schools lowering
grade standards to,.get
scholarship• mon't~y ·

··•·.•/J!r;t.

By MARK R. CHEUGREN
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

FRANKFORT - The idea
. was to set up a state scholarship program to reward academic achievement. ·But the
lure of state dollars is prompting some schools to lower
standards to enable students
to get a bi_te ofJhl! pfe.,, ,ii. ,,il 1
Parental coilc'em about get,
ting the college assistance is
what drove Cavema to consider revising its grading schedule, said Superintendent
Charles Roberts. Some parents wanted a score of 90 to
qualify for an A, which is a
fairly common standard in
Kentucky schools. "We tried
to strike ·a happy medium
there," Roberts. said. The local
board will .JMtely vote at its
November1:meetiilg.• to lower•
the standard from the· current
-·-·~•··
94to92• ~:_,_:;lj.
..2·...
~a_i __ . ~~~1
The Hardin County school
system has already lowered
the grade standards to get an
"A" from 95 to 92 .. . :, ;i; •,:
Rob Cox, principal at
Breckinridge County High
School, said he is resisting
pressure to lower the grading
standard from the current 95.
"If money is going to drive
us to lower. our expectations,
we'll drive it},O.:,' eno~!i ~~~t;
all our money"'.Cox SBid.· I'm
shocked th~t;::!!~\;CiiS,.tY,:.
abandoned sliip_ so qinc!dy Qll:
this ' " ·.,_ ,.J!/"f.'c_;<~:f!!.,;r,~)!"~.T-"ls_.
· <,
~111~'7--~~·.... ~~~~ ~~~.
Lois Gray";'' supefintenderit'.
at Hardin Councy, said'.it;be.;
came a fairness 'issue. After:.
surveying surrounding' '·dis.:
tricts, Gray said Hardin'.
County had a higher standara:
for getting the best·grade. '.'We;
didn't feel it was"right to:. pe~
nalize students here because:
of stringent requiremeiits
here,'' Gray said.
····.•·: ''.!
Gray said grades are often
subjective anyway, ·,f~(~rin
teacher to teacher, much less
district to district. Hardin
County will maintain its -emphasis on ·strong,,lfcademic
performance,' she said: .... I -_
Cox said lowering grading
thresholds is an implicit-mess
sage that academic · expectations are also being diminished.
0

"Any change in a grading
scale simply to bring in more
scholarship money would be a
serious threat to the integrity
of learning in that district,''
said Brad Hughes of the Kentucky School Boards Association.
Significant dollars could be
at stake.
.,.·Under ·the program adopt- ·
eel by the 1998 General Assembly, a year of straight-A
work could earn a high school
student $500 in renewable
scholarship money for college.
With a sliding scale downward, less acatleruic achievement can still earn $125. in
scholarship money for what
amounts to a C-plus average.
Each A pumps up a grade
point average, bringing in
more scholarship money. .
,·:,Sen.Nick Kafoglis, D-Bowling Green, was among those
who ·had predicted such grade
inflation during legislative clebate over the program.
Even without district-wide
or school changes in grading
scales, the pressure for grades
will he great, even on imlividual teachers.
"Irs just a problem with
this kind of an incentive,"
Kafoglis said. "The numbers
that you set, no matter where.
you ·set them, there's gain~ to
be pressure to give kids high-,
er grades." .. · i' .-:::,. · ' •. ,,,,
Kafoglis, Cox and some others, have suggested t~e __state.
set · uhiform grarlfag standarcl in order to make the system equal for all.
But Hughes said a single
grading scale would almost
require a single curriculum
for each school, which flies in
the face of local school control.
Ami state officials saicl they

a

are uncertain the law gives
them the authority to set a
single grading stanclarcl.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville, the primary sponsor of the legislation, said the
state needs to have a single
guideline for qualifications for
the scholarship, which could
be separate from an indiviclual school's grading system.·· 1
"It's unfair to tlie students
out there if we did not,"
Shaughnessy said. .
Gov. Paul Patton said Monclay the Council 011 Postsecondary Education and the
state Board of Education
should determine t!ligibility
standards.
_ .. _
. Gordon Davies;"president
of the Council au Postsecondary Education that will
he_lp oversee·.;~!i!;,•,progr;up., .
said he may be· willing to es- ·
tablish some sort of grading
floor to keep schools from lowering the grading stanclarrl
too far.
The cotmcil will consider
regulations on the program at
its Nov. 9 meeting.
.
The Department of Ecltication did not return telephone
calls for comment on Momlay.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Wednesday, October 21. 1998
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UK getting publio-health school ·UK trustees
State, local officials laud new program
that focuses on disease control, prevention
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALD-LE.ADER EDUCATION.WRITER .

University of Kentucli.y's decision
yesterday to create a school of public
health is long overdue in a state where
the leading cause of death is heart disease, and the majority of its residents
are overweight, two public health offi,
cials said.
Dr. Rice Leach, state health commissioner, said he was pleased with UK's
effort to focus more on health promotion
and disease prevention.
"There is certainly a shortage in our
capacity to analyze the health trends
and problems in the state, and help poli-

cymakers address them," Leach said.
"As a state, we spend 20 cents on preventing health problems and nearly $6
on fixing them"
UK's Board of Trustees approved
the new school yesterday. It will be part
of the College of Medicine.
The school will concentrate and
hone existing programs that focus on
public-health issues such as disease control and prevention, said James
Holsinger, chancellor of UK's Chandler
Medical Center.
"We realized that we already had
departments and divisions working on
public-health issues," Hol~inger said, cit-

ing the injury prevention center and college's masters of public health program
"This organi,.ation will allow greater cooperation and collaboration among
those units."
UK's School of Public Health will be
the first in the state and one of the few
in the region. The Ohio State University
and the University of North Carolina are
the only two public-health schools in
surrounding states.
An associate dean will be hired to
run the schooi which will be funded
through the College of Medicine.
Holsinger said he doesn't expect
that the public-health school will need
additional faculty immediately, although there are plans to offer a doctor
of public health degree in the future.
John Poundstone, commissioner of
the Lexington-Fayette County Health

Department, agreed.
"The bad news (with public health)
is there are not enough resources to support public-health initiatives," said
Poundstone, who serves on a planning
conunittee for the new school.
"Hopefully, this will provide a centralized place for public-health professionals to continue their education."
In other business, the Board of
Trustees accepted a $1.5 million pledge
from GTE South Inc. of Irving, Texas,
to assist in the funding of a communications and network systems building at
Rose and Maxwell streets and create an
endowed chair in Computer Science in
the College of Engineering. The board
also accepted a gift of about $105,000
from alumna Helen Thacker Hill of
Milledgeville, Ga., to create College of
Education scholarships.

OK school of
public healtl1
Program would
be only one
.in the state

health education, UK hopes to
add a doctoral program.
The growth of managed care
new information technology:
an~ a . r~newed emphasis ori

mamtammg health and dis, aseprevention have spurred the
creation· of schools of public
Associated Press
health in recent years HolLEXINGTON, Ky. - Re- singer said. He estimat~d that
sponding to the expansion of there are 27 such schools in the
the health field, trustees of the nation.
With the new school, UK
University of Kentucky voted
yesterday to establish a school would become one of on!-· IO
of public health within UK's academic health centers in the
country with all six schools of
College of Medicine.
The school would be the first the health professions: medisuch institution in the state and cine. dentistry, allied health
would serve students in several nursing, pharmacy and publi~
surrounding states that lack health.
The school of public health ·
public,health programs.
Officials said Kentucky stu- would be financed through a
~ents, particularly non-tradi- budg.et "cai:ve-out" process,
trnnal students who work in Holsmger said, with resources
drawn from various areas of
government health agencies the
medical school.
have a difficult time obtaining
"We're taking the pieces
degrees in public health. According to James Holsinger from across the universitl' and
pulling them into a single entichancellor of the UK Medicai ty,"
he said.
Center, the closest schools of
The
also accepted the
·public health for Kentuckians interimboard
financial report for ·he
are at Ohio State University three-month period ended S pt.
and the University of North 30. The university had inc, me
Carolina.
of $299.2 million, represenr ing
The medical school already 29 percent of the whole-, car
offers a master's degree in pub- 1998-99 estimate of $1.07 ,nlic health, which is awarded to lion. Expenditures totaled
about 20 students each year $254.8 million, or 24 percent of
With the expansion of public: the $1.07 billion budgeted.
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WINCHESTER Le::ington
Community College's plan to open offcampus centers fa Clark and :\1ercer
countif,'l by next fall is raising 5ome
eyebrows. .
."We would want to ... make sure
we ,aren't 11!1necessarily duplicating
cl.i~es," ..._S/aiid · Bryan Annstrm1g,
Si>9~,es~ \fO.tth~, b03!"lu~1-0Y~!·
sees' e'$i,te ,13 other -coip.,iiif · , ·
col-le"
•_'"_•·,_
_·,·e;i ~,>tot ru1·~-··"''if~'"_..1_1P_·'
,, .. b'°r"
, _g
out: ,.,.,,, . a,nw.ve si.tf~J af are
undl/i).'~onsidera-

1

·,?, '"_
cJ~_;.tl1!W J!iij_s
ti.p,~·,··~,~,~-···

·· l•i', •·" •" ·

.,; •fy:~ni{~~lt; of k~~~&f contrQ!sj.,c,9lifw.\]~t !he other l?.comll!\\nil~_;,ijl!~es.• m a pohlically
cJi!!:g
)jttlf'.~,1~.
·
:-:.,ii' , : ' ~@e,rif:]!111 Kerler s.3id the
!?l~IJ' to -~!!.~.'.~~~~s,1~:!!h'~!:tem~t·to::feacb;tunser.ved.·-studeI1(1l,
· proviije relief:.to,the.ovJ!l"croWded Lex_-_iqgton site;,.getting to:class con' veniei)t:for,.co_mmuters-arid,.open_· u_P_
1p -~ ·ttu~iti~ foi.Jindusti:y:trainjng,~\
•-M?!i:!1fs•cafo:ilatter· oLoutreaci'i'; and
:rigiit'no~,w~•te jµst exploimg :where
'we can nulk" .the1·greatest differeorni'.
·sa1
·.,d-·E1·1sa.;t:;;,:
•,~1th··2··
- -. UK-;•·-· - i":'1'··
. mser;
s-chanci: lqt:t: :.:

they have:offereif .classes in"those.ar.eas•;before.,acrording,,to,the
ori' Po1i'iii '1'\,,1;",: Edu~ticin:'.In this

,:',"lt'S ~sometiim~f-WOrth ··teying.

· Students may . eventually be
able.to coinpl~_'·fu~.:~SS<l9llte
bachelor'sdegreeatacenter.Courses will be available to high school
stu

ed cost of opening centery. saying it
depends on where the centers are located, which is being studied by city
leaders in Winchester and Harrodsburg.
,
He said they would be "self-generating'' and not require additional state
funding. Any money needed would
come from the· commuility college's
non-rectming .budget:·An estimated
150 to 200 students
'ted to
.. ---_., :·- - -- --.-· ~--~ ~·.
. take advantage. of, the 'new centers
during .the first year.,-~"We're nottitlking.abouta large
capital investment wliere ,we're left
with a white elephant if the idea
doesn't work,'' said Rep. Stan Cave,
R-1..exington, one of a group of leg-

'are .-•, ,.

.'

~e:-1~' } ;1,r " .. >

Winchester and Harrodsburg
wereclicisen,.beca:use'::f.their proxitnity ~itfy_ing,_counti~_·and because they _are in the top 10 areas
from where students
II commute to
the community ro ege.

to~

•r just got married and I have_ a
part-time.job. Taking cl38:les m
Winchester-;would be a relief for
me," said''sruifoiit,Jason·· Brewer.
J'lt's a· big,rush and.a big,headache
fighting· .traffic' to get to work ·on
time." - · .· ,

-.3E\:,'"'.t , .

• · , ..·: ~.:,1u.·.. . -

:_.;•··

. Kerley. said· lie will work with
the technical college system to provide non-credit training courses for
industry workers.

Lexington He!'@!cl-leader
Thursday_;_ CletOb\l.c?~,°19~

Tempest in a beer keg?
JAT ·News had it first
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Sparks· concern of class •fiupl1cat1on:
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Ah, yesssss,
-'·' ih isolated 19(:iiµgns ~tigho~t Wm:
as W.C. Fields
• chester and Harrodsburg;'_ c · ·: :· c
used to say, it
turns out that
: ; , "We'weren'faware of these pllins, I
the dry Univer, :but based on what we know,' we'd·. 1
sity of Kensupport offering extended .courses_in
tucky campus
places where there's a'· need," ·said
is still moist in
Debl:,ie McGuffey, a cm;.ncil gpo~,
, womll!},c;~.9!1!i;, president (Gordon one notable public spot.
"This is like David and Go, .-Davies) jusf.doesn't see a. neeci· for a
.permanent building in those areas liath, but David has no slingshot," said Benjamin Rich, 21, a
right now.~ . ... .
.
Immediate.. plans include. centers University of Kentucky junior
from Louisville.
)n Winches~ a_nd.Harrodsburg tnat
The Goliath in this instance
,.-would. offer.atileast.10· non-credit.and is the Big Blue tailgate party
. credit courses and be located in scene at the Commonwealth Sta"schools,.9!,,Y<\~ldings. Down- diwn parking lot, so maybe it's
town Lexington and north Lexington more a case of a tempest in a
are also being considered.
beer keg.
You could clearly see a keg
and bottles of vodka in a televised report by Rich that aired
on "JAT News" earlier this week
on Lexington cable channel 16
The report will be repealed

j

"On game day there are
57,000 peuple in the stadium
and only 30 ofus (UK police
officers). We spend most of
our time dealing with
trot.fie."
UK police Lt. Henry Huff

twice more, at 7 p.m. Friday and
7 p.m. Sunday. "JAT News" is
the UK School of Journalism and
Telecommunications newscast
put together by students.
And channel 16 is, of course.
the local UK channel.
"When you have 19-year-old
anchor people, viewers notice
that your newscast is something
different," said Richard Labunski, associate professor.
What was really different
was an idea that came out of a
class taught by Labunski and
Dan Hollis.
"It was to take a look at a
double standard regarding alco-

hol policy on campus," said
Labunski, who conceived it.
Rich volunteered to execu1
it He and a camera crew wen
to the Commonwealth StadiU11
parking lot on Sept. 12, the d,
of the UK-Eastern Kentucky
University game.
This is the vear of a mud
publicized no-aicohol-on-camp
policy for UK
students.
But there,
as usual, in the
stadium parking lot were
plenty oi nonstudent booslers and old grads boozing it c
at tailga1e time .
"We didn't see any arresn:
said Rich. "The only UK cop i
sight was on a smoking breal
"Ob\·iousl\·, there is one
standard for students and a d
ferent standard for boosters ~
give mone\' to the university.'
· UK poiice Lt. Henry Huff
See EDWARDS,

EDWARDS: Law

not. enforced at.
football games
=rom Page 1
;onfumed yesterday that drinkng alcohol in the stadium parkng lot is a violation of state law
1gainst drinking in a public place.
"If we get a complaint, we'll
:ake the appropriate action," he
;aid. "To my knowledge, there
1ave been no complaints in a
ong while.'.'
Of course, it doesn't seem likely that tailgaters are going to
:omplain about themselves.
"On game day," Huff said, .
'there are 57,000,people in the ; :
stadium and only 30 of. us (UK
eolice officers).
''We spend most of our time
jealing with traffic."
Laounski said, "One of the
:hings that we're trying to teach
students. is to_ be gOQ~ :c;iti?ce!lS:.
~".Th~_uniy~ity_I!)igl,t :,y;uit
:o consider the message that this
fouble standard sends."
Meanwhile, •the big question
it Commonwealth .this Saturday
isn't who's drinking. It's will UK
beat Georgia and·get a trip to a,,.
·1; ~.-,
..·-··~r
:~;_;;,;
post~season. hoW;J..
. ~ . ;u:-•..,...,
_,;,.\_;;
.. Rico, the shicteiit'joiiiiialist , ,
who put the story 90 thfl!ll';isi!d;
its iin ct had been mfuiinal;':':
~-don't haye aity':ffig:2!"':L
1 .;

)Veqig~t

r1e said

ra_~~;,9~i~tb~~t~
-.-:-·,..,,,- .... :-..:-.,,,.,Td~~·-..,
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A year-round advantage
he critics of the 1990 Kentucky Education Reform Act
who have been screaming for
eight years that KERA is depriving
students of a basic education
should now shut up.
The standardized Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills, which was
given to Kentucky students the last
two years, shows students at about
the national average in reading, language and math skills. The tests
are given in the third, sixth and
ninth grades. ...
Dare we suggest the possibility
that the improvement has some.or
a lot to do with the year-round
class scheduling? ...
One of the strongest selling
points about the year-round calendar, which substitutes a shorter
summer holiday for more brief
breaks from class during the tradi-

T

tional school year, is that students
don't forget as much of what they
learn when the breaks are shorter.
Also, the breaks during the school
year can be used for remediation
that isn't possible under the old
school calendar.
Certainly, when students show
improvement in tests of basic subject matter, there is good reason to
take notice. Indeed, state education
officials would be wise to analyze
the test scores and improvements in
scores of students in the handful of
districts that have adopted the
year-round calendar. A similar level
of improvement in those districts
surely would indicate that the yearround calendar can play an important role in education throughout
the state.
- The State Journal,
' '
Frankfort

Lexington Herald-Leader
Sunday, October 25, 1998

EKU official announces retirement:
The man who has led Eastern Kentucky
University's fund-raising campaigns for the past
40 years announced Friday he would retire at the
encl_:of the year. Donald Feltner, Eastern's vice
president for university relations and development, wiU step down from the job he has held for
~ years. He will be a consultant to the university
tQrough 1999. Feltner, 65, directed the universi' ty's fund-raising since 1984 when a formal campaign and process was started. Since then
Eastern has garnered more than $54 million in
gifts and pledges. Eastern President Bob Kustra
praised Feltner for his commitment to the
Richmond campus. "He has given his entire adult
\ife to the service of Eastern Kentucky, and no
one better exemplifies loyalty and dedication,"
Kustra said. Feltner is a 1956 graduate of Eastern
with bachelor's degrees in commerce and health
and physical education, and a master's degree in
education.

THE COURIER-JOURNAL •
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Some officials
question need
for community
college to expand
Associated Press·
WINCHESTERi Ky. - Lexln~on
Community College plans to open
off-campus centers in Clark and Mercer counties by. next fall, a move that
some officials say may be unnecessary.
Opening the centers would be an
attempt to reach unserved students,
provide relief to . the. overcrowded
Lexington campus, make getting to
class more convenient for commuters
and open up opportunities for industry training, said LCC President Jim
Kerley.
The University of Kentucky controls LCC but lost the state's 13 other
community collei,:es as part of a legislative compromtse in 1997 to ensure
passage of the higher-education re-·
form act.
.
Bryan Armstrong, spokesman for
the board that oversees the 13 other
community collefes, questioned the
necessity of LCC s proposed expansion.

"We would want to ... make sure
we aren't unnecessarily duplicating

classes," Armstrong said. 1'We 1re not

ruling anything out, but we do have
sites that are close to the areas under
consideration.,, ... · ; ...
LCC plans to open centers in Winchester and Harrodsburg ,that would
offer at least 10 non-.credit and credit
courses; Downtown' Lexington, and
north Lexington-also· are· being considered.
·
·
LCC would not have to getapproval for the centers· as long as it-:has
offered classes iii.those areas before,
according to the Council "On .Postsecondary Education. A few classes
previously have been offered.ii! Winchester and Harrodsburg.
,'ii:.•
Kerley said the centers would not
require any additional state funding
and that between.150 and 20.0- students are expected to: taJ<e .eourses
there in the first ~ar.
.. .,. "Hr.";.

Lexington Herald-Leader
Monday, October 26, 1998

Commitment to minorities
oo few blacks are graduating
from Kentucky's colleges and
universities.
A study, released in August,
shows that while the enrollment
rate for black students at Kentucky's public colleges roughly
matches their presence in the typical college-age group within the
state's population, proportionally
fewer blacks graduate.
Still fewer attain doctoral or
professional degrees or teach at the
state's universities, according to the
report by the Southern Education
Foundation.
Black students represented 8
percent of the full-time freshmen in
Kentucky in 1996, while blacks
compose 8.2 percent of young people 18 to 24 years old.
But blacks accounted for only
5.3 percent of the students awarded
bachelor's degrees in 1994-95. Only
seven blacks - 2.5 percent of the
total - received doctoral degrees in
Kentucky in 1994-95. And 12 just 1.6 percent of the total earned professional degrees.
And, it is not surprising since
the numbers of black students earn-

T

ing higher degrees are low, few end
up on university and college faculties.
Blacks make up just 3.5 percent
of the faculty at the University of
Kentucky and only 4 percent of the
faculties at Kentucky's other traditionally white public colleges.
The report finds many reasons
for the under-representation, including financial aid policies based
more on scholarly merit than financial need.
But another problem, identified
in the report, goes deeper. The report finds there are mixed feelings
on the part of the public about the
importance of achieving the goal of
increased representation among the
ranks of college graduates and
those with advanced and professional degrees.
Until Kentuckians feel strongly
about ensuring that all aspects of
society- from college to the community to the job place - are not
only opened to but foster the full
· representation of minorities,
progress will be impeded.
- The Kentucky Post,
Covington

Lexington Herald-Leader
Sunday, October 25, 1998

Trustee gives Centre $3 miJUon
Gift to reward outstanding faculty, students
HERALD-LEADER STAFF REPORT

A Louisville businessman has·
give $3 million to launch a fundraising campaign for Centre College in Danville.
David Grissom, Centre alumnus and chairman of the Mayfair
Capital investment firm, gave the
gift as a challenge to encourage
the college to raise a $12 million
endowment to recognize excellent
students and faculty members.
Grissom is also chairman of
Centre's Board of Trustees. The
announcement came at a trustees

meeting this..weekend.
..,1
The enifowinent will establish
a Centre Scholars program to honor excellent faculty. Professors selected as scholars will receive a
salary supplement to support research or teaching efforts.
A portion of the $12 million
endowment, $2 million, will support new technologies on the campus; another $2 million will support faculty research.
"(Grissom) has taken this opportunity to help make Centre
even stronger as a national liberal

arts college," said Centre President John Roush.
"It will have immediate impact on the college," he said.
The gift is one of the largest
from an individual to Centre and is
the largest contribution this year.
Grissom graduated from Centre in 1960, became a trustee in
1969 and has served as chairman
since 1986.
He is a former executive vice
president of Humana and CEO of
PNC Bank Kentucky.
Grissom has funded scholarships and professorships at Centre in the past.
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UK and U ofL
plan schools
of public health
State council
says duplication
needs hard look

for new money to open their
public health schools, at least
not yet. The council can't yet
invoke its main means of control, either, because neither
school has yet sought approval
for new degrees in public
health.
By MICHAEL JENNINGS
"I think we need to take a
The Courier-Journal
hard look" at the sudden ereThe state's two major univer- ation of two schools of public
sities appear to have blundered health, said Leonard Hardin,
into what in Kentucky is an all- chairman of the council. ''What
too-familiar pitfall _ the ere- we have said publicly, and to
·
f d 1· •
d · ourselves privately, is that
atwn
up icallve aca emic we're going to watch this dupliprograms.
cative thing."
Within a week of each other,
UK's trustees voted Oct. 20
the Universitr of Kentucky and
h
f
bl'
the University of Louisville to set up a sc oo I o pu ic
have announced - - - - - - - - - - - College
health in the
of
that they WI'II
Medicine.
open separate
The u of L
schools of public
trustees' exhealth.
''We
might
ecutive comneed one school,
mittee voted
but we don't
Monday to
" 'd
reopen
a
II.
nee d two, sa1
school . of
Debbie McGuffey, spokeswom- .
public health
an for the ,Kerithat was in
tucky Council
operation
on _PostseconDebbie McGuffey, Council
from 1919 to
.• .
on Postsecondary Education
1923
d"!Y Education.
· , : a di'sci·.
Slie said the
""
council·· -. can't . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ pline, public
stpp the. dniverhealth focussines from set. .
e~ 0!1: poputing up"'new. schools but will -lations ,:ather than md1~du~ls.
have the: final say in whether It;s functions mclu~e mo~tonng
they can- offer any new degree heal\h_ problems, mforDU_ng the
programs..
.pubh~ about heal!~ issues,
Legislators -and others have studyi'!g
popula~10n-based
complained that Kentucky strategies for promotms ~ealth
wastes resources by supporting and e!'sunng the J:!r0v1S1on of
schools of dentistry at both UK essential heaf~ serv1_c~s.
and U of L and law schools at
If they f)llfill amb11Ions,. both
UK, u of L and Northern Ken- schools will offer masters and
tucky University.
doctoral degrees. UK a\ready
The post-secondary educa- ~ffers master's degrees m the
lion reform law enacted last field, ..
year was intended, among oth9fflcials ~t !fK and U of L
er things, to discourage need- said they d1dn t know plans
less · duplication within the 'Yere afoot for a school ?f p~bstate's higher education system. l!c health at the other mst1tuThe law authorizes the coun- tto,~ · h' k
•
1 t m we ,re d'1sapp01nt~d
cil to close existing academic
programs, and . the council's by the fact that th~y (UK) did
role as monitor of new state that _without talkmg to us,
funding gives it increased lever- knowing the great strength we

°

''W .
e might
need.One
school, but we
d0n need

two."

age over universities' ambitions.
UK and U of L aren't asking

have here in public health," said Joel
Kaplan, the U of L medical school
dean.
· He said U of L _ officials had
thought UK would seek to collaborate with U of L in offering public,health training and were surprised
·when UK set up a separate school.
But James Holsinger, chancellor of
the UK medical center, said he'Ju\ew
nothing of U of L's plan to sei"up its
·own scnool until after the UK trustees had voted set'up theirs.
· He said UK's new school could collaborate with U of L's·in offering doctorates or conducting research. But
each school can justify its own school
of public health, he S81d.
Holsinger ~stimates there are only
about 27 schools of l'ublic health nationally, but•he predicted that publichealth concerns will lead to the creation of more. Nearby schools of
public health include those at Ohio
State University and the-University of
North Carolina· at Chapel Hill, he
said.
_
Kaplan agreed there are pressing
public-health issues but said they are
largely urban in nature; .· and thus
suited to U of L's mission as an urban research
Environmental concerns and infectious diseases
such as AIDS·and drug-resistant tuberculosis are· especially. prewlent in
urban settings,.he-said,',-~,·The Ohio Valley has· some of the
nation's highest rates of cancer, heart
disease a.1111 ·strcike;_,'all•.conditions
'.'that·our-s£hoof is go_iiig' fo\be,most
mterested, m. and Jocusedron;" he
'd t""'--1~: •-;'l_-_----1.fiy
.~- '-~· , 1s • , •.-• ·>.~, ...
• ·• •
sai •
ns.u1r1-,.,::
:.
U of-<L' has hail aiscussions \vith Indiana University·about:developing a
regional public,lfealt)J_progr:a_mc_that
serves people on· both:. sides of the
Ohio River;Kaplarisaid;"He'said the
new school iriight'aliio liili'e·on internationahllealih~issues,',building on
the:-pre~~~-~~ -1,J of:Lfli!ready has in
several overseas locations,
Kaplan-said U on,•~; public-health
school ivolild emphasize· research.
Holsinger i;aid tpe-;two pr9grams
should complement=-each other .because UK plans tq 'einphasize· the
training of public-health professionals, and it has expertise in rural
health issues rather than urban is-

to

wuversify.

sues.

"The need is ~le enough that,
believe me, there's roi>m for'both of

us," he said.

·
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WKU paper honors innovative journalist
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. - Neil Budde, a Kentuckian who is the
creator and founding editor of the Wall Street Journal/Interactive
Edition, received the College Heights Herald Award for Outstanding
Contributions to Journalism last weekend. The award· is given by the
Herald, .the studeJit newspaper at Western Kentucky University.
Budde developed the Journal's Internet edition in 1993 before other
newspapers reafized the potential of putting news online. He is a 1977
graduate of Western and has worked at The Courier-Journal, The
Richmond (Va.) Times Dispalch and USA Today.
Budde is from-Elizabethtown and now works in New York City.

~
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Ke~tucky to hire
up to 800 teachers
with federal money
Goal is to reduce
the size of classes
in elementary grades
Associated Press
LEXINGTON, Ky. - ·An infusion
of nearly $20 million in federal money will let Kentucky hire hundreds of
teachers and shrink class sizes.
Depending on which salary anrage is used, the money will provide
500 to 800 new teachers in first
through third grades.
The money may last only a year,
but Kentucky educators still welcome
the contribution contained in the new
federal budget.
In Scott County, su erintendent
Dallas Blankenship wil be able to
add live teachers next year.
"Lower class size can be a great
benefit for teachers and students,"
Blankenshi~ said. "01 course, our
problem with federal grants is that
they've been temporary."
Fayette County would get $869,594
- or 35 entry-level teachers with a
$25,000 salary and benefits package
- under preliminary estimates by the
U.S. Department of Education.
President Clinton first called for
100,000 new teachers next year. After
some congressional trimming, money
was left for $1.2 billion for 30,000
teachers in first through third grades.
Clinton proposed that the money
be the first installment in a plan to
hire 100,000 _teachers over seven
years. If .he succeeds, the average
class size in the three grades would
be reduced to 18 pupils per teacher.
The budget bill was signed into
law last week. The money will be
available next July.
Most research on class size shows
that smaller classes in the early
grades can boost student performance and improve discipli_ne prob-

1

lems.
But the enormous costs of hiring
new teachers and building new
classes are usually beyond most state
budsets.
Distribution of the money is mostly
based on poverty rates.
The federal formula stipulates that
80 percent of the money be distributed to school districts on the basis of
child-poverty statistics because of the
high rate of teacher turnover and
fewer resources at poor schools. The
other 20 percent will be based on district enrollment.
Up to 15 percent of the money can
be used to pay for teacher testing
and on-the-job training.
Districts that alreadv have reduced
class sizes to 18 or fewer students in
first through third grades can use
their money to make even smaller
classes in those grades, to reduce
class size in other grades, or to carry
out activities to improve teacher quality.
Those guidelines could provide
flexibility in districts that don't get
enough money to pay a full teacher's
salary, such as Robertson County in
northeastern Kentucky, which is to
get only $11,248.
The money will be distributed by
the Kentucky Department of Education.
Th!'re should be plenty of new elementary teachers to hire in Kentucky, said Susan Leib, director of
the Education Professional Standards
Board, which oversees teacher certification.
·
"But the problem could be when
you get into the geographic supply,
whether teachers get to the areas
they're needed," she said.
.
Significant class-size reduction
could mean even bigger costs for
new classrooms in overcrowded districts. And some crowded districts
might even have trouble fitting just a
le:,v teachers.
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Violet Severy

MERRILLVILLE, IND. Violet C. Severy, 86, Crown
Point, Ind., formerly of Pasadena, Calif. and Morehead, died
Sunday, Oct. 18.
She was a retired Professor of
Music at Morehead State University and a member of SAi
Women's Sorority and the
Organ Guild of America.
Surviving are one daughter,
Julie and husband Fred Fraley
of Merrillville, Ind.; one son,
Frank and wife Karen Severy,

Anchorage, Alaska; two grandsons; Jim and Rob Fraley, Merrillville, Ind.; one granddaughter, Sherida and husband Mike
Engstrom, Portland, Ore.; one
great granddaughter, Atumn
Elyse Engstrom; one sister,
Patricia and husband Ken
Adkins, Cabazon, Calif.
Memorial services were Tuesday, Oct. 20, at Geisen Funeral
Home, Merrillville, Ind. with
Pastor Ron Johnson officiating.

e

Restaurant tax
gets approval
Mayor breaks 3-3 tie; tourism and
recreation to benefit from revenue
own.
"I just want to make clear
that voting on this ordinance
will not cause a .conference cenMorehead City Council gave ter to be built without the
final approval for a 3 percent approval of city council," he
restaurant tax during a special said,
meeting Thursday night with a
"'rhe tourism commission
4-3 vote,
can't do. that without city
Mayor Brad Collins broke a approval by law," Collins
tie by council when he cast the replied. Tourism is an arm of
deciding "yes" vote for the tax city government, but council has
that..will be charged to restau- to approve its budget.
rants inside the city limits on
"People think that as soon as

By KIM HAMILTON
Staff Writer

'I'm opposed to any tax. I dislike the idea of politicians and administrators spending other people's
money. I don't think you've spent the rest of the city's
money wisely, either.'
David Perkins, Morehead
gross retail sales receipts.
Council members Sonny
Owen, Todd Pratt and Harold
Kissick voted no for the tax.
Shirley Hamilton, Margie
Hunter and Jim Stamper voted
yes. The mayor has the power to
break a tie vote on issues.
Collins said he wanted to see
the tax passed, because he is in
fa~or of using the revenue. to
build ~ conference-c:ommun~ty
center m town to attract outside
meetings and local events. But
he clarified that the revenue
from the tax is not limited to
just a project of that- nature, it
inc)udes recreational projects
too.
'
By Jaw, revenue from a
resta uran t tax must go for
tourism and recreational programs. The city could also use
the money for hiking trails, basketball courts, a wellness cent.er
for senior citizens or any other
recreational project council es
fit
se
·some council memb r
id
.
h
e • sa
they were m t e dark about
what the money c_ould_ go for
and, once they re~hzed 1t could
· be used for recreation, want;ed to
see more done for recrea~10!1al
purposes as opposed to bmlding
a conference center. .
.
Stamper, who ultim~t.ely ".oted for the tax, opened disc~s1on
about ~he measure bf saying he
doe~n t want _th_e city-county
tour1sm comnuss1on ~akmg ~he
tax money and actmg on its

this is passed, the recreation
and tourism commission will
build a conference center,"
Stamper said. "Approval of a
restaurant tax doesn't mean
that thing will automatically be
built.•
"I don't want us to be liable
for what tourism does," Owen·
said. "Too much emphasis has
been placed on building a conference center. ·....-1.1-tr-r •:rh-:-f.:•~ • ;r • :
"We're not voting for a oonfer-:
••-. .·
,
t' -~
,,en~e. center, W,!3r!l.~O lDB-•P,~,a
res~urant tm:, Coilme aii!a.
Ther_e has bee,:, some poor
c~mmumcat1on. This 1s the first
mght we've talk~d rn depth
about .the money_ go1p~ for recreatl~n,_ Owen smd. Id be,, morf'
for.it ifthatwere the case.
In _the next ~hree to four
year~, m m;r ~pm1on, we. should
consider bmldmg some~hmg hke
a. ~onference center, wit~ coun~,I s approval. But we will take
m enough funds to meet recreationa] needs also," Collins said.
"This has been your pet project, Brad," said David Perkins,
f Morehead who attended the
:'neeting.
'
"I've made no bones about it,"
Collins told Perkins.
"I'm opposed to any tax, I dislike the idea of politicians and
administrators •,Pending other
people's money, Perkins told
Collins. "I don't think you've
spent the rest of the city's money wisely, either."
Carl Sizemore, who owns a
barber shop on Main Street
next to property council has
bought to possibly build a conference center, voiced his con-

cern.

"I thought the tax was automatically going for a conference
cent.er. If the tax. is supposed to
bring in around $900,000 a year,
and a conference center is not
built, isn't that an awful lot of
money?
• A lot of people who have
been in my shop have told me
·they oppose it and I haven't
even brought it up. The last
count I had was 52-3 against it,"
Sizemore said. "I ·think we all
are community.minded, but we
must look out for our own selfemployment."
Michelle Francis, Morehead
State University Student Government Association president,
said that students were against
paying the tax. The ordinance
mandates that food establishments on campus pay the tax as
well.
"Lots of stu·dents are on
financial aid and they can't
afford for food prices to go up,"
she said.
Sheree Nichols, ·executive
director of the tourism commission, advocated passing the tax.

She said that tourism is the second largest industry in Morehead and Rowan County, next to
the lumber industry.
"Tourism brought in $30 million to businesses here in 1997.
We have a number of areas to
thank, such as Cave Run Lake,
festivals and golf courses. With
more money, we ,could do more
things," Nichols said.
"I'm proud of my community,
and I'm looking for ways to better my community. I really
think (the tax) is a mechanism
to progress for tomorrow," said
Roger Russell, chair of the
tourism board of directors.
Randy Newsome, chamber of
coinmerce president, oaid chamber's .board. of dirlicto1;• have
been in favor of the ·tax all
along.
Two weeks _ago, county mag1s tra te Nick Caudill attended
the regular council meeting to
voice his disagreement with the
city tax, calling it a "working
person's tax." He said people
who work in town and eat lunch
at city food establishments will
be carrying most of the burden
of the tax.
Collins said the tax would be
paid mostly by people who travel the interstate and stop off in
Morehead tp eat.
Caudill suggested that council hold a special meeting to hold
a vote on the tax before the
upcoming general election.
Before approving the tax
ordinance, council amended a
section of the law to exclude
temporary food stands, booths
and street concessions, such as
for church fund raiser.sales.
The city will begin collecting
the tax on Jan. 1. The tax money collected will be held in
escrow until the city and
tourism commission jointly
app~ove a budget for tourism's
use,usually in June.
€ollins said he felt the majority ·or the people want the tax, or
he wouldn't have voted for it.
eouncilwoman Hamilton said
the city needs to build a conference center, because the university has no space for such activities and students have priority
of the use of space there.
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Hicks fac.es monitoring,
no Internet if bail posted
By SEAN.KELLY
StaffWnter
A former Morehead State
University professor faces electronic monitoring - and being
barred from the Internet and
any unsupervised contact with
females under 21 - if he is
released on bail in a Montana
kidnapping case.
Mike Salva![ni, Gallatin··
(Mont.) disfncf}udge, ·approved
the conditions for Charles Hicks'
release, should he make bail.
But with the b&il doubled to
$200,000, it appears unlikely
Hicks will be released before his
Jan. 11 trial.
Hicks, 63, has been jailed in
.tlozeman,Mant; since June 11,
after he allegedly attacked Marcie Fitch, 20, with a stun gun
while posing as a home buyer in
April.
.
Salvagni's Sept. 29 order was

entered into Rowan County District Court records by Gary
Adkins, Assistant Commonwealth Attorney, on Oct. 3.
Among the conditions for
Hicks being out on bond are:
• Montana law enforcement
must take Hicks straight to the
airport. From there, he would
travel directly to Morehead;
• In Morehead, he will be met
by Kentucky State Police, who
will escort him to the county
detention center to be fitted
with lln electronic monitor
before heing released;
• Hicks would not be allowed
lo leave Rowan County without
court µerznission;
11
He can have no contact
with the victim or any members
of her family. He also cannot
have contact with any potential
witnesses, with the exception of
members of his family;
• Hicks must notify Montana
authorities before he returns to
that state;
• Hicks is to remain in the
custody of his wife Rhonda who
must agree to supervise him and
report any violation of release
conditions to police;
• He cannot possess firearms,
destructive devices or other dangerous weapons, including stun
guns, during his bail release;
• Hicks can have no unsupervised contact with women under
age 21;
• He cannot have access to
the Internet or any other computer-generated on-line capabilities;

• Hicks cannot use or possess
alcohol, any dangerous drug or
other controlled substances
without a legal prescription;
• He must sign a waiver of
extradition before he leaves the
Gallatin County Detention Center.
Hicks' jail bond was doubled
to $200,000 at a Se)it. 25 hearing in Bozeman, ·because of new
evidence from the state including pornographic material
that depicted violence against
women, and an alleged stalking
incident in Lexington.
The evidence was presented
when Hicks' attorney, William
Bartlett of Bozeman, notified
the court he would be requesting
Hicks' release on bond. Rhonda
Hicks testified at the hearing on
Hicks' behalf, and 36 letters of
support for Hicks from Morehead residents and colleagues
were presented to the court.
The evidence was recovered
by Kentucky State Police at
Hicks' residence, where he was
arrested May 11 as a fugitive
from justice. A disk police found
in the computer allegedly had
hundreds of files containing
pornography downloaded from
the Internet.
The majority of the pictures
and films depicted .violence
against women and necrophilia.
Police also found addressee for
pornographic sites on the World
Wide Web.
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Stud~nt~1g,~·d~fa.ult,~!~;~t,Iow.gff/,;-jf:'ifi~96·
·.
,··. '., -,•economy,
more.aggressive collection :n management and record-keeping. '.
cipjlll!tthat ~ral recent Initiatives
HealthYecollOffiY,
methods and· better management· of 'i\is .now.. tougher for schools to •ente -~houhH1elp "liliiil the am_ounl of debt
' t
-~
ment .: the"Afederal
loan program.
. ' ;,, the federal loan program in the fim~dellts need lo take on and make it
St TIC er elllOfce _
lot of credit needs to go to the: place, and once they are in, th~"'easiet·to repay, further reducing the
students," _said Diane Rogers, acting n:,us_l be-evaluated and recertified pe.
__ .!~ef~tllbate even as tuitions continue
Credl'ted J.I~or change:
_
dep~ty assistant secretary for student·•·.nodically.
. _;~nse;

•: · -· financial assistance. "Cred_it_ also", One of the most significant fact?rs'.~ r. THOSE PROGRAMS include an
""-- , . · , needs to goto cor,ss for glV!f!!! 11:1,:: Education Secretary Richard Riley,uncrease in the maximum Pell Grant,
.,,.. . •the tools we neede .
·· :.:;- said, -has been the healthy econ?my1 ltlhefederal college grant prog,:am for
c:,
IN THE EARLY 1990s, lawmak,.;, The more borrowers who have JOb~!ldneedy:' students; an expans10n of
.
ade ·1 easier for the department:· the. more Who can affo rd lo,repafbinvork-study opportunities for stuWASHINGTON' -'- Tile "!le al ·_- ~~g~rnis~ the wages and tax refunds} th""1?8"s. ·
· · · ;il[ldents;, t'!e Hope Sc_holarship· $1,500
which students default on their col- _of delinquent borrowers. And a new
_Whale default rates have been de-__.,1U ctecbt for the first ~o years of
lege loans fell to 9.4 percent m 19~6, . national database was put in place to !'hning, the total amou~t of borrow.•1.oamllege; a~d tax deductions for the
its lowest level ever, the Education . ensure that ·students who have de-, .. mg liiis bet:n. on the rise. In 1998,"Jllrterest.pa,d on student loans.
Department reported yestenlay.
faulted don't get extended new loans...;~about 5:9 malhon students borrowed,q ,, An:d recently; Congress and the ad0n
The drop marked the sixth year in
Congress also en~bled the depart- · 38
federally backed col• ..' mi~i~tratilin ~greed to Id.borrow~
a row that the loan default rate de- ment to kick high-nsk schools out of _ege. ,on oans.
•refmance their student Jiransat anmclined. Unlike in 1995, when defaults the loan program. Now, schools ca_n _ A STUDENT has a six-montbiere~te of ~.46 percent,compared
rose for ~nvate,:f9ur-y~ar.,~olleges -be terminate~ if 25 percent of tbeu""lgrace period after graduation before !!th;'the preV1ous rate of- 8.25 perw~ile. falling for o\her mst1tutlons, · students a,:e m default three yea~ in )repayment mu~t begin. A.loan is con-; (!!111;-lf.~ey act before
31, 1999..
this tame the rate improved across a row, or 1f 40 percent defau!Hn a sidered to be an-default 1f payments
"I thmk the message as clear," Rathe board.
single year.
have not started in another six . ley said. "We support broad access to
. T~e department attributed the conThe Education Departmen_t said it . months after that.
.·: I higher ,e_ducation with ,,strong ,,actmumg ~rop - from a pea_k of 22.4 has also straightened up its own
Riley said the administration an•·•,•muntabi11tyfor.taxpayers dollars.
percent m 1990 ~.10 an improved
•.
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Grand jury indicts seven in fire
that killed Murray State student
At least two
are students
at ¥urray State
By CHRIS POYNTER
and JAMES MALONE
The Courier-Journal
MURRAY, Ky. - State police
fanned out across Murray last
night to make arrests alter a
grand 1·ury indicted seven people in ast month's fatal dormitorv fire at Murray State UniverSity.
Three of those indicted Fred . McGrath, John "J .J."
Haney and Brian Levine - had
been arrested by late last night.
McGrath was charged with
capital murder, among other
thmgs. Haney and Levine are
students, Prosecutors initially
identified McGrath as a student, but state police later said
he was not.
However, all three were
members of the school's rugby
club.
The Sept. 18 fire in Hester
Hall killed Michael H. Minger,
19, of Niceville, Fla., and injured several other students. Investigators ruled the fire an ar-

son.

The Calloway County grand
jury had been meeting f?r two
days and had heard testimony
from about 15 witnesses.
Investigators had interviewed
hundreds of people in the ca~e,
said Lt. Dean Hays, a detec\1ve
with the Kentucky State Police.
He also said that telephone records were a crucial link in
breaking the case. About an
hour before the fire was discovered, someone called room
406 and asked if there was a
fire on the floor.
Another rugby player lives in
the room, the father of the
player told The Courier-Journal
last month,
The rugby team is a clu~
that is registered with the umversity, but rugby is not a varsity sport, Don Robertson, v_1ce
president for student affairs,
said last night.
McGrath, 20, was handcuffed
inside the Calloway County
Courthouse about 6:30 last
night. alter his indictment, then
led away to the jail behind the
courthouse.
Haney, who is about 20, was
arrested at his job at a local
factory, state police said.
Commonwealth
Attorney
Mike Ward did not indicate a
motive for the fire, which occurred early in the morning on
the. fourth floor of the dormitory.
Besides capital murder,
McGrath was charged with
first-degree arson; first-degree
assault for injuries to Michael
Priddy, 21. of Paducah, who
was seriously injured while try-

ing to escape the fire; three counts of
first-degree wanton endangerment
for injuries to three students; and
falsely reporting a fire - apparently
before the fatal fire broke out.
Ward said it was too early to determine if he would seek the death penalty.
Haney was charged with conspiracy to commit first-degree arson,
conspiracy to commit first-degree assault, two counts of conspiracy to
commit wanton endangerment, and
falsely reporting an incident.
Brian Levine, whose age was not
available last night, lives off campus.
He is charged with conspiracy to
commit first-degree arson, conspiracy
to commit first-degree assault, conspiracy to commit first-degree wanton endangerment, and falsely reporting an incident.
Robert Leader, the father of a
rugby player who lives in room 406,
said his son, Ryan, had received a
couple of phone calls about a fire before the blaze broke out.
The elder Leader, reached at his
home in Jackson, Tenn., last night,
said he knew of no problems between his son and. the rugby club.
Jason Wilson, the rugby coach,
said, "I don't want to say anything. I
don't know anything."
The dormitory has eight floors.
The blaze, which was fueled with an
accelerant, blanketed parts of the
fourth floor with thick, black smoke.
After the fire, students gave gripping accounts of feeling their way
though the smoke and hearing
screams of terror from friends they
could not see,
Several students hung out of their
windows and had to be rescued by a
cherry picker.
The most seriously injured student,
Priddy, 21, of Paducah, was treated at
the Vanderbilt University Burn Center in Nashville, Tenn. He has since
been released.
The other injured students were
identified as Charles Rupert, 18, of
Hickman; David Grisham, 20, of Louisville; and Jerry Walker, 22, of Mayfield, and Keisa Bennett, 21, of Murrabne firefighter, Dickie Walls of the
Murray Fire Deaprtment,was treated
for smoke inhalation.
The blaze was similar to another
arson that occurred in about the
same place - near room 406 - just
five days earlier. Hays declined to
say if the location of the fires was
significant.
The fatal fire had a ripple effect
across Kentucky's campuses. Like
most dorms, Hester Hall did not have
sprinklers because it was built before
a state law required them.
Only 35 of the state's 103 residence
halls and apartment complexes have
sprinklers. College officials have
pledged to install sprinklers in all
dorms, but they say they don't have
money for the multimillion dollar
project.

At least one university, Western
Kentucky, is considering increasing
housing fees to fund the project.
The fire also had a devastating effect at Murray, Students said they
feared a killer was in the midst, and
several people reported that they had
trouble sleeping. Others said that
they were more suspicious of their
classmates.
And, about 100 students - most of
whom lived in Hester - moved off·
campus, citing safety concerns and
other reasons, ·
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UK, U of L
plan public
health schools
By Holly E. Stepp
HERALD-LEADER EDUCATION WRITER

Just two weeks ago, no Kentucky university had
a school of public health, offering specialized training in health issues such as disease prevention.
Now, the state's two research universities are
planning to open public-health - - - - schools that are strikingly similar.
"On the
But eventually, the state's Counsu'ljace
...
cil on Postsecondary Education
these
two
might have to decide to let one
school grow and let the other with- schools seem
er.
like
The University of Kentucky unnecessary
and the Universitv of Louisville are duplication."
planning to offer· different degrees
Debbie
that focus either on research or on
training public health professionals. · McGuffey
Both will have to be approved by spokeswoman,
Council on
the council.
Postsecondary
Council spokeswoman Debbie
Education
McGuffey said the council is likely
to consider whether the state's public health issues require two schools and the additional degrees.
"On the surface, without the council knowing
more about the need for the programs, these two
school_s seem like unnecessary duplication," McGuffey said.
She noted that the council can't stop universities
from creating the schools - but it can prohibit tht'
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Cjn~innati beckons graduates

.u..
may nudge
Ad ti on',campuses
Lo1, isville leaders to respond
,-·i'l. .

,\ I

By DA\ dJ McGIN1Y
The Co11rier•J6ilrnal
He's ,,mewhere in his early
20s, wv.us blue jeans and a
white ·1 -shirt', has peroxided
hair an· I loads of relaxed attitude ..~,hi he 'Y'\l)ts your sons
and dal,.;hlers.
He's ., Generation Xer and
the cen, rJI figure of an aggressive ad , ampaign launched by
the Gr, ,ter Cincinnati Chamber oft , ,mmerce for a specific
purpo.: - to lure promising
young liege ll@.duates from
other , 1ies, i;c>ajsville among

them, to the Cincinnati job
market.
The campaign approach is
hip and youth-oriented, but the
purpose is serious business.
Cincinnati has concluded that
to continue its economic
growth it needs more young
talent, and it's prepared to
compete with· other cities for
that talent
The campaign may be a
nudge in the ritis for Louisville
economic development officials, who know they also need
to attract young talent to keep
the area growing, and compel!-

tion won't make their job any
easier.
1t sounds like an impressive
deal that Cincinnati has in
place," said Barbara Cambron,
vice president of work-force
development for Greater Louisville Inc. "Doug (Cobb, president of GLn has been saying
for some time that we need to
attract that very age group."
Cambron expects the Cincinnati campaign to be a precursor of similar efforts by other
0

cities because other areas are

experiencing the same need for
young talent. And even Cincinnati civic leaders, who think
they are ahead of the pack,
don't expect that to last
"As far as we know, we're

the first chamber to do some of
these things," said Ma_rge

Limke, the Cincinnati chamber's mana~er of business information. 'I do think there
will be others."
· The ads, placed in campus
newspapers, show the colleiieage man strollin~ across an image of the Cincmnati skyline.
The perspective is bizarre; he's
seen from overhead, and his
bemused face is staring directly at you, his head looming
larger than his body. (At the
Cincinnati chamber he's called
"the Big Head Guy.'1
The text is minimal, and the
largest type is reserved for a
Web-site address: www.superjobs.com. Visitors to the site
find information on Cincinnati's attractions; access to
classified ads in local ne'!"spapers for informations on jobs,

homes and apartments; and a
virtual job fair, linkinJl them to
job openings in specific companies.
The visitor can also request
a job seeker's kit, which contams more specific job information, more information on

· places to ~o and things to do in
Cincinnati, and a slick brochure with bright graphics
pushing the idea that the city is
a fun place to live.
·
· (Some sample text: "A studio
apartment. A twp-bedroom townhouse. In the middle of the action.
... It's your space to party. Throw
clothes on the floor. Have friends
over. Be yourself.')
The Cmcinnali chamber started the
campaign last year and repeated it in
the spnng and fall this year, taking
out ads in college newspapers at the
Upiversity of Louisville, the University of Kentucky, the University of
Tennessee, Indiana University, Pur-

due University, the University of
West Virginia and Indiana's Rose

Hulman Institute.
As a result, the chamber has attracted about 7,000 visits to the Web
site and sent out approximately 1,400
job seekers' kits. The chamber does
not have a detailed geographic breakdown, Limke said, but ii has sent
about 100 kits to Kentucky.
The Cincinnati chamber is making
a play for other communities' graduates because, said Joe Kramer, vice

president of economic development
for the chamber, the city's jobgrowth rate has been about 3 percent
annually for the past three years, and
"in order to fuel that growth we just
need more people.''
Kramer said the chamber realized
a couple of years ago, from talks
with area companies, that the demands of the city's growing economy
were drying up the supply of young

JJ1u1es:;1011<11 wu11",1.,.

JJ,c

c1Ly

was

doin_g a good job of keeping the talent tt produced -

surveys indicate

that a high percentage of Cincinnati
college graduates stay in the area but it needed more.
Hence the idea to recruit. The Big
Head Guy appears in large ads in
campus newspapers at schools that
turn out graduates in engineering
computer science and business, and

he appears repeatedly during the
term of the ad campaign. At the University of Louisville, for example, the
chamber's schedule called for nine

full- and half-page ads to run between Sept. I and Oct. 27.
Cambron said that, with the competition cities like Cincinnati will offer, "it's going to be even more criti-

cal" that Louisville step up its efforts
to attract and keep talented young
professionals.
Greater Louisville Inc. is in the
midst of plans to do just that.
"I don't want to prematurely announce the specifics of what's going
on," she said, but she expects the

chamber's business plan for 1999 to
include programs aimed at persuading graduates and young professionals that Louisville 1s a swell place to
live and pursue a career.

She tliinks the city will have some
strong sales points - career opportunities in young, growing companies;
a growing entrerreneurial spirit; a

community smal and open enough
that its leadership is accessible. And
emotional ties.

Kentuckians seem to have a strong
bond with their home state, Cambron
said, and "thai kind of deep loyalty is
an edge.''

As the competition for young talent
intensifies, Cambron has this mes-

sage for the parents of the Big Head
Guy: "Congratulations Cincinnati.
And look out."
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head coach Wayne Breeden,
Top dT:l'CO 1mporls mclude
now an assistant at MSU,
6-7 Scott Charity and. 6-8
."Freshmen have a tendency Dwane S~muels to the front
while Brett Bohanan,
t o st an·d b '1Ck , watch and get,, court,
Brad Cleaver and Bobby
the feel f~r t~e college level, Washington are expected to
Macy said. But these two upgrade the guard positions
have jumped right !n,"
Bohanan averaged 17
Umberger weighed . as points and hit 115 threemuch as 242 pounds dunng pointers last season at Spoon
the summer but has trimmed · River College; Cleaver is andown to 223. It's shown in his other dangerous outside
play as the 6-7 forward pa,c_e_~,- shooter, H~ ea,rned All-Con-

:4

C:nllP!'.!P

l'reseawson

pulb

nave

Morehead State at the bottom
of-.-~~···'-·
the,.OVC,-but·Macy-~-i'-:t
.. t,•,..,•-;r~a:·::-.~1::•,..,..."'/il,.;i~)~-',:'., Ji.•
a 1scourage i::i:-·f:l't:;-t.;fJ1·"t;_"...,.,.!:~·' ,,
"We're not down at all," he
said. "We've added some talent and the attitude this year
is so much improved."
MSU opens at home
against two small-college opponents Nov.16 and 18 before
travelling to Vanderbilt and
Marshall.
The Eagles' non-conference
schedule also includes a trip
to Florida.·

7,

Jaily l[!depen,lent. Ashland, Kentucky,
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R,:staurant tax an issue in Morehead City Council race
Vo tetl1reaction
to
levy
could
decide
election'
.
By ToM LEWIS~~;
,,,,~ ..,

OF THE tlAILY INDEPENDENT

MOL l~HEAJf:...._ It could be
argued that voting to raise
taxes l '. dayi(liefore an election is .. litical suicide.
It co Id also be argued that
such a ote takes courage.
The ..-suits of next week's
race fo I he six seats on the
Moreh~ad City Council might
settle that argument.
Few issues seem to divide
the niiw candidates vying for
council. including the six incumbei,, s. But' one that does
1s a·3-p -rcent tax.on the gross
retail , oles of restaurants to
help ,,µcrate;"" Morehead's
recreat,.111, tourism and con-

ference operations - a tax
that w, . given"final approval
with a i-3 vote at a special
council ,neeti:ng'.Iast week.
"It h IS to:"have an impact
on the voters;~· Mayor Brad
Collins who cast the deciding
vote, s,.,d of "die decision on
the re,, nurant: tax. Council
membP, s Shirley Hamilton,
Margie Cornett-Hunter and
Jim St ,mper voted for the
tax, wh,lc Todd'Pratt, Harold

'

•

KC · k

d Lo d
"S
"
ssic an
. n on
onny
O~en oppose?
thi it..
l don t
nk ~t sho_uld b~
made
a
~amp:iign
,.1ssue,
t
nd
S a!Jlper said F ay. -~ ':'oted
th~
th w~y I voted bec:1use I
mk: ,t:s the best thmg for
the city.
. "Virtually every progr~ssive fourth- or fifth-class city
in Eastern Kentucky has a
restaurant tax," Collins argued. And he estimated that
about half of the tax revenues
generated by the tax would
come from out-of-city residents.
But even Stamper was not
sold on the IJIOSt widely discussed pu'llose for the .new
tax _ to help ·pay for a proposed downtown conference
t • A£ 'bilit tudy precen te~ t ~ts' ·t y s
·1 ·
sen _e o e c1 .Y counc, m
Apnl _by the Lexmgton-base?
planm~g firm Booker Assoc,ates said a 36,040-squar~-f?!lt
cente: would cost $6.3 milhon
to bmld and that a 3-percent
restaurant tax would generate $900,000 in annual revenue.
Pratt and Stamper agreed
that the city was in greater
needof an indoor recreation
center, such as a YMCA, that
could potentially include
space for conferences, a nd
they opposed placing such a
center in a congested ·downtown area.

Kissick said he was simply
opposed to raising taxes.
Hamilton and CornettHunter joined Collins in feeling a conference center could
help revitalize Morehead's
downtown district and felt the
restaurant tax would be a
h
f
good way to offset t e cos~
such a complex. Collins ,e
t
most residents supported th e
restaurant tax, but Owen said
"99 percent" of th e people he
talked to were against it.
Non-incumbents in the race
were also divided on the
restaurant
tax/conference
center issue.
Mark Perkins was concerned about a lack of parking
space but felt a downtown site
could work, and he was comfortable with the tax because
it will apply to food sold at
Morehead State University'
which uses th e city's recreational facilities for intramural sports.
Tony Gregory said he probably would have voted againS t
the tax.
Al Baldwin said he would
have voted against the tax, He
felt other revenue sources
should have been explored,
and he was "a little concerned" about the priorities
discussed for the tax's use.
Hamilton, Perkins, Owen,
Stamper, Kissick and Gregory
all advanced out of the May
Democratic primary, with
Hamilton the top vote-getter.

I

_

Baldwin is the only Repubhcan in the council race. The
retired Army Lt. Col. has been
an MSU administrator the
past 10 years.
Cornett-Hunter and Pratt
filed as Independents and did
not take part in the primary.
Cornett-Hunter, a buyer for
Martin's Department Stor_e
who did not return a cand1date question·naire to The
Daily Independent, said this
summer that she did not file
for the Democratic primary
because "at the time I had a
lot of things going on in my
life."
Pratt was still a state meri~ employee at the filing dead!me and had to file as an Independent under state law.
The Democrat now works as
an independent insurance
agent.
Utilities

Several candidates agreed
that expansion of Morehead/Rowan County's water
and sewer treatment systems
will be the issue of biggest
concern for the next council,
with the development of a
new multi-county industrial
park in western Rowan County on the horizon.
Pratt said city leaders let
the need for utility upgrades
"slip up on us," and Baldwin
and Gregory joined Pratt in
saying if the current system's
capacity maxes out, then any
cutbacks should be imposed
first on Rowan Water Inc. and

0

~:o/ ;~~~r f~~~

~~i~t~~~ic~
the Morehead Ut1hty Plant
Board.
Owen was concerned because the plant board was
still paying debt on its existing system and already needs
to expand.
Stamper, the city council's
representative on the plant
bo:1rd's board of directors,
said there has not been a water rate hike in the city in 16
years. The plant board is considering an increase of $5 a
month for the average residential customer to help offset
the costs of upgrades.
"Right now if we don't do it
(upgrade the infrastructure
systems), t~ere's no more in,;
dustr;Y C,?mm!;\ to Morehea~,
he said. I don t want our ch1ldren_ 20 or 30 years fr<!m now
leav111g our community because there's no more jobs for
them because we didn't do
something now."
Owen said he did not want
to be a part of a council with
the reputation of raising taxes
and utility rates, "But J don't
see any way around it right
now."
Baldwin said in order to be
prepared for future growth,
the city must more carefully
plan with the help of citizens
and frequently assess those
plans.

Gr;:~al

candid~tes said the
city needs to work closely with
Rowan County Fiscal Court
and the city/county joint economic
development
and
tourism agencies to map out
controlled growth. Baldwin
said local leaders should at
least consider a merged government structure.
Gregory, who opened his
own garage after he was fired
by the city in July 1997 after
his arrest on a drug-related
charge, said he could bring a
new, younger perspective to
the council, which he said had
ignored key issues while
spending time on less impm:tant items, such as an ord1nance banning nude dancing
approved last winter.
"It makes us look like a
bunch of idiots," he said.
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Rugby team members charged
•m M .....
- lll·1·ay

Morehead wants more fire protection

_ __

Paducah: c:nd '...aria R Phelpc;, 20.
f Be
HERALD-LEADER STAFF WRITER
0
ntOI,.
All the defendants are MSU
MURRAY - They were weekend jocks and drinking budd1e:.. srudents except McGrath. who is
playing roughhouse rugby games to· a fonner srudent. and Mounce.
gether on a team whose mono was
All face a vanery of charge:-.
once "Win or Lose, Hit the Booze."
though 1cDonough and Mounce
One was once arrested for pubht were charged with con1plirny to
intoxication when police investigated commit murder. mear. ...g they alcomplaints of people running naked legedly helped l\1cGrath kill
through the neighborhood.
Minger.
Now, they are charged together
The indictment did no1 sm·
in a donn fire last month that killed how they helped. and police dt'·
a student at Murray State University clined to elaborate. though Ward
and inJw-ed several other:..
told the Murray newspaper tha,
State police say they haven't yet Mounce was m McDonough's
nailed down a motive. But they've donn room when McGrath alfound no evidence of a hate crime, legedly set the fire.
and are considering the possibility
The charges agains t Levine.
that it was a prank that went terri- Haney. Baker and Phelps include
bly wrong, said Capt. John Vance. conspiracy. meaning they alcommander of the Mayfield post.
legedly knew of the fire before Jt
"Things happen that get out of was se1. They were not chari~ed
hand." Vance said yesterday.
with murder. however
A grand jury on Wednesday inPolice rounded up six of thost'
dicted seven people - five of them charged Wednesday night. Baker
MSU srudents - on charges related turned himself in at the jail that
to the Sept. 18 fire in Hester Hall, night after hearing news of the
which killed Michael ll Minger, 19, indicanents.
of iceville, Fla. Michael Priddy, 21,
of Paducah was badly burned, and A rowdy game
several other students received less
Of the seven people charged,
serious injuries. Priddy was released
only Baker had been arrested befrom a Nashville hospital on Oct. 7.
Frederick F. McGrath Il, 23. of fore in Calloway Counry. He was
Murray, faces the most serious charged with public intoxication
charges. A grand jury charged him in March when police investigatwith capital murder, first-degree ar- ed complaints about people runson and assault, three counts of en- ning naked in a Murray neighdangering students and one of false- borhood.
ly reporting an incident.
He pleaded guilty in April
The death penalty is a possibility and was fined S72.50. He also
in the case because McGrath alleged- pleaded guilty in December to
ly killed Minger while commining driving drunk in Calloway Counanother oime, arson.
ry and to disorderly conduct in
But Calloway County Common- Crittenden Counry in 1996. and
wealth's Attorney Mike Ward said had several traffic citations such
he does not expect to seek the death as speeciing.
penalty againsf McGrath.
All seven remained in jail late
vesterda,·. McGrath had no bond.
Ward would not say why, but ~vhile McDonough's bond was set
the decision could signal a belief the t $2SO 000 cash.
fire was not intended to kill anyone. _a_
·
Ward said he doesn't expect any
The bond for the ~thers ~rn:further arrests.
$200.000 cash. The six bes1de:Arson investigators said the fire McGrath will be arraigned today
was deliberately set with a flammaPohce said all five men wen:
ble liquid. McGrath works at a self- members of the rugby team at
service gas station and convenience MS . and that Phelps hung out
store, but Ward did not recall any with the rugby players. Mounct'
testimony about where McGrath is dating McDonough.
allegedly got gasoline for a fire.
T he team is a club sport, not
McGrath pleaded not guilty, an official sport of the university.
and his attorney denied McGrath Team members don't get scholarhad anything ro do with the fire. ships and pay their own way to
The others charged are Brian away games.
S. Levine and John "j.J." Haney,
McGrath played with the
both 20 and both of Meade Coun- team even though he was not a
ry; Jeremy R. Baker, 22, of Mur- student this semester.
ray; Michael W. McDonough, 19,
Rugby is a rowdy game and
and Melissa ~ J . 8..both of the team at Murray. like teamS a1
By BIii Estep

A committee of Morehead State University's Board of Regent-

~ adopted a resolution encowaging the school to seek state fund
mg to upgrade fire protectioq in its doonitories.
The Board's Audit Committee this week said it would recommen~ to the full~ on Nov. 13 that school President Ronald

Eaghn be authonzed to secure financing from the state general

fund.

...

The death of a Murray State University student in a Septembei
~ e has also ~1rompted other schools to try and find ways to fwxi
~proved fire ~ety m~ures for students who live in campus res
idence halls ' 1thout spnnkJer systems. While campus housing a ,
More~ead St? .e i:neets fire safety codes, only three residence hall~
have m-room sprinklers.
Th~ estim~~ cost of instaUing in-room sprinklers in all of its
donns 1s $4 m l_hon, according to figures supplied by the university.
To pay off the xmds that would be issued to cover the costs of tht'
sprinklers the university said room rates would have to be in
creased by at least $100 a semester.
- SARAH A. WEBSTER

other colleges. has a reputation
for partvmg hard after games.
But Harmony Elder. 19. an
Owt!nsboro sophomore who said
the rngby players are her friends,
said their partying is just "basic
college stu ff."
''They're all sweet people.
there's no way they could do
something like this,'' she said.
Some rugb_r players a ppar-

Levine said her son. who also
works two job,;. is innocent.
"As far a he is concerned. ht:
thinks someone done him
wrong." Levine said.

A sense of relief

News of the aiTests saddened
friends of those charged. but also
relieved many of the 8.700 students at Murra,·.
ently also made prank phone
"I think everyone's glad to setcalb. including calls about fires. somebody's been charged." said
Cathy Haney, J.J, Haney's Corey Williams. a 19-year-old
stepmother, said she und~rstood sophomore.
such calls had gone on smce he
started college three years ago,
The fatal fire had caused a
but that they were jokes on other I great deal of fear and concern on
members of the rngby team.
camp~s that there might be an
A false alann was called in to arsonist on the loose.
the eight-floor Hester Hall about
Dozen' of students moved out
an how- before the real fire began of the donns on campus. and the
on the fourth floor at 2:38 a.m. At university stepped up security.
least one rugby player h\'ed on
"It raped everyone's sen e of
that t1oor.
security on campu::-:· . aid Mai
C:athy Haney said her stepson I Fletcher. a 21-yea~-ol~ student
admitted making a prank call from Paducah. •·J thmk it'll take a
about a fire to another rugby long time to get over that."
player in Hester Hall before the
State police investigated rufire. ~ut said he had noth ing to mors that the fire was set as a
do with th~ fatal blaze.
, hate crime against gay . but
Haney 1s a good srudent who couldn't find an v evidence of that
is working at a factory and a and dropped it: said Vance. tht'
dairy fann to realize his dream of I state police captain.
becoming a veterinarian. Cathy
The uni\'ersitv and alumni ofHaney said.
fered rewards
information m
"J.j.':.; not capable of anything the case. bu1 T rooper Chuck
like that." she said of the fa tal Roben son. spokesman for tht
fire. "I le'!> scared. He's scared he's Mayfield state police post. said he
gomg to go down for .omething did not thmk 1he rewards played
he didn't do.'"
a role m the arrests.
Haney said her stepson and
Levine are longtime friends and
li,·ed together off campus in l\lur
ray. Baker mayJive with them.
she said.
Hanev and Marie Levine. Brian Lenne·s mother. said vesterday that there was a get-together
before the fire at the house the
rwo young men shared.

for
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'Ruggers' had rowdy reputation
But most accused
in fire had clean
slates in Murray
By CHRIS POYNTER
The Courier.Journal
MURRAY, Ky. - They are
called "ruggers," a group of
guys, most of them students at
Murray State University, who are
as well-known for their drinking
and partying as for playing
rugby. Now five of them are in
the Calloway County Jail.
They are accused of setting or
conspiring to set a fire in a dormitory last month that killed 19year-old Michael Minger and inJured several others. Two young
women, friends of the rugby
players, are also chal)led.
Police have said they don't intend to arrest anyone else. They
have not disclosed a motive, but
they have acknowledged that another rugby player lived on the
fourth floor of Hester Hall, the
eight-story dormitory where the
fire was set Sept. 18.
Police did not say what role if any - the rugby club played •
in the fire.
A preliminary hearing is set
for 11:30 •this morning in
Calloway Circuit Court, and
more details on possible motives
could emerge from that.
"The rugby team does have
the reputation of being a bunch
of badasses," said Alonzo Pennirigton, a freshman, who is an
acquaintance of Jeremy Baker,
one of the arrested players.
"They are partyers, and they are
what you expect of a rugby team
- a combination between mean
• soccer players and mean football
players."
Chris Kerlick, who lives with
his wife across the street from
some of the rugby players, said
that while they liked to farty, they
never disturbed the rest o the neighborhood. "They were nice, never
caused any trouble, and for college
students were quiet," Kerlick said.
Nevertheless, an aura of toughness
surrounds rugby, a game in which a
ball is tossed from player to player
while the other team tries to tackle
the ball carrier. Players wear minimum protection -if any.
Rugby at Murray is not a varsity
sport, but it is registered with the
university as a club, much like the
women's soccer club or the academic
honor society. It formed about four
years ago and plays and practices on
a university athletic field.
Its competition includes rugby
teams at Western Kentucky, Eastern
Kentucky and Middle Tennessee
State universities. Murray doesn't
have a list of members, and their
names were not available elsewhere
yesterday. Nor is it known how many
members there are.
The club has had at least one clash
with campus officials. In 1996, the
university. allowed it to use an old
fraternity house for meetings, said
Jim Bower, director of the Curris
Center, the student union. But the
club also used it for parties where alcohol was served. The house was
eventually demolished.
Several students said yesterday
that although they hadn't attended
rugbyparties,club-members have the
reputation of being rough and rowdy.
Pennington played intramural football and softball with Baker, whom

he described as a "really aggressive"
guy who once bragged about breakmg someone's collar bone during a
rugby match.
Pennington said he was invited to
join .the rugby club but never did. "I
didn't want to break my neck."
Baker, 22, of Morganfield, is the
only one of the seven people arrested
who bas a record in .Murray. Last
year, after his car ended up. in a
~itch, he was cited for drinking and
driving. His blood-alcohol level was
more than twice the level at which a
person is considered drunk.
And in February, Baker was arrested and accused of running naked
through a neighborhood. He reeked
of alcohol, according to court records.
But Joe Green, the director of the
university police, said his department
has not had any more problems with
the rugby club than with other student groups.

Kristen Krakoviak. a junior from
St. Louis, said she's not sure the club
parties more or less than other students.
Katie Staples, a friend of Krakoviak's who was eating lunch with her
yesterday in the campus cafeteria,
agreed.
"Just because they happen to be
on the rugby team, we can't say that
they are the biggest partyers on campus and cause the most trouble," said
Staples, a freshman from Owensboro.
Jim Baurer, the student-union di. rector who is serving as interim adviser for the rugby club, said he
wouldn't agree that the club was
rowdy. But asked how he would describe it, he declined to comment.
"We have not had any problems in
the last couple of years," he said.
Jason Wilson, the rugby coach, declined to comment yesterday.
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Dorm-fire arrests
bring relief to some,
anguish to others
Bv JAMES MALONE
and CHRIS POYNTER
The Courier-Journal

MURRAY. Kv. - Efforts to SOl\'e
the fatal arson ·at Murrav State University last month intenSified about
two weeks ago, said people who
knew the seven young people indicted in the case Wednesday night.

Parents, neighbors and co-workers
of the suspects said they noticed the

police step up their investigation with
persistent questioning and requests
for lie-detector tests.

The work led to a dramatic break
in the investigation - a break that
brought a reaction of relief from lhe
father of a student who was criticallv
burned in the fire on the founh floo"r

of the Hester Hall donnitory.

The arrests shocked relatives and

friends of the seven suspects.
Wayne Priddy of Paducah, the fa.
ther of student Matthew Priddv. 19.
who survived critical bums and· lung
injuries, said of the arrests, "I am relieved ... at least somebodv else
won't have to go through this' same
thing."
Priddy said his son, who was at
Vanderbilt University Medical Center
in Nashville, Tenn.. has made a
strong recoverv-. But he faces another
month in Padllcah's Lourdes Hospital.
His medical bills have topped
$250,000. his father said.
But the elder Priddy said he has
been buoyed by the outpouring of
support for his son, and he credited
Matthew's strong spirituality for his
steady comeback.
11
I could not ask far any better
progress," Wayne Priddy said.
But Laura Phelps of Benton, the
mother of one of the/oung women
arrested, 20-vear-ol
Lana Rae
Phelps, wept 'in the lobby oi the
caUoway County jail.
"I told her, 'Honey, just tell the
truth.' She told me, 'My life is
over.'"
Phelps said her daughter. whose
bond was set at $200,000, was a
"designated driver" the night of the
fire. She was to drive three people
from an off-campus party baC:k to
Springer Hall and Hester Hall.

"She said she let them out. saw the
fire and returned to 1he partv and
1old everybody,'' Laura PhelpS said.
"That was it.''
Laura Phelps said police arrested
her daughter while she was working
at a haunted house in Paducah.
She also said her daughter told her
that defendants John "J.J." Haney
and Brian Levine remained at the
party all ni~ht, and that she did not
know anythmg about phone calls reporting a fire in Hester Hall.
Six of the seven defendants remained jailed under large bonds yes1erday. The seventh. Fred McGrath,
23. is being held without bond on
charges of capital murder and arson
but will seek a bond hearing, said his
anomey, Steve Vidmer.
"He denies any involvement,"
Vidmer said in an interview at his office. "He's a scared kid."
Police allege that McGrath set the
fire early Sept. 18. Student Michael
Minger, 19, of Niceville. Fla .. was
killed, and several other students and
a firefighter were injured.
Police said that key evidence in the
case includes telephone records
showing the phone numbers from
which calls were placed that allegedly reported a fire inside Hester Hall
earlier in the evening.
Chris Kerlick, a neighbor of three
of the suspects, was also surprised by
the charges. Levine. Haney and Jeremy Baker. share a small brick house
near Kerlick's house.
"J.J. was studying to be a vet. and
dunng the summer we'd sit here on
the porch and just talk," Kerlick said.
"He just loved animals, and you
could tell when he talked about animals he cared about them."
Kerlick said Haney had a threefoot iguana, a hamster and a cat.
Kerlick noted that on the night of
the Hester fire, he and his wife heard
the sirens and they drove to campus.
When they returned, they saw Haney
and others standing in their front
yard. Krelick veiled to them:
"Did you hear about that fire in
Hester?" he asked.
"Yeah, isn't that bad?" one of the
young men called back.
Levine worked as a clerk at the
East Y Grocery a few miles outside of
Murray. Owner Jeannie Walker said
Levine was a superb worker who had
good rapport with customers. She

said police had been questioning him
for a couple of weeks.
"He said he was in the wrong
place at the wrong time .... I believe
in him in spite of all that's hapJN:Ded," Walker said, "He still has a
Job here when he gets out, if he
wants it."
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Dorm fi_re arrests
maile; 23-year-old
charged with murder

MURRAY (AP)- Six people - four of them Murray
State University students were injaiUoday on charges
stemming from a fatal fire at
a university dorm last
month.
A grand jury Wednesday
charged one person with
capital murder in the fire.
Six others face various conspiracy and complicity
charges. One of the six was
still at large early today.
Fredrick F. McGrath II,
23, of Murray, was arraigned on charges of capital
murder, first-degree assault,
first-degree arson, falsely reporting an incident and
three counts of wanton endangerment
Wednesday
night, Calloway Circuit
Judge Dennis Foust said.
McGrath pleaded innocent. No bond was set, but
his lawyer, Steve Vidmer of
Murray, said he would ask
for a bond hearing.
"He absolutely denies any
wrongdoing or any involvement in anything," Vidmer
said.
Five of the other suspects
were arrested Wednesday
night, Kentucky State Police
said. Charges against the
seventh' person were sealed
until that arrest is made.
Arrested were:
► Brian S. Levine, 20, of
Battletown; Jeremy R. ·Baker, 22 of Murray; Jolin J.
Haney, 20, of Ekron; and
~LaniiR-Pliws,-20, of_Benfon.
AIM.were ·c ·~ged with conspiracy. to commit first-degree
arson, conspiracy to commit
first-degree assault and three
counts of conspiracy to commit first-degree wanton endangerment.
Levine, Baker and Haney
were also charged with falsely
reporting an incident.
► Melissa A. Mounce, 18,
of Paducah. Charged with
complicity to capital murder,
complicity to first-degree arson, complicity to first degree
assault and three counts of
complicity to co=it first-degree wanton endangerment.
All were taken to the Calloway County Detention Center.
All except McGrath and
Mounce are Murray State students, police said. The suspect
who remained at large is also
a student at Murray State,
police said.
Michael Minger, 19, of
Niceville, Fla., died in the fire,
and another student was seriously injured.
Commonwealth's Attorney

Mike Ward did not indicate a
motive for the fire, which occurred early in the morning.
Ward said he didn't know ifhe
would seek the death penalty
against McGrath.
The
Calloway County
grand jury had been meeting
for two days· and had heard
testimony from about 15 witnesses.
Investigator& had interviewed hundreds of people,
said Lt. Dean Hays, a state
police detective. He also said
that telephone records were a
crucial link in breaking the
case .. About an hour before the
fire was discovered on the
fourth floor, someone called
Room 406 and asked if there
was a fire on that floor.
McGrath, Haney, Levim·
and Baker were members of
the school's rugby club. Another rugby player, Ryan
Leader, lives in Room 406.
Robert Leader, Ryan's fa.
ther, said his son had received
a couple of phone calls about a
fire before the blaze broke out.
The elder Leader, reached
at his home in Jackson, Tenn.,
said he knew of no problems
between his son and the rugby club.
Nick Warren, who lived in

Room 406 with Ryan Leader
also said he knew of no prob:
!ems between Leader and the
rugliy club. He said that an
h_o.µ_r_Ji_efqre the fire started.
someone called the room and
asked for_ Leader. The person,
whose voice Leader didn't recognize, asked him to come to
the lobby and file a complaint
regarding a fire.
"We just thought it was a
prank," Warren said Wednesday night.
Jason Wilson, the rugby
coach, said, "I don't want to
say anything. I don't know
anything."
The rugby club is registered ~th the university, but
ruii-by 1s not a varsity sport,
~aid Don Robertson, vice president for student affairs.
The dormitory has eight
floors. The blaze, which was
fueled with an accelerant.
blanketed parts of the fourth
floor with thick, black smoke.
After the fire, students
gave gripping accounts offeeling their way though the
smoke and hearing screams of
terror from friends they could
not see. Several students
hung out of their windows
and had to be rescued by a
cherry picker.
University President Kern
Alexander would not comment on the indictments.
"This is a matter that is
with the state p_olice.... Murray State has an overriding
interest in the safety of its
students," Alexander said.
The blaze was similar to
another arson that occurred
.new; Room 406 just five days
earlier.
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Thieves making clean
sweep of MSU vacuums
By SEAN KELLY
Staff Writer
Thieves are making a clean
sweep of vacuum cleaners at
,Morehead Staw University.
The third vacuum thefl within the month - this time from
Button Auditorium - was
reported to MSU Police on Oct.
21.

An Advance sweeper LA 114,
model 704001, was taken from
the custodial closet on Button
Auditorium's third floor between
Oct. 17 and 19.
The sweeper was valued at
$552.86, police said.

Two other vacuum cleaners
were taken from locked storage
closets in earlier incident.:i,
police said.
A Versmatic sweeper was
taken from a custodial closet on
Mignon Tower's first floor on
Oct. 5 around noon. The sweeper was valued at $661.61.
An Advanced sweeper model
LA 114 was taken from a custodial closet in Wilson Hall on
Oct. 13 at about 7 p.m. It was
valued at $450.
In all cases, there was no
forced entry into the locked dos·
ets. Those with information on
the cases can call MSU Police at
783-2035.
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Rowan, English educators
share cultural exchange
land, England.
It utilizes the ln_ternet to li~k
a numb.er of reg1ona! public

By STEPHANIE DAVIS
Managing Editor

schools 1n Kentucky wtth comEducators from England vis- parable-schools in·England.

ited Rowan and area counties

Rowan County public school

this week, as part of a unique

teachers participating wen!

partnership in learning.
Elementary through secondary school students are participating in a cultural exchange
with students in Sunderland,
England through the Information Communication Technology
(ICT) Project International.
The research project was

jointly developed by Morehead
State University's College of
Education and Behavioral Sciences and the School of Education at University of Sunder-

very young,"

said Eastern

share projects, much of their
work will be published on the
Internet through Web pages,
Padula's students plan to

map the Licking River from its
source Lo its end. Their work
will be used to create an elec-

cation ref~rm ,,is a~l abo~t -

tronic resource on the Inr.ernet.

par_tnersh1ps, ~aid Shirley
Blair, MSU associate profossor

Students will use websites,
audio and video recordings, digi-

of ed~c::it1on, who 1s ~ervmg as
coordinator for the proJect.

tal cameras and e-mail to share
information
and
conduct

MSU faculty _members partnered with P!Ibllc school leach-

research. Video conferencing
will allow students to interact in

ers are Dr Kent Free]and. Dr.

'"real time" and share classroom
experiences.

OVC poll tabs
Murray S·tate
•
•
to win again
NASHVILLE - The pollsters
played it safe yesterday by
picking the Murray State men's
basketball team to win another
Ohio Valley Conference title
this season.
The Racers received 17 of 20
first-place votes in a poll of.
OVC head coaches and sports
information directors that was
released at the OVC Basketball
Media Day in Nashville Arena. ·
Murray has captured a share
of 10 of the past. 11 OVC regular-season titles.
·
On the women's side, Tennessee Tech, which earned its
11th regular-season OVC title
last season, nabbed nine firstplace votes and 147 points to be
picked to win the crown.
Murray returns three starters
from a W-4 team that won the
1998 OVC Tournament for the
seventh time in 11 years. Murray, which. lost its starting
backcourt, finished the season
ranked 25th.
"It just shows respect for the
program," said first-year Murray coach Tevester Anderson.
"It has nothing to do with me.
It has something to do with
what Murray has done over the
years."
Tennessee State was picked
second in the men's poll and
Austin Peay third. Eastern Kentucky, considered by some to
be the league's sleeper, was
tabbed sixth, and Morehead
State was picked to finish last.
"We have a very strong recruiting class, but this team is

who WJll conduct action research

;.,rojocl,.
As students and teachers

Lara Allen and Terry Cornett,
Mor_ehead Elementary; Denton
B\air, Rowan County Senior
High School; an_d Jay Padula,
Ro:;van County Middle School.
This is what_ Kentucky edu-
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By MARC J. SPEARS
The Courier-Journal

Colleta Grindstaff Karen Hammond, Dr. Adele Moriarty, and
Drs. J'1elinda and Wayne Willis

PRESEASON OVC
(First-place votesl

1. Murray State (17) .
2. Tennessee State (1)
3. Murray State (2) .
4. Middle Tennessee
5. SE Missouri State
6. Eastern Kentucky
7. Eastern Illinois .
8. Tennessee-Martin
9. Tennessee Tech

~L:1~~-~~~~~~~~=t

161
135
127
110
101
84
67
47
46

:::'.:::'.:::::'.::':::'.J

coach Scott Perry, whose team
will have nine newcomers, including Minnesota transfer
Charles Thomas and 6-9 Ronnie Griffin of Central High.
Middle Tennessee was picked
second in the women's poll and
was followed by TennesseeMartin and Eastern Kentucky,
which received three first-place
votes. Morehead again was
.picked last.
Southeast ·Missouri State 6foot-10 center Bud Eley, who
averaged 15 points and 10.3 rebounds last season, was named
the preseason OVC Player of
the Year. Murray junior forward Isaac Spencer, who averaged 13 .8 points and 8.3 rebounds, was named to the preseason first team. Murray Junior forward Rod Murray was
named to the second team, and
teammate Duane Virgil, a 6-9
senior center, made honorable
mention.

Eastern and Morehead State
did not have a men's player selected. Middle Tennessee senior
guard Richard Duncan of Doss
High was named honorable
mention.

Other schools participating
include Mason County High
School, Morgan County Middle
School and Lakeside Elementary School in Elliott County.
The teachers visiting from
England were in Rowan County
classrooms three days this week.
On Friday night, they were
scheduled to be guests of Superintendent Kay Freeland at the
Rowan-Greenup County football
game.
Kate Wharton, who teaches
at Hilton Primary School in
England, spent the· week with
Morehead Elementary School
primary teacher Terry Cornett.
"Technology in this school is
far more advanced," Wharton
said. "Back home, we have one
television to share between six
classes and we have no overhead
projectors."
But where American classrooms are lacking is art, Whar-

ton said.
"I'm shocked at the little

amount of art I've seen," Whar-

ton said. In her classroom, there
are display boards all around
the room that show paintings,
drawings and collage work of
her students.
"It's rare that we do work
from textbooks. We make our
own worksheets," she added.

At Hilton Primary School, all
students wear a school uniform:
a blue skirt or pants, a white

collared shirt and a blue sweatshirt with the school logo, Wharton said.
Unlike American schools,
there is a school assembly every
morning, with worship and
singing with the head master.
"By law in England, we have to
do daily worship and its based
on Christianity," Wharton said.
Physical education is taught
twice a week and students must
change into proper attire such
as T-shirts and shorts or a vest

and pants.
Chris Jones, an English professor, spent the week with Denton Blair's class at the high
school.
On Wednesday afternoon,
Jones answered questions from
students on such subjects as the

English affinity for hot tea, popular television shows and musi:.
and the cost of gasoline.
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The right stuff from small towns
Area's rural settings yield n1en and women of outstanding accon1plishments
ByAMANDA GILMORE
OF THE DAILYINDEPENDLNr

-

----

--

he backroads of Eastern Kentucky are
filled with people who have made a difference and who credit their rural,
community- and family-lmsed lifestyles
with giving their lives direction.
From these hills and hollows have come great
writers, artists and politicians. Others migrated
here from larger, urban communities and made
lheir homes. Aud many more, who are just beginning to discover their potential, are looking
forward to a future in which they will help
make the region a better place.
Life in rural Eastern Kentuclcy comes with
some limitations, certainly. But just because a
person comes from a small town or chooses to
live in one doesn't mean he or she can't accomplish big things.
Debra l~loyd, in her eighth year as president
of Prestonsburg Community College, said it's
people's self-concept that makes th.em successful, not where they live.
"Think of all th~ U.S. presidents who came
from small towns," she pointed out.
And think of all the writers, painters and
photographers who have used the small towns
and backroads of the region as the inspiration
for their creative works.
"Jesse Stuart is a classic example of a person
who realized the inspiration for his writing was
his home," said ,Jim Gifford, director of the
Jesse Stuart Foundation.
Through his writing, Stuart got to know
many celebrated authors from around the country. And many of them tried to convince him
and his wife, Naomi Deane, to leave their beloved W-Hollow home in Greenup County and
move to the fast-paced literary wurlds of New
York or Boston.
"But Jesse Stuart was smart enough to realize that the real source of his inspiration came
from the people and the places· he knew so
well," Gifford said. "Plus, he loved Kentucky
and Appalachia."
Billy Clark loved his hometown of Catlctts•
burg so much that he made it the centerpiece of
every major work he wrote.
"All my memories are of my small town and
the people there," Clark said. "'l'hey arc good

T

.

'

JH.!OJilc wilh i;n•at lll!al ts and great trnlhs.
"'fhe whole image we have, that we don'.t . "I've seen a lot of our people
"You certainly ~on't lwvc co come lhm1 a hig wear shoes, and how our ·accents are," said have to leave Eastern Kentown to do gn•·1.1 Od1u:s," he ad.;~••1. "That has Amie Puckett, an •MSU sophomore from ow.; ~ and our small rural comnothing at all 10 tlo with the contributions you ingsville. "I definitely think most people hav:C, inunities because of the job opmake in the world."
some built-in prejudice about Eastern Keri~ portunitics," he said. "'That
Clark did leave Catlcllsburg to leach his tucky."
·: was part of my reason for getcraft, first at the llniversity of Kentucky and
MSU junior Kash Wireman of Salyersvil(O ting into politics. My goal as a
then at Longwood College in J,'armdale, Va., said he's constantly working to dispel people~ legislator is to give our people
where he currently lives. But he never stopped opinions about Eastern Kentucky and small the same opportunities as cvth:nking about the day he'd come back to stay.
towns.
·· eryone else."
"I have never really foll away from there. I've
"As soon as I speak, I can scl! pcopfo ~lari
His small town upbringing
felt like I wus 011 loan arnl off visiting some- perceiving me as illiterate because of my accerit taught Adkins many things
where with every intention of returning," he and because of where I'm from," said Wiremall: that help him as a legislator,
saicl. ''And 1 know I will."
"But I am very proud of my heritage. It's giveP, not the least of whieh was how
me a sense of self-confidence, particularly when to listen
Clark said growil.g ?!P in C11tlcttsh11rg helped it comes to family."
.·
·
prepare him fnf life like no other place coulr1
"I was raised to sit down,
Fellow Eagle and Upward llonnd grad Aaro11 face to face, and listen and try
have.
Skaggs scoffs at people who let their small tow·ll to lind a solution to whatever
"It wasn't until 1 moved away that I realized background prevent them from achieving their the problem may he," he said.
what an outstanding education I got in that lit- goals.
"That's the small town rural
tie hometown school," he said. ''And the people,
"For a lot of people that's their crutch, being way of doing things."
who are so closely knitted together, taught me from a small town;· said Skaggs, a senior from
Adkins agrees with Skaggs
so much. I appreciate it more every day, know- Sandy Hook. "A lot of veople let that stop thet'n, that some people might use
ing the people in Catlettsburg."
but they shouldn't. The opportunities are out their small town background
there, you just have to fight for them."
as an excuse when thJy don't
How leaders are born
succeed.
It was knowing the peqple in West Liberty Returning the favor
"It all boils down to whether
that influenced state Sen. Walter Blevins to
Both Skaggs and Wireman, who've talrnn full you're willing to work hard
enter the political arena. As a child, he used to advantage of the opportunities presented to and have the drive and deterhang around the courthouse, getting to know them, plan to return the favor some day.
mination tn ad1ic\·r." he snicl.
Morgan County's political leaders and learning
For Skaggs, that 'means being involved in the
how the system worked.
Upward l)ounrl program as a counselor or di- Rich In opportunities
"When you ·grow up in a large community, rector. In Wireman's Case, he wants to return
While the hardships and
you never get that insight," said Blevins, a denhome after earning his psy- pressures arc very real in
tist who now lives in Sandy Hook. "The politichology degree.
small-town life, the op"I don't think people should portunities it affords are also
cian who b making the- dim.!reiux~ in your life
get educated and leave their very rich, said Floyd, the PCC
and leading your community isn't just a name.
hometown just because they prcsidenl.
You know him, you play ball with his kids.
get an education," he said.
"In a small tm'1n, ;,,u get to Sl'C bow things
··1 ~as brought up in a town
work."
·
"They need to educate others in Texas of about 50,000. l have
When Blevins decided lw was ready for Iifc
through their practice and ex- a)sl) lived in the Midwest and
outside West Liberty, he got a leg up from a
pertise.
in Dallas," she said. "And I
new program at Morehead State University.
"How would that look if I got can tell yon without hesitation
Upward Bound gives students from small,
a degree and didn't feel com- that the area I have learned
rural high schools in IO Eastern Kentucky.
fortable enough to be with peo- the most in is Prrstonshurg. •·
counties an introduction to university life and·
ple who are like me?"
Wi,en she first arrivcrl here
broadens their cultural and social experiences.::
That's the same philosophy in 1991. Floyd made -a speech
Some past participants say pcing in the prri~
that"s kept state Rep. Rocky in which she nr~ed Pregra.m also heJpcd dispel the migative stereO~
Adkins in his hometown of stonsburg residents to "stop
types that oftentimes dog kids who come froffi
Sandy Hook after all these apologizing and start bragthe mountains.
:·
years.
ging."

"When I camt' hl'rc, people
apologizcc\ fol' the facilities
and be('a\lSl' tlll'II' was no airpuri. If they had a dinner
party a11cl they served fried
ch ick<•u, they apologized becaUSl! there weren't two kirlds
of chickt•n,"
Thcre·s nothing negativ1·
about living in a small town
Floyd said.
"ri.tayhc it was a hit negativ,
five yrars ago, in tf'rms <1
shopping. But wilh the Intc1
net and technology- thesr day·
d
th·
you can or er any mg Y<•
want," she said. "Plus, I'•.
learned that if I can't find it ;
Wal-Mnrt or downtown P1
stcm~hurg, tl11•n I don·t nc,
it."

It's the smalhlL'.SS that mak
l'n!:itonshurg and l'CC, whi·
ha'i an enrollment uf abo
2.600, such a grc.1t learning,
virnnment. Floyl! said.
"We like to think of ourselves as a safe haven for students to come and learn," she
said.

A new home
Floyd is just one of many
who've come tu Eastern Kentucky from faraway places and
made a difference in the communities where they've settled.
Jean and John Rosenberg,
for example, have been helping
the region's poor and needy
since arriving here in 1970
from Washington.
Jean now heads the Homemaker and Single Parent Career Development Program at
PCC and John is director of
the Appalachian Research and
Defense Fund.

"It really doesn't matter
where you live If you want to
try to spend your life in service to others," John Rosenberg said. "The people who
you are serving will appreciate
you wherever you are.''
The experience has been re-

warding, Jean said.
"! think living in a small
community gives you immediate satisfaction when you do
something positive," Jean
Rosenberg said. "With the
folks involved in my program.
I get to see the changes immediately. And that"s very re-1.ssuring."
Living in a small town
means the · Rosenbergs know
r :any of their clients personilly and consider many of
hem their friends.
"We are all engaged in trv.:.1g to make the community a
better place to live, one way or
another," John Rosenberg
said. "Living here, maybe you

see your successes a little
more dramatical.!.:·."
A new school playground.
for instance, probably means
more in Prestonsburg than it
does in Chicago or New York
because it may be the only one

around for miles.
"Whenever you can expand

services or educational opponunities, everyone becomes
aware and has a great deal of
pride;· John Rosenberg said.
"! think the sense of pride is
much more apparent here than
it is in a large urban center."

Some adjustments
There are some things the
Rosenbergs miss, living here,
but after 28 years. they"ve
learned to adjust.
Jean, for example, is the
only Quaker living in Prestonsburg and has to travel to
places like lla7.ard and Pinev-

ille for worship services with a
half dozen others of her faith.
That's a similar lament of
Ann Olsen. an Elliott County
photographer who travels to
Lexington for meetings · of a
monthly writers' group.
"It's a group that's to die
for," she said. "It's just in Lexington.··

wouldn't have happened some·
where else."
Olsen first came to Elliott
County in 1966 as a VISTA vol·
unteer and was struck by its
beauty.
She brought her husband.
Frank. back with her in 1974.
and the couple bought a 100·
acre farm l i miles from Sandy

It re.illy doesn't matter where you live if you
want to try to spend your life in service to
others. The people who you are serving will
appreciate you wherever you are.
John Rosenberg

But Olsen, who"s from New
England and has lived in many
I1:rie cities in this country and
abroad. has also found opponunities living in Eastern
Kentucky that she doubts
would have opened up in more
populated places.
"I was able to teach French
at Morehead State for three
years because I had lived in
France and spoke fluently.""
she said. "Since I don't have a
mastef~,-~.l!ia.t l!J"()bab1Y.

Hook.
Frank is now retired from
teaching in the Elliott Coumy
school system.
"Most people have to find a
job and then go live there. We
were fortunate enough to find
out where we wanted to live
and then find jobs we could
work with.·· she said. ··we
didn't come here to get rich.
That was not our goal. Our
goal was to live a life with in·
tegrlty."

• DlO
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Characters add to small towns'
'Howdy Bill' is a regular
character
roaming Morehead's streets
By MIKE JAMES
OF THE DAILY INDE.PLNDENT

MOHEHEAIJ . ~'or as lung
as anyone can remember, he's
hl'l'll a fixture on Main Street
smiling and waving at every:

mw hC' passes.
His signaturl' greeting. a
lmoming "Hnwrly!'" long ago
earned him the name "Howdy
Bill."
Th<.• perpetual smile that

shines on his face has earned
Hill Caudill the affection of the
cnt ire town.

He's doubly treasured by
more than one generation of
athletes for his unwavering
support of local teams, from
Little League baseball to Morehead State basketball. A forest
of trophies, most inscribed to
.. Number One Fan" or the like,
erowd the small table at his
bedside.

He'll never make the pages
ur People, but within the city
limits of Morehead, he's as rec-

ognized a personality as the celebrities of Hollywood.
Asking about him by his full
name and often as not you'll
get blank stares in return. But
throw out his moniker and
you'll get recognition.
""Howdy Bill! Oh yeah, everybody knows Howdy Bill," said
Amy Webster, a student at
Morehead State University
who played for three seasons
on the Lady Eagles basketball
teams.
She remembers him as a fixture at games during years
when the team wasn't getting
too much fan support. "Howdy
Bill was a faithful fan," she
said. "I love him to death."
Watching ball games -- he
likes all kinds, from basketball
to football to volleyball, and
enjoys sitting in on practice
sessions, too - is one way
Caudill shows his affection for
the people of Morehead. He
likes the games themselves,
but more than that. he likes
the players and the other fans.
The other way is his daily

forays through downtown,
starting with breakfast at a
corner table at Arby's on ·Main
Street.
Workers on the day shift all
know him and arc ready to
dish up his unvarying breakfast order of a half-order of biscuits and gravy, water and coffee, said day:i.;1e manager
Kelly Lucas.
He spends an hour or so
there with other morning regulars, but he also speaks to
just about anyone else who
comes in, Lucas said. "He's always got a 'hi' and a wave for
everyone," she said.
Sometimes t'.lat's about as
good for her as a stiff cup of
coffee. On a rough morning,
Caudill's "howdy" can snap
her out of a bad mood, she
said .
She remembers running into
Caudill at the downtown market during her childhood. He
was the same then, with his
ever-present bib overalls, smile
and wave. ''I'd always wave
back at him," she said.
A knock on Caudill's door on
a recent afternoon tound him
at home, and not at all surprised someone would be inter•
ested in him. ''I figured you'd
be coming some day," he said.
He answered the door of his
trailer across U.S. 60 from the
Morehead State athletic complex with a "howdy" and a
handshake.
He invited his visitor in an :
stood in the middle of the living room for the greater part
of the conversation.
He didn't invite the visitor
to sit, but that's just as well,
because other than his own
small easy chair, there wasn't
any place to sit. A couch be•
side it was piled to the ceiling
with folded clothing, with
more clothing stacked high on
the other side of the room.
Every horizontal surface in
the kitchen was heaped with
cans, jars and boxes of food
and other items.
Caudill, who said he turned

86 in Si.?ptemhl'r. wanted to

talk about spllrts. ·•since I was
about that tall. rvc been a
Sf?orts fan," he says, holding
his hand out about knee-high.
He'll watch just about any
b ......., hut ~:·h i,artial to Morehead State athletics. He says
he knows ••just ahmn every
one·· or the students and the
players are his friends.
"They're my buddies, all of
them."
Caudill has more than a
dozen trophies he's received
from teams in Mort1head. all
because they can depend on
him being there to cheer for
then.
"He has a good heart and
he's full of dedication. He probably hasn't mis~ed many
games," said Ryan Brown, an
MSU student who was manager of the women's basketball
team during the 1997 season.
"He's kind of a legend
around Morehead," said Lady
Eagles coach Laura Litter.
"The athletes expect him to be
in the stands.
"Even in the down years
he's at all the home games. Ali
the girls speak to him. He's
there and has a big smile and
hello to all of them."
Litter gave him a team Tshirt that he wears to all the
games, where he sits as close
to the bench as he can get.
Even stooped over and leaning on the cane he's used s'ince
a hip operation in August 1997
Caudill stands more than 6 reei
tall. Weakened now by age and
illness, he once was noted for
his size as well as his friendliness.

··He was so big and strong,"
said a man who wouldn't tell
his name, sitting on a bench
with Keith Quinn outside
Quinn's hobby shop on Main
Street. "And he had a great big
loud laugh."
Some people might feel sorry
for Caudill and think his life of
walking up and down Morehead's streets monotonous.
Jones doesn't. "He's a really
fun-loving, outgoing person ....
Bill's happy just being Bill."
A man like Howdy Bill Cau•
dill might never reach the public notice in a large city, said
Dr. Dave Rudy, chairman of
the MSU soci"llogy department.
The small-pond phenomenon
,partially accounts for it.
"What happens here, it's
smaller. thf:re·s more intt>nse
interaction, more visibility.
There's one street in the middle of town so the chance to
see him is grnater,'' Rudy said.
"Those characteristics of his
character, the constant smile,
the incredible wave, those
parts of his life are extended
because of his visibility," he
said.
And everS,one in a small
town tends to talk about similar experiences, he said. "He
provides the community with
something, a focal point"
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'Each one teach one':
Moonlight Schools' mantra.
Woman found unique way
to educate ruralucation
residents
Association. knew just· -

a, BETH HuosoN

how to teach them.
·
She already was viewed as it
successful teacher. with a caMOREHEAD ~ In the shad- reer that began in a one-room
ow pf the staid brick building school when she was 20. Stewthat houses Morehead State art was named superintendent
University's communications of Rowan County schools in
department, there is a little, 1901. In 1911, she was elected
president of KEA - the ~fame
one-room schoolhouse.
It looks out of place there, year she founded the Moonold-fashioned and dwarfed, but light Schools.
Within a few years, under
it is as much a monument to
learning as the university Stewart's direction, every
county in Kentucky had a litbuildings that tower over it.
It is one of thet original eracy program, and the proMoonlight Schools ~ an idea gram's success was attributed
that. be{!an in rurtil Rowan to Stewart's practical approach
ComJty and became .a national in the classroom.
"She was very concerned
movement to teach everyone to
that adults should not have to
read.
learn to read from children's
Bag1nnlngs
.
primers," Baldwin said.
Stewart wrote primers espeIt started in 1911 with a
Rowan County school superin- ci a II y for the Moonlight
tendent - Cora Wilson Stew- Schools and made a newspaper
art - who wanted her stu- they could read.
dents to learn.
The best way to do that, she Practlcal leuons
figured, was to first educate
"She would incorporate
using practical lessons," Baldtheir parents.
·
Many of them had spent win said. "One lesson, for exmore time working than in ample, was on the value of
school and were unable to good roads. It read. 'Good
read. The answer was to get roads are my friend. I need
them back to school. and so good roads to get to school."'
There also was lessons about
she set out to tackle their il1i teracy by planning adult voting, farming - including
night classes - hence the advice on crop rotation - prename "Moonlight Schools.·· paring nutritious food and
The difficult part was in- dental hygiene.
"It was not condescending at
fo rm in g parents the opall," Baldwin said.
portunity existed.
Stewart also made students
"Rowan County was very
rural at that time. Many of the pads of grooves for their writ-
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Teachers inspired by Stewart volunteered to
go house to house, and ministers announced
the classes from the pulpits. With their help,
on the first night of class, about 1,200 people
showed up.
creeks weren't bridged and the
roads weren't very good, so it
was quite a remarkable
achievement," said Yvonne
Baldwin, an associate professor of history at MSU and an
author who is writing a book
'about Stewart and her role in
the literacy crusade.
Teachers inspired by Stew. art volunteered to go house to
-house, and ministers an: nounced the classes from the
· pulpits.

Good turnout
With their help, on the first
· night of class, about 1,200 people showed up, Baldwin said.
Stewart, the first female
president of the Kentucky Ed-

ing tablets so they could trace
letters before they wrote them
on their own, Baldwin said.
The sessions lasted six to
eight weeks. In Rowan County,
there were about 50 one-room
schools where moonlight classes were held. Their teacliers
were volunteers, and Stewart
would travel to each one at
leasf once during each session .
Her motto: "Each one teach
one," alluding to the chain of
volunteers in the Moonlight
Schools organization.
At the end of the sessions,
students who graduated from
the schools were given a Bible
and a reception of lemonade
-and cookies, Baldwin said.
It was that "schoolmarm"

image that led to her success
and downfall, Baldwin said.
Stewart eventually left her
Moonlight Schools and became
a national figure in education,
· appointed to the national literacy crusade by President
Herbert Hoover in the 1930s.

Fewer volunteer-a
But eventually, Stewart's
success waned as more "profession2ls" - people with doctorates 'in education - came to
be involved, Baldwin said.
"They thought it should be
run by professionals who were
paid to do ii rather than by
volunteers," she said ..
But the spirit uf Stewart's
Moonlight Schools remains.
Baldwin said.
Alma Fairchild of MSU's
Special Col-lections Department agrees.
She schedules about a dozen
tour groups each season to see
the Moonlight School at the
university, and people are still
fascinated with the teaching
methods of the day and Stewart·s initiatives, she said.
"We ring the bell and we
come and sit down at the desk

and talk about how it was
back then," Fairchild said.
The way it was might be a
litile bit like the w_ay it's going
to be, Baldwin said.
"I think in some ways, we've
come full circle," Baldwin
said, "back to a volunteer society," with volunteer adult
learning centers in the communities.
"That goes back to the spirit
of what Stewart was trying to
o: 'Each one teach one:··

